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> Who’s Who in Pot 
There are hundreds of people in the cannabis industry who do outstanding work, and it’s high 

time we recognized them. This month we inaugurate the High Times Who’s Who list featuring the 

movers and shakers of our community. We’ll be adding people to this prestigious list on a regular 

basis. Do you know someone who deserves to be honored? Or do you, yourself, deserve kudos? 

Visit hightimes.com/whoswho to view the archive or to submit a “Who’s Who” suggestion. 

> Top 20 Activist Schools 
In this issue, we list the top 10 colleges for stoners. However, on our website this month, you’ll 

find our annual list of the nation’s top campuses for marijuana activism honors. WTiich colleges 

“Just Say No” to the War on Pot? Go to hightimes.com/tags/college. 

POT POLL 

Last year, on the anniversary of the death of Jack Herer, 

we asked a simple question. Should the founder of the 

modern cannabis movement and the author of The 

Emperor Wears No Clothes be honored on April 20 by 

naming our national stoner holiday “Jack Herer Day?” 

Our poll received more than 500 responses. Some 

suggested that June 18, his birthday, would be more 

appropriate. Others asked how exactly this could 

even be achieved? The final tally: Those who believed 

April 20 should be named in honor of Jack were 

outnumbered two to one. 

Yes_33.8% 
No_.66.2% 

This month cast your vote for Strain of the Year. The 

strain that receives the most votes will be featured in 

our December issue! Go to hightimes.com/polls. 

ONLINE NOW 

AW I Mike Hughes 

theory. Check out 

Mike’s unique investigations. 

I Elise McDonough 

@EliseMcD420 

The author of 

I The Official High 

K m Times Cannabis 

Cookbook shares 

outstanding recipes. 

I Nico Escondido 

@Nico_Escondido 

Wherever Nico 

goes, he’s always 

armed with his 

camera. Check 

out his newest photoblog. 

SUBSCRIBE 
I Did you know that you can 

receive High Times every 

week? Sign up right now for 

our newsletter at hightimes. 

com/newsletter. Get news, 

event updates, grow info, 

legal advice and enter our 

weekly photo contest! (And 

don’t forget to “Like” us on 

Facebook.) 

Miss October 2012 
name: Kelly Glass 

profile: krazykelly 

AGE: 25 

city: Torrance, CA 

occupation: Hairstylist, model I 
Q 

To enter or rate contestants i 

go to misshightimes.com. o 

You must be 18 years or L 

older to enter. 
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Dabs Away! HIGH TIMES 

Dabs are the 

new rage in 

cannabis, but 

are they safe? 

If you attended the High Times Medical Cannabis Cup in 

Richmond, CA this June—or any of our other recent events—you 

know that “dabbing” is all anyone in the cannabis community is 

talking about. Like it or not, dabs are hot—but the phenomenon 

raises a number of issues. How pure are your concentrates? Is 

butane hash oil (BHO) effective as medicine? And most importantly, is 

ingesting it safe? These are some of the issues I tackle in this month’s 

cover story “To Dab or Not to Dab?” by providing a forum for a panel 

of experts to examine the dos and don’ts of dabbing. Of course, when 

it comes to marijuana as medicine, there’s one trusted name that we 

always defer to—Dr. Lester Grinspoon. Here’s what the good doctor had 

to say on the subject: 

Apparently there are some peo¬ 

ple who like the explosive kind 
of high one can achieve through 

dabbing. However, I am doubt¬ 

ful about how useful this new 

technique will be as a medicine. 

One of the medically unique 

qualities available with smoked 

or vaporized herbal marijuana 

is the precision with which a 

patient can titrate the dose 

against the symptom for which 

he seeks relief. One of the 

problems encountered by 19th 

century physicians who pre¬ 

scribed Cannabis Indica was 

the unavailability of reliable 

bioassays, which made it 

difficult for them to do little 

more than guess at the right 

dose. Similarly, the casual 

patient who dabs may find 
himself immediately quite 

uncomfortable, even panicky, because he has suddenly received too 

much cannabis. Furthermore, I have always believed it to be a bad 

idea to inhale the un-oxidized products of butane; it is for this reason 

that I have always urged patients to use a vaporizer, or to avoid 

butane lighters when using a pipe. Alternatives should be considered. 

I believe that smoking or vaporizing hei'bal marijuana remains the 

gold standard for the medicinal use of cannabis. 
- Dr. Lester Grinspoon 
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io Letters 

The Dangers of Dabbing 

Does Russ Bellville have shit for brains? 

In his May 2012 article “Dawn of the 

Dab,” he somehow leaves out all the 

warnings about toxic poison residues 

from the petrochemical butane! He 

says, “But remember, BHO is merely a 

purified form of cannabis, so it is still as 

nontoxic as cannabis.” Um, what? NOT! 

This is complete, stupid, utter bullshit. 

BHO must be purified up to five times to 

cleanse it of the carcinogens, brother! I 
want to see not only a retraction of this 

foolish, uneducated statement from High 

Times, but also an intelligent, honest, 

scientific article that educates and truly 

teaches users how to protect themselves 

from the toxins in BHO ... maybe some¬ 

thing like “How to Clean BHO.” 

Please, this is dangerous—not because 

of idiots blowing themselves up, but 

because casual disinformation will kill 

smokers (not immediately, of course, but 

years later from cancer). So be responsi¬ 

ble and publish a real guide about BHO 

that is safe. Mucho gracias. 

Dabs from Eureka, CA 

Russ Bellville replies: Any method of preparing 

something for human ingestion can introduce 

danger if proper safety procedures aren’t fol¬ 

lowed. If a restaurant doesn’t thoroughly cook 

your chicken, you can get salmonella poisoning. 

That doesn’t mean chicken wings are danger¬ 

ous; it means that poor food preparation is. BHO, 

when purged properly, is still as nontoxic as 

cannabis. [Also, check out HT’s dabs debate this 

month on page 72.1 

Pro-Pot Presidency 

I haven’t seen anything in High Times 

about the Libertarian presidential can¬ 
didate Gary Johnson recently; the last 

time was when he was still running as a 
Republican. Johnson is the only major 

political figure proposing the complete 

legalization of marijuana as part of his 

presidential campaign. I should think 

High Times would be giving him a little 

more coverage. 

As you mentioned, we ran an interview with 

Governor Johnson back in Aug. ’11, and we’ll be 

providing complete election coverage in our 

December issue. 

Championing Chong 

Get well, Tommy Chong! You have 

always been my idol. Maybe your brave 

example will make you the one who gets 
marijuana legalized—not only for the 

people who don’t want to go to jail for 

smoking, but for the people who really 
need it. Marijuana is a cure, and the 

High Times October 2012 

know, but that’s 

the way it is. Hell, 
look how long it took 

for medical marijuana to 

come into play. 
The government really 

needs to take a long, hard 
look at the revenue that 

would come out of legaliz¬ 

ing marijuana. States would 

no longer have to raise taxes, 

and they’d be back in the 

black in no time. 

Rob 

PotApps 

Who might we talk to regard¬ 

ing an article on mobile Web 

apps and text messaging and 

how they are helping dispen¬ 

saries engage their patients 

24/7? 
Dan 

Legalizing marijuana is 
just good common sense, 
but our government has 
never been known for 
using common sense. 

government needs to realize how much 

better the world would be if it was legal! 
But the real reason I’m commenting here 

is to say: Tommy Chong, you are a hero, 
star, leader and champion! Get well, my 

friend, and take it easy down that long, 

rough road you have ahead of you. 
Zach 

They Say It’s Good Luck 

Please tell all tokers to save their seeds 

until springtime and then put them in 

a bird feeder. Before long we’ll have pot 

growing everywhere! 

Cecil 

Why We Need to Legalize 

Legalizing marijuana is just good com¬ 

mon sense, but our government has never 

been known for using common sense. My 

advice? Just keep hounding your elected 

officials with letters and it will sink in as 

time goes on. Be patient and keep writ¬ 
ing! We all know how slow government 

can be, and we all know that legalization 

will not happen overnight; for some rea¬ 

son, they have to make sure they dot all 
the I’s and cross all the T’s before making 

it available to the masses. Why? I don’t 

The November issue will feature 

our first special section on high- 

tech consumer electronics, includ¬ 

ing a guide to cannabis-related 

apps. 

Centerfold Snafu 

I’m an avid reader and collec¬ 

tor of your magazine. With 

that being said, I was quite 

disappointed to open the August 2012 

issue (Oliver Stone on the cover) and 

find that the centerfold was Super 
Sour. Now this is quite a delicious and 

potent plant, but as a collector trying 

to put together a collage of all your 

centerfolds, it was disappointing to see 

the exact same centerfold of Super Sour 

that you ran in an issue from 2011. I’m 

surprised (and again, disappointed) that 

you couldn’t find a new plant to feature. 

I hope this does not happen again. 

Aaron S. 

HT art director Frank Max replies: Whoa, I 

thought that one looked familiar! I gotta stop 

smokin’ so much Super Sour! 

Resistance in Our Ranks 

After reading Russ Belville’s article 

(“Resistance In Our Ranks” August T2 

HT), I’m appalled that some medical 

dispensaries, growers and patients are 

among those who voted against Prop. 

19. What shallow, contemptible hacks! 

Could their own greed have prompted 

this response? Are they that tragically 

naive and dismally unsophisticated? 

Legal pot for all! 

Steven from Erie, PA 
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OG WAX 

Third Place Concentrates 

(Venice Medical Wax Centers) 
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BUDS OF THE BAY Our third Medical Cannabis Cup in the Bay area 

featured almost 100 marijuana strains meticulously grown by the 

collectives and caregivers of California and split into categories 

of indicas, sativas and hybrids. Local cultivators continue to refine 

quality, potency, flavor, odor and burnability. Photos by Lochfoot 

Contact 
High 
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HALLOWEED One early fall morning, a grower hiked into 

the wilds and came upon this spooky scene. A spider had 

set up house right next to his garden. The buds are hardly 

haunted though. The spiderweb actually protected the 

plants from pesky insects. Photo by Lochfoot 
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Contact 
High 

HOW TO DO A DAB It’s an old High Times tradition that whenever a particular method of 

smoking cannabis becomes popular, our sensi scientists get together in the secret HT lab and 

provide a step-by-step analysis of the process. Bob Marley showed us how to roll a spliff in the 

September 76 issue. Cypress Hill explained how to roll a blunt in the March ’92 issue. The 

process of dabbing is a bit more involved. Here’s a simple breakdown. Photos by Dan Skye 

STEP 
Load up the dabber with a BB-pellet-size measure of concentrate 

(approximately 0.05 grams) and set aside. Though some folks do 

more than this, too big a dab has been known to ruin a person’s day. 

We recommend that beginners stick with a hit of this size or smaller. 

Since concentrates often come without any indication of their 

potency, caution-as opposed to excess-is the much better choice. 

STEP 
Light the torch, then heat the 

titanium nail with the blowtorch 

until it’s glowing red. 

STEP 5 
Touch the dab-loaded wand 

to the glowing top of the nail 

and continue inhaling. Do not 

attempt to pull the carb out, as 

everything in the vicinity of the 

nail will be extremely hot. 

Secure your lips on 

STEP 
the mouth of the rig 

and begin to inhale. 

The dab will vaporize 

instantly, so you want 

to create a vacuum 

beforehand. 

I I 
" ^ tfc I 



Equipment 
lrifi 

(in our case, a 2’ Hitman bong, a 

converter piece containing a glass 

stem, a Highly Educated titanium 

nail and a glass dome) 

I propane torch 

lwand/dabber 

(the tool used to dab the 

concentrate oil on the nail, 

courtesy of Skilletools) 

1/2 gram of concentrate 

(enough for 10 hits). 

In this instance, we’re using a 

viscous hash oil, but concentrates 

come in several forms. If it looks like 

peanut butter, it’s called “wax;” if it 

looks like lard, it’s called "budder;” 

and if it looks like translucent 

or semi-opaque amber or dark 

glass, it’s called “shatter.” The THC 

content in concentrates is usually 

in the 65 to 75 percent range, but 

higher levels are available. 

Place the glass 

dome over the 

glowing nail and 

let it cool for just a 

second or two. 

Finish the hit until the 

concentrate is gone 

and the chamber is 

free of smoke. 

Exhale. Coughing 

and sweating 

are normal for 

beginners. Sit back, 

listen to some 

music, and don’t be 

in any rush to leave 

the couch. Also, 

please refrain from 

operating heavy 

machinery. 
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World 

A Planet of 
Prohibition 
Drug War reporter Bill 
Weinberg returns p.24 

Food 

Baklava Ganja 
Bombs 
A reconstructed recipe 
from the Old Country p.34 

Is Central America 

now a staging area 

for a heightened 

War on Drugs? 

The Drug War Keeps 
On Growing 
The DEA makes its presence known in a 
brutal raid in Honduras. By Bill Weinberg 
Recent headlines from Honduras pro¬ 

vided an uneasy sense of deja vu for any¬ 

one who recalls the bad old days of the 

1980s, when the US and its local proxy 

forces waged savage counterinsurgency 

wars all across Central America. 

Residents of Ahuas village, on the 

remote Miskito Coast, took to the streets 

May 11 to protest a deadly military- 

style drug raid, demanding that the US 
Drug Enforcement Administration leave 

their territory—and putting govern¬ 

ment offices to the torch to make their 

point. Miskito Indian leaders also issued 

a statement declaring the DEA personae 

non gratae in their territory. 

In the incident on the Rio Patuca in 

the pre-dawn hours that morning, four 

people were killed—including two preg¬ 
nant women—and another four wounded 

when DEA agents and members of the 

Honduran National Police in a US State 

Department-contracted helicopter flown 
by pilots from the Guatemalan military 

bred on a boat they apparently believed 

was filled with drug traffickers. Local res¬ 

idents say the victims were humble vil¬ 

lagers who had nothing to do with drugs. 
But it didn’t end there. Witnesses say 

two choppers—marked with US flags— 

landed and disgorged some 50 heav¬ 

ily armed and uniformed men, who 

proceeded to break down the doors of 

local homes. Residents were menaced 
at gunpoint and threatened with death 

as their modest abodes were ransacked 
by the men, who demanded informa¬ 

tion about one “El Renco.” The residents 

say that English-speaking “gringos”—pre¬ 

sumably DEA agents—took part in the 

raids and thuggish interrogations, which 

lasted up to two hours. 
US and Honduran officials tell a dif¬ 

ferent story: They say two traffickers 

were killed in an operation that seized 

1,000 pounds of cocaine as well as an 

M4 assault rifle. US officials also assert 

that no DEA agents fired their weapons, 

claiming that the shooting was done by 

Honduran police on the ground and a 
Honduran door-gunner in the helicopter. 

The officials insist that the DEA agents— 

part of a special squad called FAST, 

for Foreign-deployed Advisory Sup¬ 

port Team—were barred by their rules 
of engagement from shooting unless 

bred upon. The DEA also denies that its 

agents actually entered the village. 

An investigation by the Honduran 

Joint Military Task Force-Paz Garcia, 

based in nearby Puerto Lempira, only 

acknowledged the raid on the boat, con¬ 

cluding that the security agents bred 

on the civilians by mistake. “It’s terribly 

sad,” Col. Servio Arita told the New York 

Times. “It was an error.” 

But Jose Miguel Vivanco, Americas 
director of Human Rights Watch, said 

in a statement: “If evidence demon¬ 

strates that security forces violated inter¬ 

national standards, they must be held 

accountable.” 
The US military presence in Hondu¬ 

ras is fast escalating. The controversy 
comes just as the Pentagon’s Southern 

Command has established three new 

“forward operating bases,” or FOBs, to 

coordinate operations by the US mili¬ 

tary, DEA and Honduran armed forces 

and National Police. The FOBs ring the 

Miskito Coast, long known as a transfer 

point for cocaine and other contraband. 

The US also has forces at the new 
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The Honduran security forces are mired 
in scandals involving murder, kidnapping, 
arms trafficking and corruption. 

Honduran naval base at Guanaja in 

the Bay Islands. Joint Task Force Bravo, 

SouthCom’s Central America component, 

keeps 600 troops at its headquarters at 

the Soto Cano Air Base outside Teguci¬ 
galpa, the Honduran capital. In March, 

SouthCom commander Gen. Douglas Fra¬ 

ser told Congress that “the violence con¬ 

tinues to increase in Central America, 

and that’s where and why we are focus¬ 

ing there.” 

The Honduran security forces, mean¬ 

while, are mired in multiple scandals 

involving murder, kidnapping, arms 

trafficking and corruption. The body of 

prominent radio journalist Angel Alfredo 

Villatoro Rivera was found in Teguci¬ 

galpa on May 15, six days after he was 

abducted. He’d been shot twice in the 

head, and local media reported that his 

body was dressed in a police uniform. 

Five people were arrested in the slay¬ 
ing-including a former agent of the elite 

Preventive Police. 

In response to the revelation, Hondu¬ 

ran President Porfirio Lobo Sosa fired 

the National Police chief—who had just 

been appointed last October in an ear¬ 
lier effort to crack down on corruption 

in the security forces. But the new chief, 

Juan Carlos Bonilla Valladares, was him¬ 

self accused in 2002 of belonging to “Los 

Magnificos,” a paramilitary group said 

to have carried out “extrajudicial execu¬ 

tions” of suspected gang members. He 
was acquitted when the prosecutor quit 

the case. 

Such attacks are growing at an alarm¬ 

ing rate. The body of Honduran jour¬ 

nalist and gay rights activist Erick Alex 

Martinez Avila was found by the side of 

a highway near Tegucigalpa on May 7. 
The Latin American Federation of Jour¬ 

nalists (FELAP) says Martinez Avila was 

the 22nd Honduran journalist to be mur¬ 

dered since June 2009, when left-leaning 

President Jose Manuel Zelaya was over¬ 

thrown in a right-wing coup. 

The election of “Pepe” Lobo in late 

2009 was supposed to return Hondu¬ 

ras to normalcy. But crime and drug- 

related violence have soared, along with 

claims of official corruption. In Novem¬ 

ber 2011, the Tegucigalpa daily El Her- 

aldo reported the disappearance of 300 

automatic rifles from the elite police 

Cobras group. This led to speculation of 
police collaboration with resurgent para¬ 

military forces. A conflict between peas¬ 

ants and big landlords has led to several 

deaths in the fertile Lower Aguan Valley 

since the restoration of “legitimate” rule 

in Honduras. 

In the 1980s—with “dirty wars” raging 

in neighboring Nicaragua, El Salvador 

and Guatemala—Honduras was rela¬ 

tively stable under a military-dominated 

regime, and the US used it as a stag¬ 

ing ground to police the entire isthmus. 

Today, Honduras is the battleground, 

even as it remains the US military beach¬ 

head for the region. However, the new 

“enemy” these days is drug trafficking 

rather than leftist guerrillas. 

HIGH FIVE 

Top Anti-Pot Propagandists 
In politics, lying about marijuana is the name of the game. 

John Lovell 
Anti-Pot Lobbyist 

Sacramento’s John Lovell is 

a professional buzz-kill: He 

works to get federal money 

for California’s cannabis 

eradication. Lovell’s current 

clients include the California 

Police Chiefs Association 

and the California Correc¬ 

tional Supervisors Organiza- 

tion-both with a financial 

interest in keeping pot crimi¬ 

nalized. In 2010, Lovell also 

managed the anti-Proposi- 

tion 19 campaign to ensure 

that recreational pot wasn’t 

legalized in the state. 

Gil Kerlikowske 
Director of the Office of 

National Drug Control Policy 

When the White House 

received a petition advocat¬ 

ing legalizing hemp, the 

nation’s Drug Czar seemed 

unaware that hemp prod¬ 

ucts are legal in the US. He 

wrote: “All parts of the plant, 

including hemp, can contain 

THC.” Yeah, Gil—infinitesi¬ 

mal traces. For the record, 

hemp is a nonpsychoactive, 

agricultural cannabis crop 

bred specifically for fiber 

and seed products. Drug 

War idiocy never sleeps. 

SeanClarkin 
Director of Strategy and 

Programs for Drugfree.org 

Sean Clarkin transformed 

the Partnership for a Drug- 

Free America into the new, 

Internet-oriented Drugfree 

.org to appeal to a younger 

demographic. He wants 

parents and children to 

have a dialogue about pot- 

as long as that dialogue 

ends up being completely 

against it. A former ad exec, 

he also works closely with 

the Drug Czar’s office to 

make sure everyone’s lies 

are in sync. 

Dianne Feinstein 
US Senator (D-CA) 

Right-wingers paint the 

senior US senator from 

California as a liberal. 

Fat chance. Feinstein co¬ 

chaired the campaign to 

defeat Prop. 19 in 2010 and 

introduced the Saving Kids 

from Dangerous Drugs Act 

in 2011, which would tack on 

an extra 10 years of federal 

prison time for those manu¬ 

facturing cannabis edibles 

and drinks. Hard to believe 

Feinstein was once the 

mayor of our nation’s pot 

capital, San Francisco. 

Mitt Romney 
Republican Presidential 

Candidate, US Sen. (R-MA) 

When it comes to pot, 

President Romney would 

be worse than President 

Obama-and Obama’s been 

pretty damn bad. Romney 

is completely opposed to 

medical marijuana and 

advocates the use instead 

of the highly ineffective 

synthetic-THC pill Marinol. 

He also resorts to ancient 

arguments, like pot is a 

“gateway drug.” Electing 

Romney is a gateway to a 

harsher War on Drugs. 
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Minnesota 
Sleaze 
Minnesota cops and 

county sheriffs statewide 

have been accused of pro¬ 

viding pot to Occupy Min¬ 

nesota protestors in order 

to gain information about 

their activities. Cops were 

filmed picking up numer¬ 

ous OMN protestors from 

Peavey Plaza in Minneap¬ 

olis under the auspices of 

the Drug Evaluation and 

Classification (DEC) train¬ 

ing program, designed 

to teach officers how to 

detect drug-impaired 

drivers. According to 

OMN activists, after the 

cops picked them up, they 

drove them to Minneapo- 

lis-St. Paul International 

Airport, gave them pot, 

watched them get high, 

and then talked with the 

freshly baked dissidents 

about the progress of 

OMN. Afterward, the cops 

would drive the protesters 

back downtown. 

Some protestors state 

that cops contacted them 

hours later and offered 

them more weed if they 

would become regular 

informants. The story 

broke after a Hutchinson, 

MN cop allegedly tried to 

barter with OMN mem¬ 

ber Michael Bounds for 

intelligence by giving him 

a quarter-ounce. Bounds 

went to the media, but 

the State Patrol denied 

the accusation—then 

had to change their tune 

after a State Patrol officer 

said he’d witnessed the 

transaction. 

Observers speculate 

that the action was 

intended to discredit the 

movement by making it 

appear that OMN was 

just about getting stoned. 

The state’s Bureau of 

Criminal Apprehension 

has launched a criminal 

probe into the matter. 

Roll Up 
Willie 
Country superstar 

Willie Nelson, 79, lit up 

this year’s CMT Music 

Awards in Nashville, with 

a performance of “Roll 

Me Up,” from his new 

album Heroes. Nelson was 

joined onstage by Jamey 

Johnson, Toby Keith, the 

Zac Brown Band and Hootie 

and the Blowfish frontman 

Darius Rucker (the album 

version—available at 

rollmeup.willienelson. 

com—features cameos by 

Johnson, Kris Kristofferson 

and Snoop Dogg). A quick 

look at the lyrics shows 

why this is destined to be 

a pot anthem for the 21st 

century: “Roll me up and 

smoke me when I die / And 

if anyone don’t like it, just 

look ’em in the eye...” 

Willie didn’t take home 

any trophies that night, but 

his rollicking performance 

was a reminder that 

country music can still be 

relevant. 

BEHIND BARS 
FOR HEMP 
In June, David Bronner, the 

president and CEO of Dr. Bronner’s 

Magic Soaps, locked himself inside 

a steel cage in front of Lafayette 

Park in Washington, DC, with 10 

pounds of hemp in order to draw 

attention to the federal govern¬ 

ment’s ban on the crop. Lafayette 

Park is just across the street from 

the White House. 

Bronner was inside the cage for almost three hours. Park police tried to cut him out of it using huge metal 

clippers, but it wasn’t until Bremen arrived with a chainsaw that Bronner could be removed and arrested. 

Dr. Bronner’s Magic Soaps is based in Escondido, CA, and Bronner says he spends more than $100,000 

annually importing hemp oil from farmers in Canada to produce his soap. From inside the steel cage, Bron¬ 

ner spoke on a microphone: “Obama has promised a rational approach to policies. So far, as president, he 

has blown off the US hemp industry.” 

This isn’t the first time that Bronner has used the nation’s capital to stage pro-hemp protests. In 2010, he 

and a group of like-minded activists attempted to plant hemp seeds on the lawn of the DEA’s headquarters. 

This time around, Bronner brought along his own stash of hemp plants, from which he proceeded to make 

fresh hempseed oil using an oil press. He even passed out oil-smeared bread through the bars to spectators. 

o 
o 
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Betctia Can’t Firebomb Just One 
The Mexican organized crime outfit known as the Knights Templar Cartel 

(KTC) claimed responsibility for the coordinated firebombing of five Sabritas 

potato and corn chip distribution centers in the states of Michoacan and 

Guanajuato in a nighttime attack in May. Dozens of the company’s trucks 

were destroyed, but there were no casualties or injuries reported. Sabritas, 

which controls 80 percent of the snack food market in Mexico, is a subsidiary 

of the mammoth US-based multinational PepsiCo. Following the attacks, KTC 

displayed banners around the Michoacan city of Apatzingan declaring that 

Sabritas had been bombed for leasing its vehicles to Mexican law enforcement, 

which allegedly used the delivery trucks to conduct surveillance on KTC activi¬ 

ties. The banners warned of future violent reprisals if the practice continued. 

The Associated Press reported that it was the first known instance of a 

drug cartel methodically attacking an American-owned company in Mexico. 

Four arrests have been made, and law enforcement officers have since been 

providing protection at the Sabritas properties around the clock. 

TOP 10 STONER SCHOOLS 
Combining academic data and local pot quality, we’ve just made applying to college a whole lot easier. 

APPALACHIAN 
STATE 

Boone, NC 

UNIVERSITY OF 
TEXAS 

Austin, TX 

UNIVERSITY OF 
MICHIGAN 

Ann Arbor, MI 

UNIVERSITY OF 
COLORADO AT 

ROULDER 
Boulder, CO 

UNIVERSITY OF 
FLORIDA 

Gainesville, FL 

UNIVERSITY OF 
WISCONSIN 
Madison, WI 

UNIVERSITY OF 
VERMONT 

Burlington, VT 

UNIVERSITY OF 
OREGON 

Eugene, OR 

ARIZONA STATE 
UNIVERSITY 

Tempe, AZ 

UNIVERSITY OF 
CALIFORNIA AT 

SANTACRUZ 
Santa Cruz, CA 

Considered the 
biggest stoner 
college in North 
Carolina and one of 
the top in the South. 

Pretty widespread, 
with casual, open 
smoking. 

For 40 years, the city 
of Ann Arbor has had 
some of the most 
lenient pot laws in 
the US. 

Often ranked as the 
No. 1 pot-smoking 
college in America. 

Most pot-friendly 
region in an otherwise 
oppressive state. 
Keep an eye out for 
campus police. 

A liberal bastion in 
the Midwest. Open 
smoking. Police are 
relatively low-key 
on pot. 

A laid-back pot scene 
befitting a chill New 
England university. 

Another great hippie 
town. The Whiteaker 
District is a center of 
anarchism and good 
buds. 

ASU says 86.9 
percent of students 
don’t toke—13 
percent do. With 
72,000 students, 
that's 9,000 stoners. 

Solid decrim law in 
place. The annual 
4/20 celebration 
here is one of the 
nation’s best. 

Accessible and 
cheaper than most 
other campuses on 
this list. 

Indica is more 
prevalent than sativa, 
and homegrown 
more common than 
imports from Mexico. 

Medical state, but 
students who aren’t 
patients will never 
have problems 
scoring. 

Medical state. The 
quality of pot is 
virtually equal to 
California's. 

Plentiful, but 
establish safe 
connections. 

Find a good dealer. 
Availability can be 
difficult in snowy 
Madison. 

Once ranked third 
in the US for pot 
smoking by the 
Princeton Review. 

A medical state. Also, 
Oregon U is situated 
in one of the leading 
pot-producing 
regions of the US. 

Medical state. 
Also, a notorious 
party school in a 
state adjacent to 
California. 

Medical dispensaries, 
local grows, buds 
from the Emerald 
Triangle. Paradise 
found. 

Sour Diesel. You’ll 
soar higher than the 
nearby Blue Ridge 
Mountains. 

Pure Kush. Not just 
delicious, but so 
awesome it’s almost 
a shame to smoke it. 

Big Blue loves Blue 
God, a God Bud/ 
Blueberry cross 

Jack Flash, an indica- 
dominant hybrid that 
took second at our 
last Denver Medical 
Cannabis Cup. 

Haze Skunk, 
blending the taste 
and intoxicating 
properties of these 
two popular strains. 

White Widow. This 
saf/Va-dominant 
strain provides a 
heady high with a 
crisp pine taste. 

The pure indica 
power of the 
legendary Northern 
Lights. 

Try the HT Medical 
Cannabis Cup winner 
Mad Scientist, which 
boasts a whopping 
23.9 %THC. 

White Russian. This 
sativa/indica hybrid 
blends AK-47 and 
White Widow for a 
clear-tasting, clear- 
minded high. 

Santa Cruz OG Kush, 
a splendid, slightly 
/nd/ca-dominant 
hybrid of OG Kush 
and Afghooey. 

Has its own HEMP/ 
NORML chapter. 
Known for liberal 
politics and “green” 
policies. 

Has a SSDP chapter, 
and Austin’s Texas 
Hemp Campaign 
helps stir the pot. 

Has a NORML 
chapter, progressive 
local politics and the 
annual Hash Bash 
in April. 

Wide support for 
“Yes on 64” ballot 
measure. 

Has its own NORML 
chapter. 

The Great Midwest 
Harvest Festival, a 
three day potfest, 
happens every fall. 

Hosts decrim 
debates for the pro¬ 
pot group Marijuana 
Resolve. 

Has a Students for 
Sensible Drug Policy 
chapter—or hook up 
with the Willamette 
Valley NORML. 

ASU Students for 
Liberty were out in 
force at this year’s 
4/20throwdown. 

Progressive policies 
citywide. Santa Cruz 
has thoroughly 
embraced medical 
marijuana. 

Ranked 10th 

regionally among 
all Southern 
universities. 

Ranked 45th 

nationally. 

Ranked28th 

nationally. 

Ranked 94th 

nationally. 

Ranked 58th 

nationally. 

Ranked42nd 

nationally. 

Ranked 82nd 

nationally. 

Ranked 101st 

nationally. 

Ranked 132nd 

nationally. 

Ranked 75th 

nationally. 

Teens Toke Up 
Most of us couldn’t imag¬ 

ine life without cannabis. 

We celebrate the plant for 

its healing qualities, its 

capacity to amplify creativ¬ 

ity and instill a sense of 

well-being. And now, many 

American teens concur. 

A new study by the 

Centers for Disease Con¬ 

trol reports that regular 

marijuana use among teens 

is now higher than that 

of cigarettes. Nationwide, 

18.1 percent of high school 

students had smoked ciga¬ 

rettes on at least one day 

during the 30 days prior 

to the survey, while 23 

percent had smoked pot. 

Good news, right? Those 

anti-tobacco campaigns 

must be working. Unfortu¬ 

nately, teens’ drug of choice 

is still booze: The study 

found that more than 

one in three high school 

students reported drinking 

alcohol in the last year, 

while one in five reported 

binge drinking. 
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THE GLOBAL BEAT 

Updates on the War on Drugs from around the world. By Bill Weinberg 

Venezuela and the US 

Throw Down Gauntlet 

Over Narco Ties 

On May 16, Venezuela 

demanded that the US 

extradite a former Ven¬ 

ezuelan Supreme Court 

judge who has accused 

high-ranking figures in 

the Hugo Chavez govern¬ 

ment of protecting drug 

traffickers. The fugitive 

judge, Eladio Aponte, was 

removed from office in 

March over charges that 

he had provided forged 

documents to an accused 

trafficker. Aponte has 

been cooperating with US 

authorities ever since his 

April 2 flight to Miami in 

a DEA-chartered plane. 

Venezuelan Foreign 

Minister Nicolas Maduro 

insists that the US must 

hand over Aponte, warn¬ 

ing that Interpol has 

issued a “red notice” for 

his arrest. 

From the US, Aponte 

has publicly claimed 

that Chavez’s office and 

top military officials 

asked him to be lenient 

in the case against an 

army lieutenant accused 

of trafficking. Maduro 

counters that the DEA 

is working to protect 

criminals and destabilize 

Venezuela, adding that 

if the US doesn’t return 

Aponte, Washington 

would become “direct 

accomplices of these 

drug-trafficking mafias.” 

So now we have the 

US and Venezuela accus¬ 

ing each other of narco 

ties at the highest levels 

of government. Given the 

history of the region, they 

may both be right. 

Colombia: “Armed 

Strike” Against 

Glyphosate Spraying 

Large areas of Colombia’s 

lowland jungle depart¬ 

ment of Putumayo were 

shut down through 

much of May by a paro 

armado—SL general strike 

enforced by the guns of 

FARC guerrillas, with 

roads and river traffic 

blocked by barricades. 

Putumayo Governor 

Jimmy Dfaz Burbano said 

the strike was called in 

response to the govern¬ 

ment spraying of the 

herbicide glyphosate 

across the territory to 

wipe out coca-leaf crops. 

Dfaz protested that the 

spraying—carried out by 

US State Department- 

chartered planes—hurts 

the campesinos and 

provokes a reaction from 

the illegal armed groups 

that buy their coca. He 

called for a reconsidera¬ 

tion of the program, even 

though US and Colom¬ 

bian authorities have 

been ignoring such calls 

from local leaders for 

nearly 20 years. 

“Black Friday” in Nuevo 

Laredo: 23 Dead 

On May 14, in what the 

Mexican media are call¬ 

ing “Black Friday,” nine 

bodies—some bearing 

signs of torture—were 

hanged side by side from 

an overpass in the border 

city of Nuevo Laredo, 

Tamaulipas, while 

another 14 decapitated 

corpses were found 

stuffed in a minivan 

parked outside a customs ■ 
inspection building; the ! 

heads were discovered 

in three ice coolers left 1 

outside the city hall. Four ; 

of those left hanging 

from the overpass were ; 

women; the decapitated 

bodies were all of men in ! 

their twenties. 

A professionally 

printed “narco-banner” 

on the overpass read in ; 

block letters: “This is how j 

I am going to finish off 

all the jerks you send to \ 

heat up the plaza”—appar¬ 

ently in reference to a car i 

bomb that exploded in 

the city center on April 

24, targeting the police 

and injuring one person. \ 

The banner ended with 

the following warning: 

“We’ll see you around, you ; 

bunch of whorish para¬ 

sites.” Authorities said the 1 

message appeared to be ! 

from Los Zetas and was 

addressed to their local \ 

rivals in the Gulf Cartel. 

Mexico’s federal govern- ; 

ment has launched an 

operation dubbed “North- : 

east Coordinator” in 

response to the factional ■ 

violence in Tamaulipas. 

Mexico: Journalists 

Targeted in Wave of 

Torture Killings 

The body of Mexican 

journalist Marco Antonio ; 

Avila Garcia, kidnapped 1 

three days earlier in 

Ciudad Obregon in the ! 

state of Sonora, was 

found May 19 along a 

beachside highway near ; 

Guaymas in a plastic bag, 

bearing signs of torture 

and with a threatening 

“narco-message.” Avila 

had written for the Ciu¬ 

dad Obregon newspapers 

Diario Sonora de la 

Tarde and El Regional de 

Sonora. It was the most 

recent killing in a wave 

of attacks on the press in 

Mexico. One week earlier, 

the office of El Manana 

in Nuevo Laredo, Tamau- 

lipas, was sprayed with 

bullets. Days before that, 

three freelance crime- 

beat photographers were 

assassinated in Veracruz. 

In late April, Regina 

Martinez, a reporter 

for the national weekly 

Proceso, was found dead 

after being tortured in 

her home in Xalapa, also 

in Veracruz state. 

On May 16, the UN 

Office of the High Com¬ 

missioner for Human 

Rights and the Inter- 

American Commission on 

Human Rights (IACHR) 

urged an end to the 

brutal killing of journal¬ 

ists and human rights 

advocates in Mexico. The 

UN and IACHR called on 

the Mexican government 

to officially enact the 

Law for the Protection of 

Human Rights Defenders 

and Journalists, which 

mandates protective 

measures for those at 

risk. The bill has been 

passed by both chambers 

of Congress, but has yet 

to be officially signed into 

law by President Felipe 

Calderon. 

Iran Executes Nine 
on Drug-Trafficking 

Charges 

On May 21, Iran executed 

nine convicted drug 

traffickers at a Tehran 

prison. Seven of the men 

were hanged in connec¬ 

tion with the confisca¬ 

tion of 500 kilograms 

of methamphetamine 

from a cargo ship bound 

for Southeast Asia. The 

other two men were 

convicted of trafficking 

another 420 kilograms of 

meth. Amnesty Inter¬ 

national reported that 

Iran executed at least 

360 people in 2011, most 

of them on drug-related 

charges. Together with 

China, Saudi Arabia and 

the United States, Iran is 

one of the world’s leading 

practitioners of the death 

penalty. 

Nice company for the 

“land of the free” to find 

itself in, eh? ^ 

For world updates, visit 

Bill Weinberg’s websites, 

GlobalGanjaReport.com 

and WorldWar4Report.com. 
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Bite Me 
Atlanta quartet the Biters like to rock, 
and they’re on a roll. By Polly Watson 

Tearing ass out of Atlanta, 

these tattooed hellions aren’t 

among the currently fash¬ 

ionable ranks churning out 
jangly lo-fi pop or doomy, 

National Public Radio-sanc¬ 

tioned metal. The Biters live 

up to their name, gobbling up 

songs by Cheap Trick, KISS, 

and the Exploding Hearts and 

spitting them back out with 

the lettuce where the ham 

used to be and vice versa. 

They’ve got looks for now and 

hooks forever, and neither is 

lost on the masses. Check out 

a live show or stay home and 
stalk their Facebook page and 

you’ll learn quick: Pretty girls 

love them; children love them; 

rocker dudes, new moms and 

old people love them. Kids 

are getting tattoos of the 
three-eyed tiger head that 

graces the band’s third EP in 

as many years (which came 

out on eight-track, thank 

you very much). Even the 

hipper-than-thou indie online 

rag My Old Kentucky Blog 

lost their shit and proclaimed 

the Biters “the Best Band in 

America.” 
It’s a rainy winter after¬ 

noon, and the members of 

that very band are dressed in 

their Sunday finest—denim 

and leather, the tighter the 

better—and getting really, 

really high in a friend’s 
Brooklyn living room. Well, at 

least some of them are. 

“I don’t smoke,” announces 
guitarist and lead singer Tuk 

Smith, jamming a fistful of 

weed into a piece of bread 

that one of the apartment’s 
tenants has handed him. He 

folds it into the shape of a hot 

dog bun and sees how far he 

can stuff it in his mouth. “It 

makes me crazy!” 

“It does,” agrees guitarist 
Matt Gabs, who’s scouting for 

more props behind a partially 

denuded sofa. When the Biters 

learned there wasn’t enough 

weed at the photo shoot to 

fill a bathtub, their faces 

fell, but they quickly rallied. 

Bassist Travis Brown, Smith’s 

little brother, is cashed on 
the couch clutching a brandy 

snifter filled with buds; next 

to him, drummer Joey O’Brien 

sucks steadily on a lumpy, 

ragged-looking spliff the size 

of a tree. 

Smith points at him: 

“Joey’s a weed hound.” No 

matter what city the Biters 

find themselves in, O’Brien 

“sniffs it out,” says Brown. 

Though the drummer, at 23, 

is the youngest in the band, 

it was Smith, the nonsmoker, 

who discovered weed at the 

tenderest age. “Eleven,” he 

says proudly. “I went to a 

girls’ softball game, and I was 

so fucking high I fell off the 

bleachers.” Except for Gabs, 

who hails from Baltimore, 
the Biters grew up in tiny 

Southern towns where, as 

Brown succinctly puts 
it, “there ain’t nothin’ 

to do but get high.” 

Now the dudes are 
rock stars, or well on 

their way, stagger¬ 

ing and swaggering 

through the US and 

Europe and still get¬ 

ting plenty high. So 

they probably love 

Amsterdam, right? 
“Amsterdam sucks 

ass\” “Amsterdam 

sucks dick\” the Biters shout 

when the topic is broached. 
“I can’t tell what’s set up for 

dumb tourists and what’s 
actual, culture-rich heritage,” 

says Gabs. 

O’Brien speaks through 

a cloud of smoke: “I found 

hash.” The other band mem¬ 

bers snort. 

With that, the Biters’ 

15 minutes are up, though 
not their quarter-hour of 

fame—hopefully they’ll go 
bigger, harder, longer in 

that department, but if they 

don’t leave now, they’ll be 

late for a load-in that will see 

the skinny-legged foursome 
hauling amps up and down a 

steep flight of stairs. Winter 
will find the boys back in 

Europe. Amsterdam may or 

may not deliver this time, but 

one thing’s for certain: The 

Best Band in America will! 

For more on the Biters, visit 
wearethebiters.com. 

“Amsterdam 
sucks dick!" 
The Biters 
shout when 
the topic is 
broached. 

Sometimes the Weed Tastes a Little Funky 

The Biters aren’t afraid to travel with weed, and the 
band carries “as much as [drummer Joey O’Brien] 
can swallow. Once he stuffed a weed bag up his 
butt,” offers vocalist Tuk Smith. “Don’t put that in the 
interview,” O’Brien pleads. 
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“Marijuana 
definitely made 
crackheads look 
even more crazy. It 
saved the hood by 
making it uncool 
to smoke crack.” 

smoked purple weed was 
with him. I had some Durban 

Poison, and it was velvet 

purple. It was so purple, it 

was almost blackl” 
DZA notes that for weed 

connoisseurs, Sour Diesel is 
the strain of choice in Harlem 

these days—but given the 

rough economic times, it’s 

not an option for everyone. 

“Sour Diesel is like Gucci,” he 

says. “Then you have people 

that still smoke regular green 

weed. A lot of people can’t 

afford to smoke Purple or 

Sour Diesel; it’s not accessible 
to them.” 

DZA also recalls what it 
was like growing up in Harlem 

before the more potent strains 
of weed became available on 

The Kushed God Cometh 
Harlem rapper Smoke DZA remembers growing up on pot— 
and how it might have saved his community. 
Harlem MC Smoke DZA has 

created a huge buzz for him¬ 
self during the past few years 

with a slew of celebrated mix 

tapes and feature appear¬ 

ances. Last year, he released 

his debut album Rolling 

Stoned to rave reviews, and 

now he’s about to drop the 

follow-up, Rugby Thompson. 

DZA says his love for music 
came from his upbring¬ 

ing: “My dad is a big fan of 

music—he has a crazy record 

collection and always spun 

records in the crib every 

weekend.” But while DZA 
stems from a music-loving 

lineage, smoking weed was in 

his blood, too. “My dad was 

Smoke DZA before me,” says 
the New York rapper, who 

was initially curious about 

all the Phillies Blunts in his 

father’s room as a kid. “So 

as soon as I started smoking 

weed, my dad knew. After I 

turned 18,1 just stopped hid¬ 
ing it from him.” 

As it happened, DZA 

was able to benefit from 

his father’s years of weed 

wisdom. He laughs at the 

memory of his dad warning 

him about the neighborhood 

dealers: “If you’re going to 

smoke, don’t buy it from over 

there, because their shit is 

wackl” 
Although DZA fell in love 

with smoking at an early age, 

it wasn’t until he hit the road 

on the Smokers Club Tour 
that he really refined his pot 

palate. Traveling the world 

with fellow weed connois¬ 

seurs like Method Man and 

Curren$y (who appears on 

the track “Baleedat” off Rugby 

Thompson) helped to hone 

his taste buds. “The Bay Area 

has the best pot in the world. 

You haven’t experienced a 

real high until you’ve been 

to the Bay Area to smoke,” 

asserts the self-proclaimed 

Kushed God. “Platinum 
Cookie, Triple-X and King 

Henry had me just acting 
crazy—I went on a food tour, 

hitting the trippy stick in all 

the local restaurants as we 
went along.” 

Also a big fan of his home¬ 

town weed scene, Smoke 

remembers the first time 

he saw purple pot. “Shiest 

Bubz [of Dipset/Purple City] 
brought Purple to Harlem,” 

DZA recalls with a touch of 

pride. “The first time I ever 

the streets. Other drugs like 

crack were prevalent then 

and ruining the community. 

“Growing up in the late ’80s, 

early ’90s, crack was still 

strong in the hood. And not 

just old people were smoking 

crack—young people, too. That 

was the thing” Luckily, when 

high-grade pot was intro¬ 

duced, it gave people a safer 
alternative for getting high. 

Remembers DZA: “Marijuana 

definitely made crackheads 
look even more crazy. It saved 

the hood by making it uncool 
to smoke crack.” You had 

to be a fool to smoke crack, 

especially once these amazing 

strains of pot came into the 

picture, DZA says. “Everyone 

realized they should just 

smoke pot, because you never 

heard of somebody dying off 

pot.” Zoot Simms 

From “Ashtray” by Rugby Thompson: 

“OG Kush I used to ounce that fuck a little money up 

it helped me bounce back/1 know it sounds absurd, 

nigga living off herb/ but everybody in the world 

needs that loud pack.” 
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UNSIGNED BAND 
OF THE MONTH: 

Cadaver Dogs 

Cadaver Dogs will tear 

off your eyelids, slip into 
your synapses and chew 

up your brain with all the 

smooth ferocity of a black 

mamba on bath salts. 

They’re already taking 

over your consciousness, 
and there’s nothing you 

can do about it. 

After releasing a pair 

of feral EPs since their 

2010 inception, the 

Dogs are set to deliver 
their highly antici¬ 

pated full-length debut 

album, superloose, later 

this year—a mesmerizing 
array of delirium-inducing 

rock ragers and kaleido¬ 
scopic freak-outs for those 

adventurous enough to 

walk the line. This ain’t 

no ordinary fucking 

music—it’s a high-octane 
rock ‘n’ roll hallucination. 

One live show is all it 

takes to cause a frothing 
first-timer to be car¬ 

ried off in fits of rabid 

ecstasy. Though the Dogs 
have built an impressive 

army of faithful converts 

through steadfast national 

touring, they’ll continue 

pounding pavement and 

twisting brain cells until 

there’s no one left to 

corrupt. 

For more info on 
Cadaver Dogs, including 

audio samples and tour 

dates, visit hightimes 

. com/cadaverdogs. 

High Hunters 
For this Brooklyn-based duo, getting stoned kind of hurts. 

Cracked elbows, scarred faces, bruised knees— 
these are a few of the onstage injuries suffered 

under the influence of marijuana by the metal- 

meets-riot-grrrl duo known as Hunters. “One 

time, I hit my head on the 

floor during a show,” recalls 

singer Isabel Almeida, a 

Brazilian-raised banshee 

whose doe-like features belie 
her shock of punk-platinum 

hair. “I was going nuts, and I 
went to bang my head on the 

floor.” She toked again after 

the gig to dull the headache. A day later, a doctor 

told her that her head was still throbbing because 

she had a concussion. “That was very ridiculous,” 

she observes, adding: “That was a stoner thing.” 

Ever since then, Almeida and singer-guitar¬ 

ist Derek Watson, who serves as her chilled-out 

foil, save their smokes (preferred method: vapor¬ 

izing) for post-performance celebrations. Giving 

up weed entirely isn’t really an option for them, 

because it played such an integral role in the 

Brooklyn-based band’s gestation. The day they 

met, “I was super-stoned and saying a bunch of 

crazy jokes,” Almeida recalls. Watson, originally 
from Pittsburgh, was intrigued enough by their 

discussion of the Melvins to invite her to a show 

by doom-metal progenitors Pentagram. 

They bonded over metal after she snooped 

through his iPod and spotted songs by Mike 
Schank, the shy hesher-musician from the 1999 

cult documentary American Movie. “I ordered it 

from him,” Watson explains while Almeida looks 

on appreciatively. “You could call him up in his 

mother’s basement.” 

Fittingly, the first time the two smoked 

together was in the studio. “In terms of creat¬ 

ing music, there was almost no talking,” Watson 

says. “It just happened. Lyrics 

and parts of songs material¬ 

ized out of nowhere.” Though 
often born from a haze, their 

compositions are jerky tugs- 
of-war steeped in sexual ten¬ 

sion (check out their Hands on 

Fire EP). And they’ve won the 

admiration of everyone from 

the edgy UK fashion bible Dazed & Confused to 

that elder statesman of sober reportage, the New 

York Times. 

“It’s really funny,” Almeida says in hindsight. 

“We were kind of communicating with each other 

through the lyrics.” (The duo is now a couple.) 

That subtext-heavy dialogue can be heard in the 

track “Deadbeat,” a thumping call-and-response 

that’s fast become their anthem. 

Their biggest concern these days seems to be 

how to score on the road. “Ohhhh, that’s a really 
good question,” Watson says, before admitting 

that they often rely on the kindness of strangers. 

At last year’s SXSW, they were crashing at an 

abandoned house when its bizarre owner sud¬ 

denly showed up. “The only thing there was this 

picture of him with big hair from the ’80s and, 

like, roach traps all over the place,” Watson says. 

“We were weirded out—until the landlord busted 

out some weed. We were like, ‘Yes!’” They sigh 

wistfully at the memory. Coos Almeida: “Best 

weed ever.” Nisha Gopalan 

Though often bom 
from a haze, their 
compositions are jerky 
tugs-of-war steeped 
in sexual tension. 
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Ganjoumalism 
Seems like the subject that High Times has 
been covering all these years has become 
irresistible to the mainstream media. 

Thanks to the growth of the medical cannabis 

industry, the hardened veterans of the under¬ 

ground pot trade have by now seen the arrival 

of folks who, decades earlier, would never have 

been caught dead near a trim. These people bring 

with them a variety of new perspectives on the 

game, even as they learn and repeat the oft-told 

tales of marijuana’s legal history, medicinal uses 

and industrial capabilities. In the case of two 

new books by crime novelist/screenwriter Mark 

Haskell Smith (.Playing God) and NPR correspon- 

dent/sustainability journalist Doug Fine, those 

perspectives are framed as first-person investiga¬ 

tions into this (ahem) budding industry, written 

by outsiders for outsiders. Though Too High to 

Fail ostensibly covers the 2011 

Mendocino harvest season 

under Sheriff Tom Allman’s 

“9.31 program” for medical 

cannabis registration, Fine 

prefers to spend as many pages 

as possible on his favorite sub¬ 

ject—himself. With narcissistic 

glee, he interjects anecdotes 

about his goat farm in New 

Mexico, his veggie-powered 

4x4 and his sweet book deal 

whenever it suits him. Not 

so with Mark Haskell Smith, 

who embodies the modern-day 

cannoisseur. Intrigued by the 

elusive quality of “dank” bud, 

Smith travels from the Califor¬ 

nia Sierras to the High Times 

Cannabis Cup in Amsterdam 

in order to penetrate the term. 

He proves himself an affable 

and likeable tour guide, only 

occasionally succumbing to the 

kind of self-indulgence that 

sinks Fine’s book. Justin Hampton 

Heart of 
Dankness: 
Underground 
Botanists, Outlaw 
Farmers and 
the Race for the 
Cannabis Cup 
Mark Haskell 
Smith 
(Broadway Books) 

TOO 

HIGH 
ip 

FAIL 

Too High to 
Fail: Cannabis 
and the New 
Green Economic 
Revolution 
Doug Fine 
(Gotham Books) 

MUSIC RECOMMENDATIONS 

Jethro Tull 
Thick as a Brick 2 
(Capitol/EMI) 

Ian Anderson celebrates 

the 40th anniversary of 

Tull’s progressive-rock clas¬ 

sic with a sequel to the story 

of schoolboy Gerald Bostock, 

now 50 years old (for cryin’ 

out loud). The convoluted 

plot of the original Thick 

as a Brick was a bit hard to 

follow, though not crucial to 

the album’s appeal. Likewise 

TLH^lsnpTi 
«£* 

Beachwood 
Sparks 
Tarnished Gold 
(Sub Pop) 

Beachwood Sparks 

released a pair of well- 

regarded albums and an EP 

on Sub Pop before break¬ 

ing up in 2002. Inspired 

by the late-’60s country/ 

psych/folk of the Byrds and 

Gram Parsons, the band’s 

ambling pedal steel, sweet 

harmonies and Cali-folk 

twang conjured up a bright, 

Anywhere 
Anywhere 
(ATP) 

Sure, Mars Volta vocalist 

' Cedric Bixler-Zavala 

can sing, but who knew he 

can play drums, too? On 

Anywhere, the new LP from 

the new band of the same 

name, Bixler-Zavala’s preci¬ 

sion percussion coalesces 

with acid-punk guitarist 

Christian Eric Beaulieu’s 

mix of unplugged jangling 

Call of the Wild 
Leave Your 
Leather On 
(Kemado) 

I’ve lived my whole life 

by a two-pronged creed: 

God hates a coward, and 

saxophone gets a dollar. 

My passionate love for this 

band is solidly in line with 

this philosophy, except that 

instead of a shitty street- 

corner rendition of “Baker 

Street,” COTW deliver a 

wrathful, wild-eyed breed of 

GAME RECOMMENDATIONS 

Since the last time we 

' saw Max Payne, the rene¬ 

gade former DEA agent and 

NYPD detective has dropped 

his signature dual pistols in 

favor of a constant cocktail 

Max Payne 3 of whiskey and painkillers. 

(Rockstar Games) Needless to say, the years 

haven’t been too kind to 

old Max. The graphics in 

Max Payne 3 are stunning, 

TAAB 2, which twists 

through many episodic 

bits featuring intricate 

flute-organ-guitar interplay 

atop devilishly complicated 

thematic development 

and tricky time-signature 

whiplashery. Tull fans will 

feel right at home with the 

sequel’s old-school proggy 

charms. John Payne 

dreamy, iridescent roots 

pop. Now they’ve returned 

as colorful and soothing as 

a Pacific sunset. Highlights 

are “Sparks Fly Again,” 

which suggests the Syd Bar- 

rett-era Pink Floyd jamming 

in a honky-tonk, and the 

lullaby “Nature’s Light.” The 

timing’s right for the return. 

Chris Parker 

and electric overlays, as evi¬ 

denced on the book-ending 

instrumentals “Pyramid 

Mirrors” and “Infrared 

Moses.” Bass god Mike Watt 

shines on “Shaman Mantra,” 

and Bixler-Zavala and guest 

vocalist Rachel Fannan 

share the wails on “Rosa 

Rugosa” and “Dead Golden 

West.” Mark Miller 

street-hard rock. The vocals 

and chord changes are 

full-on Motorhead, raw and 

primitive and rocketing in 

from crazy nowhere, while 

the guitar solos are Thin 

Lizzy from clone-desolate 

Planet Post-Punk. For “Auto¬ 

bahn” and “Choked Out” 

alone, this band can haz all 

my dollarz. Polly Watson 

a testament to Rockstar’s 

development muscle, but the 

bright environs and ward¬ 

robe changes don’t stand up 

to the snowy noir backdrops 

and bullet-riddled leather 

from Payne’s previous life. 

But, our character shines 

once he sobers up and starts 

distributing justice with his 

usual heavy hand. Tyler Stewart 
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MUNCHIES 

Baklava Ganja 
Bombs 
A dessert that’s heavy on the 
butter, but kind on your brain. 

The act of baking is 

a therapeutic thing, 

whether or not it 

involves marijuana. 

And for me, there’s 

nothing more medita¬ 

tive than going in deep 

on a pan of homemade 

baklava until the but¬ 

tery goodness is ready 

for consumption. Since 

it’s an involved recipe, 

I’m going to let these 

stony mouthfuls of 

baked bliss speak for 

themselves. Mary Ought Six 

BAKLAVA GANJA BOMBS 

Baklava: 

1 cup (2 sticks) butter 

14 ounce finely ground cannabis 

414 cups chopped nuts (my favorite 

combo is walnuts with a cup or so 

of almonds and pistachios thrown 

in the mix) 

1 lb. phyllo dough 

14 cup sugar 

1 tsp. ground cinnamon 

Vi tsp. ground cloves 

Syrup: 

1 cup water 

1 cup sugar 

14 cup honey 

2tbsp. lemon juice 

1 cinnamon stick 

Prepare phyllo dough accord¬ 

ing to instructions on the pack¬ 

age. Next, put the cup of butter 

in a double boiler and melt 

slowly over low heat. Gradually 

stir in the ground cannabis. 

Keep the heat low, stirring 

occasionally for 40 minutes. 

(Promptly remove from heat if 

the pot smells like it’s brown¬ 

ing.) Strain the green matter 

through cheesecloth. You’ll 

need the butter while it’s still 

melted, so this is not the time 

for a rally joint; try to do the 

next steps while the cannabut- 

ter infuses. 

Lightly grease a 9” x 13” pan 

and set the oven to 325°F. Mix 

your chopped nuts with the 

sugar, ground cinnamon and 

ground cloves. Lay the phyllo 

flat and cut in half or trim 

appropriately to fit the pan. 

Keep a damp towel loosely over 

the top of the dough, removing 

only a few sheets at a time as 

you’re using them. 

Place a sheet of phyllo 

dough into the pan. Using a 

pastry brush, brush the phyllo 

sheet with the melted can- 

nabutter. Repeat seven times 

so the pan is eight sheets deep, 

each one evenly brushed with 

butter. Next, spread a thin, 

even layer of nuts over the top 

buttered phyllo sheet. Lay out 

two more sheets over the nuts, 

brushing each one with (yum) 

butter. Repeat this step until 

the nut mixture is gone. Top 

the final nut layer with another 

eight phyllo sheets, each indi¬ 

vidually buttered, including the 

top one. 

Cut the uncooked baklava 

into 24 squares (diagonally if 

you’re feeling deft and fancy) 

using a very sharp knife. Bake 

at 325°F for 35 to 40 minutes, 

until the top is a light golden 

brown and the edges are 

slightly crisped. 

While the baklava bakes, 

prepare the syrup. Combine 

the cinnamon stick, sugar, 

lemon juice, honey and water 

in a saucepan. Bring the goo 

to a boil, then reduce the heat 

to medium-low. Simmer until 

slightly thickened, around 

seven minutes. Remove the cin¬ 

namon stick and allow to cool. 

Finally, spoon the cooled syrup 

over the baklava while it’s hot 

and fresh, then cool for at 

least four hours. Garnish with 

crushed pistachios if desired. 

Stones 24. 
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Tiresias Mist is a naturally occurring 
mineral mixture that allows growers 
to isolate a branch of a female plant 

and enable it to produce male 
characteristics (i. e. pollen sacs). 

Because the genetics originate from 
a female plant, you will only have 

feminized seeds... GUARANTEED! 

i Medical Strain 
of the Month: 
Tangelo 

Last harvest season, on an 

annual pilgrimage to Northern 

California’s famed Emerald 

Triangle, I came across a 

unique strain with such a 

strong citrus-meets-perfume 

bouquet that the smell liter¬ 

ally drew me to the plant. 

Across a crowded hillside 

of fully flowering, sun- 

grown cannabis bushes, 

I followed my nose past 

the customary rows of Kush 

varietals and purple 

indicas to a small 

cluster of sativa- 

dominant plants 

marked “Tangelo.” 

Upon arrival, I 

rubbed a sugar 

leaf gently between 

thumb and forefinger 

and held it up to my 

nose to confirm that 

the aroma really was 

that sweet. 

A few months 

later, after acquiring 

a small sample of the 

frosty finished prod¬ 

uct and finding it 

an excellent, uplift¬ 

ing, medicinal-grade 

smoke laden with fla- 

vinoids and terpenes 

(not to mention buzz¬ 

ing with a soaring THC 

high), I asked the grower how 

his patients liked it. His only 

response was to tell me he 

wished he’d planted a whole 

lot more, and would be doing 

For a saf/Va- 

dominant strain, 

Tangelo produces 

solid yields both 

indoors and out. 

just that the following season. 

“The Tangelo is a Lake County, CA, variety developed by a 

breeder named Ed. Originally, it was the recessive cross of a 

female Chem Dog cutting with a Burmese male,” my source 

in the field revealed. “There’s original Tangelo (Tl), which is 

super-stinky. And now there’s T2, which is more of the Burmese 

phenotype, so it yields bigger, but not as citrusy.” 

A solid yielder both indoors and out, Tangelo’s strong flavors 

develop best using organic soil and fertilizers. (These particu¬ 

lar growers also had success with it in a light-dep greenhouse.) 

Flowering takes about 10 weeks. 

Medicinal patients seeking sativa-\ike effects to treat Crohn’s 

disease, multiple sclerosis, depression, loss of appetite and 

related ailments should pay special attention to this up-and- 

coming medical cannabis stain. David Bienenstock 

O 
O 
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VISA 

The first ever PREMIXED Refillable Urine Kit. 
Includes: Over 3oz of Premixed Synthetic 
Urine,Two Organic Heat Pads, 1 Syringe, and 
1 Instruction Manual. 

WHIZZ KIT MasterCard 
HtMLLA&LE URINE hlOVitrr *11 

Alternative Lifestyle Systems 
(888) 895 7016 www.THEWHI2ZINATOR.com 
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Hot Products 
What’s new for cannabis cultivators and connoisseurs. 

i Pressing Matter 
$380 

hightechpipes. com 

After you sift and collect all 

those glandular trichomes, 

it’s important to press them 

together to release their 

essential oils and make your 

block of hash easier to 

transport and store. The Big 

Daddy Press utilizes 4,000 

pounds of force and a unique 

heating method to mash your 

kief into a 3” x 5” brick of 

hashish (and one that’s up to 

2 inches thick!). The entire 

unit is precision-made in the 

USA from aircraft aluminum. 

2 Shake and Bake 
$5.49 

shake-it- clean, com 

If you chief like we chief, your 

pipes and bowls probably get 

dirty very quickly, and cleaning 

them can often be difficult and 

messy. That’s why we were 

pleased to discover the new 

cleaners from Shake It Clean, 

which come in their own 

portable, easy-to-use bag. 

Simply open it up, drop in your 

soiled utensil, seal the ziplock 

top and shake. Then remove 

your super-clean weapon, rinse 

it with warm water and return 

to your session. 

3 EmbursAway 
$250 

emburlite.com 

Taking a hit of tasty herb from 

a bowl or bong shouldn’t come 

with a big mouthful of burning 

butane gas. That’s why we love 

the cordless electronic lighter 

called the Embur, an ingenious 

portable device that utilizes a 

ceramic heating element to 

ignite your bud, hash or oil 

without any of the hassles of 

torches or lit hemp ropes. It 

heats up quickly and is also 

windproof, allowing you to 

enjoy the full flavor of your pot 

products anytime, anywhere. 

4 Odor Beater 
$3.99 

spray420.com 

Sometimes you need to 

eliminate the telltale reek of 

cannabis completely and 

immediately. Whether in your 

car, home or anywhere else, 

the new 420 Odor Eliminator 

spray is the single-best instant 

solution we’ve ever tried. With 

a single dry aerosol blast from 

the tiny can, your smelly 

situation is transformed into a 

pleasant and discreet good 

time. The spray is also very 

effective on bedding, fabrics 

and upholstery. 
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WORLD of SEEDS 
cannabis seeds around the world 

THC: 20% COD' Q.Sfii CON 025% 

Withoul -any doubt. Ibis fe ore ol m twst 
mfceal slrars flue K rls hyli THC 

wntenl and refa;™ properties 

PteiteCt to "Jfl r-j& iJn^itjII icrBfjy a id 
r<iu&ea deiced irom Is treatmeni 

THC IfffcCBGt 023ft CBN 125% 
A eviales symptoms d depmsstofi asn« 

a natural mood latest StMUjlah^appeiik' 
of id sllevstei cachesia 

The Medical Collection 

AFGHAN KUSH x BLACK DO MIN A 19.50 £ 

AFGHAN KUSH x WHITE WIDOW 20 € 

ILEMVDLO I 
JttMsJfEfi 
i Hf.Xi Wj 

LA MUSA 
] *f« Ij.» ( 
1 Weft PiRu jd wot 

uflvrawmfl 
1 v-#, J)jB r 
:««.< ilK< 

IHwfcJF.W* 

Afghan kush x Afghan kush Afghan kush x 
black domina x skunk white widow 

www.worldofseeds.eu 

AFGHAN KUSH x YUMBQLT 16 £ 

AFGHAN KUSH x SKUNK 16.50 € 

MAZAR x GREAT WHITE SHARK 16.50€ 

MAZAR x WHITE RHINO 19.50 £ 

NORTHERN LIGHT x SKUNK 18.50 € 

NORTHERN LIGHT x BIG BUD 25 € 
ACQUISITION OF LIVE CANNABIS SEEDS IS ILLEGAL IN THE UNITED STATES | PAYABLE ih US DOLLARS FH-DArt ANYWHl Hi IN THE WORLD 

42 € 
43 € 
43 € 

45.50 e 
43 € 
57 e 

69 € 
71 € 
71 € 
74 € 
71 e 

95 € 
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TOP 5 
STRAINS 

KUSH 
$367 

DIESEL 
$381 

PURPS 
$334 

• ..■■■■ .... 

(OG Kush) 

"This is what we’re 

smoking down here in 

the Deep South!” 

Jackson, MS 

HAZE 
$284 

WHITE 
WIDOW 

$342 

MARKET ANALYSIS Prices by the ounce 

The US Price, Kind and Mids indices all experienced increases 
in average price last month. However, all three finished below 
last month’s average. The Mids Index experienced the biggest 
drop-off, plummeting $35 and finishing October $12 below its 
year-to-date average. Meanwhile, the Schwag Index closed the 
month $13 above September’s average. 

US Price Index 
YTD Average: $331 

Kind Index 
YTD Average: $413 

May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct 

Mids Index 
YTD Average: $277 

(Strawberry Cough) 

“Extremely sticky, 

dense, smells 

amazing!” 

Louisville, KY 
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May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct 

Schwag Index 
YTD Average: $102 
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May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct 

TRANS HIGH MARKET QUOTATIONS 

(Sour OG Kush) 

“The best of both 

worlds for OG and 

Sour Diesel fans!” 

Detroit, Ml 

STATE CITY STRAIN PRICE 

Alabama Mobile OG Kush $400 

Arizona Phoenix Jack Herer 450 

Arkansas El Dorado SkywalkerOG 450 

Blueberry Headband 420 
The Church 420 
El Nino 420 

California Los Angeles Silver Haze 325 
Sacramento Cheese 250 
San Diego Organic Sour Diesel 350 
San Francisco Blue Dream 300 

Colorado Durango Chiesel 200 
White Widow 200 

Pueblo Purple Kush 300 
Golden Goat 350 

Connecticut New London Lowryder 280 

Florida Orlando Triangle Kush 480 

Hawaii Big Island White Widow 450 
Cheese 200 
Purple Haze 200 
OG Kush 400 

Kansas Wichita Outdoor 350 

Kentucky Louisville Strawberry Cough 450 
Diesel 500 
Sour Diesel 375 

Massachusetts Haverhill Northern Lights 350 

Michigan Detroit SourOG Kush 420 
Granddaddy Urkle 420 

Minnesota Winona Master Kush 360 
Blue Dream 360 

Mississippi Jackson OG Kush 325 

New Hampshire Portsmouth Apollo 13 425 
Diesel 375 

New Jersey Jersey City Chem Dog 450 

New York New York Strawberry Cough 400 
LSD 350 
Burmese Kush 300 
White Widow 375 

Oregon Eugene Kosher Kush 320 
Buddha Tahoe 280 

Ohio Columbus Purple Haze 400 

Tennessee Clarksville Granddaddy Purps 350 
Blue Dream 350 

Nashville Mexican 110 

Texas Tyler OG Kush 280 

Washington Kitsap County Super Silver Haze 210 

INTERNATIONAL 

Canada Hamilton Black Domina C$250 

Super Lemon Haze 235 
Saint John White Frost 200 

We want to know what you’re smoking! Submit your strain information, 

location and price by the ounce to thmq@hightimes.com or on Twitter 

using #THMQ. (Mexican) 

Bullshit brick weed. 

OK for cooking 

I guess—forget 

smoking it.” 

Nashville, TN 



SPECIALTY 
HYDROPONICS? 

OUR SPECIALTY IS LOW PRICES 1-888-821-8996 

EPQACEmEMT BULBS 
4MWATT MH BULB. 519.99 

1,000 WATT MH BULB $34 99 

Complete grow rooms includes growing 
system, lights, light hangers, in-line fan, 
carbon filler, hygrometer,'thermometer, 
timer, clip fan. and more. 

HYDRO 3X3 GROW ROOM: $369.99 
HYDRO 4X4 GROW ROOM: $969.99 

HYDRO 4X8 GROW ROOM: $1,889.99 
SOU 3X3 GROW ROOM; $639 99 
SOIL 4X4 GROW ROOM: $679.99 
SOIL 4X3 GROW ROOM; $1,249.99 

400 WATT HRS BULB: S19 9S 
m WATT HPS BULB $34.99 

1 000 WATT HPS BULB. $39,99 

600 WATT CONVERSION dULB $59 9^ 
1 900 DUAL ARC BULB $69 99 

Complete digital system include? 
dimmable digital ballast, bulb, wing 
reflector and light hangers. 

409 WATT DIGITAL SYSTEM: $127 99 
600 WATT DIGITAL SYSTEM: 5161.99 
1,090 WATT DIGITAL SYSTEM; 265.99 

-m g , 

Complete magnetic system includes ballast 
bulb, wino reflector and lioht banners. 

400 WATT MAGNETIC SYSTEM: $129.99 
600 WATT MAGNETIC SYSTEM: 5169.99 
1,000 WATT MAGNETIC SYSTEM: $169.99 

A 

ballast, 
8" and sir 
1 

Vi 

mOMiETE fMGfiETie WG&T SVSTEmS 
Complete vertical system includes ballast, 
bulb 3 19“ cod tube. Upgrade to 4$,: and 6i 
cool tubes upon request, 

400 WATT VERTICAL DIGITAL SYSTEM: $269.99 
600 WATT VERTICAL DIGITAL SYSTEM: $299,99 
1.0M WATT VERTICAL DIGITAL SYSTEM: $349 99 SPECIALTY 
40D WATT VERTICAL MAGNETIC SYSTEM $269,99 
600 WATT VERTICAL MAGNETIC SYSTEM: $279.99 
1.000 WATT VERTICAL MAGNETIC SYSTEM: S2S9.! 

FLIP BOXES STARTING AT: $134 96 
AIR POTS STARTING AT $2.95 

4X4 GROW TENT $235.06 
m GROWN TENT: $385 CO 

14 SITE VALUE CLONER 542 99 
55 SITE BUBBLE CLONER $146-95 

eOMFIDEMTIAL • SECURE • DISCREET 
www. spec raffyhydropon ics.com 

PRODUCTS NOT INTENDED FOR ILLEGAL USE WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD & MONEY ORDERS 



Lighting By Tesla 

First discovered in 1891 by Nikola Tesla, The Testa Coil is the operating principle 
behind our Eleoctrodeless Induction Grow Lights. Always known for their energy 

efficiency, long life and low operating temperatures, Inda-Gro Induction Grow 
Lights provide your plants with the best possible broad spectrum PAR rated 

lighting for explosive growth and high yields all from a single lamp source. 

* Consumes up to 70% less Power 
than Traditional HID Lamps 

* One Lamp From Vegetative Thru 
Flowering Reduces Plant Stress 

* PAR rated Spectrums; 90% UV - 
95% Coratenoid - 80% R/FR/IR 

* 98% Specular Reflectance for 

Greater Canopy Penetration 

* Low Operating Temperatures 
Reduces Cooling Costs 

* 100,000 Hour Lamps Eliminate 
Lamp Replacements 

* 10 year Lamp & Driver Warrant} 

u 

7f's What Plants 
Reach For' 

www.inda-gro.com 
877-452-2244 
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t free shirt 
Vtf/EVEBVCAU-1 

iwmiLftY* c' 
I i ALL NEW TECHNOLOGY 

VEG AND GLOOM WITH THE ZEN WAVE LIGHTING SYSTEM 

NEVER WORRY ABOUT H EG H ELECTRIC BILLS AGAIN 

FULL AUTOMATION YOUR CHOICE HYDRO 01 
ORGANIC MODELS 

AVAILABLE WITH CFL'S OR LED'S MORE CHOICES 

ORDER DARK CHARCOAL OR NATURAL CEDAR FINISHES 

COMFORTABLE FARMING AT HIP HEIGHT 

COMPLETE WITH RAPTOR ODOR CONTROL AND NUTRIENTS 

SUPERIOR SAVINGS, DESIGN AND EFFICIENCY 

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF INTRODUCTORY 
OFFERS TODAY! 

SAAflE SYSTEM, EQUIPED 

WITH LEO LIGHTS 

’STALL X :36”WX30r,D 

STARTING ATS 169S,00 ORDER BY PHONE; 800-S50-6360 

OR ONLINE: HYDROPONtCSGROUP.COM 

menus updated daily 
elemental 

711 charcot ave san jose 95131 *408,433.3344■* open daily 11-8pm 
new members please bring original doctor's recommendation and state photo ID 

“while suppl es Iasi, with contribution 

& WINNER v 
L THE TRUE OG \ 
V HIGH TIMES 
V'v 2010*. 2011,. ■ 

jJ- WINNER > 
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2012 

£ LAB \ 
\ TESTED 
Vs. MEDICINE 

WINNER Y. 
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^ JAMAICAN UONb 
V HIGH TIMES 

2011 

£ WINNER V y bestnorcalV 
\ COLLECTIVE 

-WEEDMAP3 r)5 
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§ 
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FREE f 
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Vs 

HIGH TIMES 2012 WINNER 

elemental 
wellness 

fnenlal we 11 nes &c e nf ef c &t 

radical cannabis 
il w resafe 



WE SHIP WORLDWIDE! 

SENETIGS 

WE ACCEPT CREDIT CARD 
PAYMENTSRVER THE PHONE 

7 DATS A WEEK 416-479-0421 

DINAFEM 

AK 47 
mm gum 
CHROMIC 
KJUI MIST 
WHITE RUSSIAN 
DOUBLE DUTCH 
WALOCK 
MOTIVATION 
white Russian iauio uowui 

AJMlS. 

ARIAItS NAZI tf? 
ARJAHS NAZI n 
ARJAirS HAZE H 
AH JAWS ULTRA HAZE #1 
AN JAMS ULTRA HAZE #2 
ALASKA 1CETHE CHURCH 
ARJAMS STRAWBERRY NAZI 
B 1C BANG 
BIG BANGcjuftofidoti) 
BUBBAKUSH 
CHEESE 
THEM DOG 
DAMN SOUR 
DIAMOND GIRL 
EXODUS CHEESE 
EL NINO 
GREEK - 0 ■ MATlC(*pOFuwffl} 
GREAT WHITE SHARK 
HAWAIIAN SNOW 
HIMALAYAN GOLD 
JACK HERE® 
K-TRA1H 
KINO KUSH 
KAIA KUSH 
KALASHNIKOVA 
LIMON SKUNK 
LADT&URN 1174 
MMY DICK 
NEVILLES HAZE 
NLHAZE 
PUR KUSH 
SUPER SILVER NAZE 
SUPER LEMON HAZE 
TR A INWRECK 
THAI 
SUPER BUD 
SUPER CRITICAL 
SUPER CRITKALLriuiAnowaf 
white Widow 
WHITl RHINO 

AO DAT WONDER [unoRDwn] 
CATARACT KUSH 
C0NFIKM1UI CHEESE 
CHOCOLOPE 
HANOT KUSH 
KUSH BERRY 
OG KUSH 
RECON 
SOUR CREAM 
SILVER BUBBLE 
SOUR DIESEL 
SOUR KUSH 
KOSHER HUSK 
MATAIN KUSH 
SILVER KUSH 

JULY BEAN 
JACK THE RIPPER 
QUESKLE 
QUAKER 
SPACE QUEEN 
VORTIK 

CRITICAL 
EASY BUD lAuianafliAi 
NORTHERN LIGHT 
NORTHERN LIGHT jmiq flower) 
POWER FLOWER 
ROYAL AUTOMATIC lAWOHOwIRi 
ROYAL fLUEMAT 1C i*im>Fumn) 
SHINNING SILVER HAZf 

AUTO SlUGERfiT i.iuro fuw£.h i 
BLUEBERRY 
BRAINSTORM, 
DUTCH CHEESE 
DURBAN POISON 
EUFORIA 
JORGE'S DIAMONDS 
MAZAR 
ORTEGA IHDICA 
PAMIR GOLD 
PASSION * 1 
POWER PLANT 
PURFLE t \ 
SKUNK A 11 
SHOW BUD 
STRAWBERRY COUGH 
THE ULTIMATE 
ULTRA SKUNK 
WHITE WIDOW 
AUTO MAZAR i^romcwti 

lumsuyiMa 

AGO 
ALL KUSH 
ALTCOMARIA#l»uiDfi0wn] 
AUTO,MR IA fZpuirDFHWBi 
DELAHAZE 
ICE CREAM 
JAOtT WHITE 
OPIUM 
SENSI STAR 
SHEWN AZADE 
SPQETNIK 
NEBULA 
VERTIGO ounofnwini 
WHITE BERRY 
WAPPA 

CRIMEA BLUE 
Dfl GRIHSfQON 
LSD 
NIGHTSHADE 
PINEAPPLE CHUNK 
REP DRAGON 
SWEET TOOTH 
TANGERINE DREAM 
VANILLA KUSH 
VIOLATOR KUSH 
LITTLE CHEESE lAunmawmj 
PINEAPPLE EXPRESS lmiId KOWii) 
FLOWER POWER [AirfD mow!*] 
CRITICAL KUSH 

SW1ETH TOOTH wflofuMp] 
LIBERTY HAZE 
CRITICAL RAFIDQ iauto Rowrai 
BLUE MAMMOTH ialcto rower, 

ICN DIESEL iinn riewrci 
MATARQ BLUE 
MATAROBLUEiuiFonawn] 
WHITE DOM I HA WQ Flower: 
FLASH HUTO FiflwtSF 
AFROEHTE iauiu flower? 

\ it.tiij r^s- 
mT- 

A-TRAIN 
BURMESE KUSH 
KUSHAGE 
M-ULTRA 
UL6X 
SAGE N SOUR 

AK-4JJ 
>52 
BIG BUD 
BLUE MYSTIC 
BUBBLEUCIOUS 
CALIFORNIA ORANGE 
EARLY BUD 
EARLY MISTY 

EASY RYDER ihifo Fumraq 
LOWRYDER iiuio R.owti 
LOWRYDER *7 [wronimi] 
CRONIC RYDER i*uvn flowtrii 
MAI I IWjrfllLDHTH 

BW 
CHEESE 
BUIE CHEESE 
SILVER CHEESE 
CHEESY DICK 
CRITICAL MASS 
SJLS, [super «jfar>n1ic sqMvd| 

'-p*v / 
Dwarfs AUTQ POUNDED hutoflcwer) 

A UTO POLAR EXPRESS nuronownai 
AUTO PINEAPPLE PUNCH luirDrumui 
AUTO BERRY RYDER fftlTTCl FLOWER) 

AUTQ PURPLE CHEESE uvro flower) 

TSrtFSytaiq 
hifcJwLHD 

uj uu uj . (ruenor I h/eedbon K. com 
INTERNATIONAL MONET ORDERS PAYABLE TO NASB Wi ALSO ACCEPT CASH, USE A BUBBLE ENVELOPE DO NOT MAKE IT OBVIOUS THE 

PACKAGE CONTAINS CASH1 INCLUDE $20.00 SHIPPING FEE - WORLDWIDE! 

©SOIL TTffll 

MasterCard 16-679-0421 
MAIL ORDERS TO: 

N.A.S.B, 2377 HIGHWAY 2 
UNIT 1 20 - SUITE 1 74 
BOWMANVJLIE, ONT 

CANADA, J.1C5E2 

ACQUISITION OF LIVE CANNABIS SEEDS IS ILLEGAL IN THE UNITED 5TATE5 | PAYABLE IN U5 DOLLARS FROM ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD 

JLL COLOUR CATALOGS FILLED WITH THE MOST POPULAR STRAINS FROM THE Hit BREEDERS IN THE V 
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A revolutionary new device uses power to become a natural 
electric fertilizer for your plants. By sgt Pepper 

Simple and versatile, the Earth & Grow system allows you 

to “reconnect” multiple plants from just one outlet. 

Have you ever wondered why 

a plant can grow healthy and 

strong in temperatures above 

85QF outdoors, while the health of the 

plants in your growroom will drasti¬ 

cally decline at the same temps? It’s 

because the plants in your growroom 

aren’t connected^) the Earth. 
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Electrical Earth 
Plants have evolved in a state of nature, 

growing in the ground outdoors. For this 

reason, growing plants in artificial con¬ 

tainers and not connecting them back to 

the Earth decreases their ability to grow 

and develop to their maximum potential. 

During the past 200 years, the inti¬ 

mate relationship between electricity 

and life has been well documented. All 

organisms contain water and miner¬ 

als, which together form an excellent 

conductor of electrons. Subtle electri¬ 

cal currents known as telluric currents 

pulsate perpetually at or near the surface 

of the earth and are easily transferred 

up, into and through the structures of all 

living things—as long as they’re in direct 

contact with the Earth. 

The Earth itself is an electrical 

generator, and all of its oceans and 

landmasses are conductive. The atmo¬ 

sphere above the Earth’s surface also 

conducts electricity due to the presence 

of positive and negative ions in the air. 

It is well established (though not so 

widely known) that the surface of the 

Earth possesses a limitless and continu¬ 

ously renewed supply of free electrons 

as a result of the planet’s electrical 

current, itself the accumulated effect 

of thousands of daily thunderstorms. 

These storms feed a continuous cur¬ 

rent from the ground to the ionosphere. 

This electrical current spreads across 

the globe and returns to the Earth as 

a “fair-weather current” outside the 

thunderstorm areas. The whole process 

is referred to as the global electrical cir¬ 

cuit, which in turn is responsible for the 

Earth’s electrical field and maintains the 

unlimited supply of electrons everywhere 

on its surface. 

The natural electromagnetic fields 

on the Earth affect the atmosphere and 

environment around our planet. All 

organisms have attuned their biology to 

the Earth’s direct-current (DC) electric¬ 

ity and natural fields, known as the 

Schumann resonances. 

j
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THE VAPORIZER 
REVOLUTION 
HAS 
THE VAPEXHALE CL 

o Unparalleled heat retention 
and vapor production 

All glass vapor path for superior laste 

(6 Patent-pending HydraTube 
technology to coo! and diffuse the vapor 

Receive 4 extra EZ Load Bowls with your next 
order. Enter in the coupon code: 
VXCHIGHTIMES when you check out 

iale.com for more information 

Vape-X, Inc 2012 
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Alternating Current (AC), Free 
Radicals and Plant Health 
Power distribution systems around 

the world radiate man-made, coherent 

alternating-current (AC) electricity at 

the rate of 50 to 60 hertz (Hz). This form 

of electricity is actually foreign to the 

biology of every living organism and is 

being researched as a factor in a variety 

of stress-related responses in humans (as 

well as other biological complications). 

A wide range of electromagnetic 

radiation bombards us, with the sources 

including computers, mobile phones, 

radio and television broadcasts, WiFi, 

Bluetooth, high-tension power lines, 

domestic wiring and various other elec¬ 

trical appliances. Some of these radia¬ 

tion sources can produce large amounts 

of positive static charges and, in close 

proximity, can induce disruptive electri¬ 

cal potentials in our bodies as well as in 

plants. This positive static charge and 

resulting free-radical overdevelopment 

can unbalance the trillions of subtle 

electrical communications both across 

and between cell membranes, which play 

a vital role in our overall health. 

All organisms naturally produce free 

radicals to defend against bacteria and 

viruses. A free radical is an atom or mole¬ 

cule that contains an unpaired electron in 

its outer shell. This “extra” electron makes 

the atom or molecule highly reactive and 

unstable, requiring it to bond with other 

molecules. Under normal circumstances, 

free radicals bond to bacteria and viruses, 

destroying their vigor and accelerating 

their aging process. If high concentrations 

of free radicals remain unpaired and reac¬ 

tive, however, they will attack and damage 

healthy cells. 

When potted plants are not connected 

to the earth, exposure to AC electromag¬ 

netic fields at 50 to 60 Hz increase the 

concentrations of free radicals. High 

concentrations of free radicals have been 

shown to damage an organism’s cells and 

DNA. Damaged DNA affects the function 

of cells when they divide and replicate. 

Harmful positive ionization from free 

radicals alters cell function, gene expres¬ 

sion, growth, node development, yields 

and overall plant health. 

j A REVOLUTION 
! IN INDOOR GROWING 
\ Stephen Doyle and Michael Corsi are 
j the bright guys behind Earth& Grow. 

; During the winter of 2008, Stephen Doyle 

\ looked at his cannabis plants and wondered 

; why they didn’t seem to be growing with the 

■ same vigor and life force as plants grown out- 

; side in the ground. It struck him that his plants 

j were in plastic pots, raised over plastic catch 

\ trays and elevated over a tile floor. Essentially, 

\ they were “fish out of water.” 

Doyle had graduated from the University 

l of Rhode Island with a degree in urban horti- 

I culture. The primary focus of his studies was 

; organic fertilizer, compost tea, electromag- 

! netism and cannabis. But during his senior 

I year, he embarked on a research project titled 

i “Electromagnetic Radiation and Its Effects on 

; Plant-Insect Communication.” While investi- 

\ gating how insects can find a host plant from 

j miles away, he became very familiar (and pas- 

: sionate) about antenna design, frequencies, 

j vibration, and how physics links chemistry to 

i biology. “Everything on Earth is an antenna,” 

i Doyle says. “Resonance is the key to under- 

3 standing the natural world.” 

With proper resonance, he thought, it 

j might be possible to produce healthy, heavy- 

; yielding crops using fewer fertilizers and pes- 

\ ticides. But how could he channel the Earth’s 

j energy into his plants’ containers? 

i Doyle asked his childhood friend, a gifted 

] electrical engineer named Michael Corsi, for 

i some help. Corsi had obtained his degree 

j from the University of Rhode Island as well; 

\ understanding energy, resonance and the 

: ways our environment interacts with us had 

] long been the core of his interests. Starting 

i with his work designing and installing car 

i audio systems, then continuing through his 

3 college lab work and his career today as an 

: electrical and control systems engineer, Corsi 

\ knew that one consideration was absolutely 

: fundamental to ensure safety and proper 

; functionality in his designs: grounding. 



SYRUP 

Taste and power, 
ideltcious! 

100% Auto- 

harvest In 57 days, 

s feminized aeeas 
3St 

rEo bWAftF 
AUTO 

Compact and powerful:. 

The best auto- 
100% Aulo. flowering mix 

Harvest in €0 days. 100% Auto. 

5 Feminized Seeds IQ Feminized 
10C 

QUASAR 

A perfect balance 
between indica and 
sativa 

No autoflowering. m&r*- 
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After four years of testing, Doyle and 

Corsi developed Earth & Grow, the world’s 

first horticultural system that uses natural 

electrical currents to enhance plant growth. 

Growing plants with the Earth & Grow system 

allows plants to regulate themselves, as they 

have naturally evolved to do. The plants can 

mitigate positive static charges from AC 

sources in their environment (lights, fans, 

dehumidifiers, air conditioners, etc.) as well as 

take in DC potential from the Earth. "We were 

overwhelmed with the results and possibili¬ 

ties of our discovery,” Corsi says. 

Plants using Earth & Grow also have an 

influence on their neighbors. This is known 

as the proximity effect: A grounded plant will 

help “shield” its ungrounded neighbors from 

AC radiation up to an 18-inch radius. (The 

exact radius depends on the size and health 

of the grounded plant; see the results in 

Figures 1 and 2.) Although the grounded plant 

helps shield its neighbors from AC radiation, it 

does allow the DC potential to enter the pots 

from the Earth, which means the neighbor¬ 

ing plants are receiving half the benefits as 

though they were grounded themselves. 

Earth & Grow provides the perfect electri¬ 

cal stimulus needed to enhance gene expres¬ 

sion, which means it can unlock a strain’s 

genetic traits. This is most evident in the third 

generation of grounded plants. Think of it in 

(Above): Using an oscilloscope, wavy lines show harmful AC radiation that your plants take in. The flat line 

shows Earth & Grow shielding plants from harmful radiation. (Below): When you reconnect one plant, any 

plant within a 3-foot radius benefits. The closer a disconnected plant is to the connected, the more it ben¬ 

efits, but never as much as the one directly connected. 

terms of rebooting a computer: By discharg¬ 

ing the accumulated stress, you help the 

plant’s internal hardware (DNA) function to its 

maximum potential. The overall vitality of the 

plant is greatly enhanced in terms of flavor, 

aroma, healing properties, increased yields 

due to bud density, node expression and the 

prevention of bud mold or rot. 
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University researchers and industry 

professionals have verified the benefits of 

Earth & Grow on many species of plants. The 

results will vary depending on species, but 

the system allows all potted plants to regulate 

biotic and abiotic stressors more efficiently, 

which is essential for maximizing growth, 

health and yield. 

Earth & Grow’s patent-pending technology 

works by inserting a soil probe into the plant’s 

medium and connecting it to the controller. 

The system will not increase your electric 

bill and can be used year after year. Patients, 

caregivers and industry professionals have 

observed Earth & Grow’s effects on can¬ 

nabis and agree that the plants are stronger, 

healthier and more vibrant. Patients have 

reported a more effective healing medicine 

complemented by increases in flavor and 

storage life. Lab results also show consis¬ 

tently above-average levels of THC, CBD 

and CBN (though more testing is needed to 

determine exactly how much Earth & Grow 

increases these cannabinoids). 

Keep in mind that less is more when using 

the Earth & Grow technology. Be careful not to 

overwater or overfertilize your plants: Earth & 

Grow stimulates their metabolism and allows 

them to maintain optimum nutrient levels and 

water balance. With practice and patience, 

you will achieve amazing results without 

The final product: 
Fresh, healthy buds 
with increased 
potency. (Below): 
The plant on the left 
thrives with Earth 
& Grow. 

aggressive fertilizing or pinching, pruning and 

training techniques. This will not only save 

time and money, but will also result in much 

healthier and heavier-yielding plants. 

For more info visit earthandgrow.com. 
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An intrepid wanderer gets his head broken open in Peru with the help of a couple 
of shamans and a three-ounce dose of ayahuasca. Can this ancient medicine 
provide the sort of healing that psychiatrists, New Age ceremonies and Alcoholics 
Anonymous meetings promise, but often fail to deliver? By Bruce Northam 

Above: Peru’s Gocta Falls. 

Right: Ayahuasca is an infusion 

of two plants, the Ayahuasca 

vine (Banisteriopsis caapi) 

and the Chacruna bush 

(Psychotria vidiris). 

Imagine doing everything you can 

to avoid cliches—and then happily 
becoming one yourself. An assignment 

to report on the “newly discovered” 
third-highest waterfall in the world sent me to stunning northern Peru. From 

there, I drifted south to Cusco, the gateway to Machu Picchu, where out-of-body 

experience-shopping led me to question my own way of life. It generally takes 

the boys a bit longer to grow up than the girls—and some lads require a frying- 

pan whack on the head to tilt it toward the light. But first I had to navigate a 

jungle of New Age frauds. 

Remarkable but touristy Cusco is the axis of trendy South American spiritual¬ 

ity, where homegrown con artists posturing as healers routinely swindle flocks 

of gullible (often newly divorced) faith-seekers on vacation. After mingling with 

these bogus gurus, a number of American tourists tote home a few tattered 

drums, rattles and overripe mantras and materialize into self-proclaimed sha¬ 

mans. This enlightenment is often sanctified by a corny personal name change. 
(How ya doin’, Santosh?) Partly aware but still skeptical, I tiptoed through that 

poser minefield and bumped into a life-changing, bad-habit-busting, all-night 

ceremony with a master shaman and his curative jungle juice, ayahuasca. 

Ayahuasca is an ancient medicinal recipe that blends the extracted liquids 

from two or more Amazonian vines. Mixed and proffered by shamans, the con¬ 

coction first quiets the user’s ego and then inspires psychological breakthroughs 
via psychedelic visions that pave the way for emancipated thinking. It’s a vision 

quest described by some as “five years of therapy in one night”; the vice-ending 

testimonials include people who have quit cigarettes, cocaine or heroin on the 

spot, and others who declared war on sexual abuse wounds or chronic depres¬ 

sion immediately following their rituals. 
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Modern chemists are amazed that this 

complex, DMT-based synapse stimula¬ 

tor was discovered centuries ago by 

tropical forest dwellers with no written 

language. Ayahuasca’s benefits are gradu¬ 
ally enlightening even some American 

mental health specialists ([hold, Marin 

County), who recognize it as a poten¬ 

tially more sustainable—and possibly 

permanent—way to upload serotonin 

than through the use of unpredictable 

antidepressants. Back in the Beat era, 

William S. Burroughs’s Yage Letters to 

Allen Ginsberg documented his own 

experiences with ayahuasca (a.k.a. yage) 

in Peru. In 2004, the US Supreme Court 

unanimously ruled that a New Mexico 

congregation could continue to use 

ayahuasca tea as part of its religious ritu¬ 

als. Contemporary celebrity advocates 

include Paul Simon, Tori Amos and Sting. 

Since ayahuasca is considered reme¬ 
dial, not recreational, a reputable agent/ 

facilitator of sorts is typically required 

to locate a shaman-led “vine of souls” 

ceremony. Authentic Amazonian sha¬ 

mans rarely speak English and may not 

even speak Spanish—and therein lies the 

first challenge. In addition, the sincerity, 

knowledge and price of these “agents” 

can vary widely. But as soon as my 

chosen facilitator introduced me to the 

ascended masters Don Antonio and his 

wife Rosita, a curing team in their sixties 
from Pucallpa, I knew I’d found my chan¬ 

nel. Decades ago, Rosita’s father—also a 
master—was reluctant to let his daughter 

pair off with the then 21 year old due to 

his excessive alcohol use. That spurred 

Don Antonio into sobriety and a study of 
shamanic ways. 

Ayahuasca Visions 
After meeting the healing duo again two 

days later in Cusco at the same bohemian 

guesthouse, we hiked a dark mountain 
road that wound uphill and outside the 

city to a secluded home surrounded by 

an eight-foot stone wall. Once inside, our 

group sat in a circle upon futons on the 

floor of a candlelit room. Don Antonio 

individually blessed each one of us—two 

Americans and six Peruvians—by spit- 

misting an aromatic substance over our 

heads. Then we each drank a three-ounce 

shot of ayahuasca, an auburn, woody- 
tasting fluid. Twenty minutes later, a 

dizzy euphoria encouraged us all to lie 
on our backs in the shadowy room. The 

dizziness soon subsided, and my first 

vision leisurely wandered in. 

The dreamy series of visualiza¬ 

tions was launched by a self-propelled 

Modern chemists 
are amazed that 
this complex. DMT- 
based synapse 
stimulator was 
discovered centuries 
ago by tropical forest 
dwellers with no 
written language. 
flight—me clutching an airborne two- 

by-four-foot wing and flying through an 

infinite, illuminated cavern teeming with 

indented half-dome shelves. Each domed 

ledge in the hallowed emporium com¬ 

fortably roosted groups of people impor¬ 

tant in my life. I visited dozens of ledges, 

exchanged greetings or memories with 

comrades, received reassurance from 

my parents and nods of approval from 
my two older brothers. When the breezy 

voyage landed me on a shelf with the ex¬ 

girlfriend, I said to her, “Sorry.” She tried 

to reply but couldn’t find words. We both 

cried until I flew away. The tears were 

real, both in and out of the dream. 

Somewhere in the cave, the beautiful 

singing began. A vital element in this 

ancient ritual are the icaros, the sha¬ 

man’s power songs, chants and whispers, 

which cultivate communication with the 

spirits of the natural world. The icaros 
help to flush out mental and physical 

illness and nurture pertinent visual 

displays in the minds of the ayahuasca- 

medicated. Trained by both a maestro 

shaman and the spirits themselves, 

Don Antonio and Rosita sustained and 
steered the entire five-hour meditative 

odyssey toward healing through their 

harmonizing icaros. This archetypal 

world music kaleidoscoped harmonies 

from India, Africa, Southeast Asia, Peru 

and other places more indescribable. 

One predictable outcome of an aya¬ 

huasca ceremony is the literal purging 

of bad energies (a.k.a. your personal 
demons). An exorcism in the form of lit¬ 

erally dry-heaving out unhealthy spirits 

occurs at intervals after you process the 

unfortunate, unpleasant or repugnant 

things stuck in your past. In this sha¬ 
manic forum, my first confrontation with 

my unsettled history concluded with 

the vomit-style purging of that broken 
relationship. Something stronger than 

me finally insisted I move on. 

(I should also note that the dry- 
heaving—as opposed to vomiting- 

resulted from my following the suggested 

protocol of abstaining from sex, meat 

or alcohol for the week prior to the 

ceremony, and fasting for the final 24 

hours. Those participants who’d had any 

food at all in their systems vomited it 
up soon after ingesting the ayahuasca, 

before it had taken effect. When the 

other group members puked, I sympa¬ 

thetically dry-heaved as well, because I’m 

an easy target for nausea: Sometimes the 

mere midday sighting of a Park Avenue 

poodle maneuvering to unload a crap on 

the street makes me heave. Pardon this 
neurotic detour from the story.) 

The easy-breathing resumption of a 

second glide through my acquaintance- 

lined cavern was interrupted, in due 

course, by a series of visions associ¬ 
ated with alcohol, the drug I’d been 

using—and occasionally abusing—in 

recent months while my fourth book 

remained unsold. The documentary-style 

3-D shorts debuted with the image of a 

van-sized stone-block monument bearing 

a single word: “POWER.” I stood at its 

base, a beer can parked in the holster 

clipped to my belt, and used a chisel and 
hammer to splinter the monument. The 

ensuing revelation showed me with beer 

can in hand, standing above a collage 
of written statements declaring my life’s 

goals. These affirmations of my dreams 

were arranged on the ground below an 

elevated sidewalk bridge that arched 

over skyscrapers, traffic and noisy pedes¬ 

trian chaos. As I strolled over the bridge, 
I urinated upon my dreams. Curtain. 

Next, the big screen flashed to my 

favorite East Broadway bar, consumed in 

roaring flames while a steady stream of 

patrons—also on fire—casually stumbled 

out the front door and toddled down 

the street, still aflame. The apparition’s 

climax depicted me seated in a chair in 

the middle of a sallow, cell-like room 
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illuminated by a bright bulb hanging on 

the end of a wire. I sat there with my 

head tilted back to smooth the process of 
swilling from a quart-sized beer bottle. 

Suddenly my exact double materialized, 

armed with a butcher knife, and began 

stabbing me repeatedly in the torso- 

while I kept drinking, failing to notice. 

Not exactly subtle metaphors, espe¬ 

cially when the visions were appearing 

on an IMAX-sized movie screen of the 

mind. 

The smell of alcohol soon became 

overwhelming and abruptly made me sit 

up and gag. I threw up (blanks) again, 

until a mood shift in Don Antonio’s 

chanting and Rosita’s singing coaxed 

me back into the flying buddy cave. A 

number of my unconscious psychologi¬ 
cal gargoyles—human and non-human 

enemies seated upon a few shelves in the 

cavern—were waving for attention, but I 

paid them no heed. 

Needless to say, there’s nothing pre¬ 

dictable about the ayahuasca experience 
except for the lifeguard role of a good 

shaman. Sadly, their ancient insights 

exist on borrowed time in the modern 

world. When a bona fide shaman dies, a 

library burns. 

Then Don 
Antonio looked 
at me and said 
via translation: 
"Your best 
teacher is your 
last mistake." 

Back to the Material World 
As the sun rose, the members of my 

group simultaneously landed back on 

Earth and discussed their visions with 

Don Antonio and Rosita via the facilita¬ 

tor (the guy who profited most from 

the money changing hands before the 
ceremony.) The two rounds of rib-crack¬ 

ing dry heaves made me feel as though 

I’d pulled muscles in my torso, but 

otherwise I felt fine. The freestyle group 
discussion, in which everyone shared 

their personal journey, reminded me of a 

feel ‘n’ heal workshop on some corporate 
weekend. After describing my visions, 

I watched as Don Antonio and Rosita 

had a brief exchange in soft voices. Then 

Don Antonio looked at me and said via 

translation: “Your best teacher is your 

last mistake.” A minute later, I vowed 

to the group that I’d give up alcohol 
for the whole next year. After the 

ceremony, I hiked back into Cusco, lost 

in thought and curious about this new 

frontier. 

I returned to the States a seemingly 

changed man, and I’m now near¬ 

ing the end of that clearheaded year 
without any chest-beating, pining or 

month-counting. With so little drama 

involved, the rebalancing has been 

akin to taking on a new hobby merely 

by dropping an old one. I’ve had to get 
clever about entertaining myself, since 

the strolling-into-any-bar-and-playing- 

Bad-Company-on-the-jukebox option 

simply evaporated. Energized and far 

more patient, I now sleep seven hours a 

night instead of wanting ten—and wake 
up focused, putting pen to paper. My 

newfound patience inserts a few time 
zones of reflection into my conditioned 

impulse to flee dilemmas. I now settle 

dating arguments that once might have 

skyrocketed into war with a monk’s 

practiced calm. 

It seems clear to me that no well- 
meaning nag, shrink, friend or New 

Year’s resolution could have led me to 

this happily altered state. Did a native 

folk medicine really unspool a random 

psychotropic movie reel in my brain, 

or were the imbedded secrets of my 
subconscious somehow unlocked? I 

may have had a subconscious agenda, 

but as far as I know, none of those 

images had been previously installed. 

Perhaps I just tripped upon a reason to 

change. Regardless, the mystical result 
wedged the first sturdy interleave of 

discipline into my life since my days as 

a collegiate-wrestling caveman. 

Another lasting impression from 

this flushing out of the warring foes 

ratcheted into my psyche is a restored 

intent to “ruin” my life, so to speak, by 

leaving behind a meaningful legacy— 

not a bunch of temples or statues, but 

at least a few cool books. Celestine 

Prophecy cuteness aside, Peru inspired 
me. My heart signed a contract with 

my head, and I’m reclaiming my 

power. 

And there’s something else I’ll never 

forget. While I was hugging my two 

shamans goodbye, Don Antonio whis¬ 

pered to me: “You’ve got to have try” ^ 

Bruce Northam is the author of Globetrotter 
Dogma. His ramble continues on american 
detour.com. 
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The Road to Redem 
A few years back, 
LED grow lamps 
were considered 
laughable. But we all 
knew theyti come 
around sooner or 
later... didn’t we? 

Story & photos 
by Nico Escondido 

kay, okay. I know it, you know it, we all know it, so 

let’s just say it: Three or four years ago—heck, even 

12 months ago—I would’ve told you not to waste your 
time or money on any grow lamp using light-emitting 

diodes (LEDs). The problem with this situation is two¬ 

fold. First, I blame the lag in technology: When proto¬ 
types first come out showcasing a new technological 

advance, they will, inevitably, not live up to the hype. This is just how business works: The first model 

is never the best, or even close to the full potential that a particular product will eventually achieve. But 

the first model of any new gear can help a company eventually improve and develop a better product. 

The second problem is that savvy investigative journalists (ahem) don’t always remember to revisit 

the technology they wrote off as “not there yet” a year or two earlier. I’ve done this now with a couple 

of new technologies, always forgetting that in a few years’ time, that technology just might catch up 

with itself and deliver a product that is actually viable and useful in the garden. (I plead “occupational 

hazard” as a defense for my short memory ...) 

So does this mean we’re aboutdo tell you that LED products are now 100 percent excellent, the 

new “end-all and be-all”? Does it mean that they have—or soon will—outrun traditional high-intensity 

discharge (HID) lighting? Does it mean LEDs will overtake the oncoming plasma-lamp revolution, the 

lamps that are the so-called “future of indoor grow lighting”? 

Well, let’s not get too ahead of ourselves just yet. (And I mean that more about plasma lamps than 

LEDs!) But, for sure, LEDs have made huge strides in the past year or so and now warrant not only a place 

in our growrooms, but even some space here in High Times. Yes, I know, I know: It’s about time! 

Broader light spectrum and increased 

power have brought LED lamps closer 

than ever before to HID results. 
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LEDs used as complimentary (nof 

supplementary) light can make for 

much more productive hybrid gardens. 

The Fuss 
The questions about LEDs and their pros and 

cons come into the HT cultivation department 

by the dozens on a daily basis. So why all the fuss? 
Why are growers so keen on using them? Well, 

here’s the truth: Growers want to use LED lamps 

because they give off a lot less heat indoors and 

are more energy-efficient (and thus economi¬ 

cal) than the alternatives. Also, LED companies 

advertise like crazy—in our very own magazine, as 

a matter of fact—and many readers have become 

inundated with LED info, oftentimes mistaking 

simple ad placement as a sign of endorsement. 

Then you have guys like me, on the other 

hand, who don’t write much about LEDs 

because, as my mother taught me years ago, if 

you don’t have anything nice to say, say nothing 

at all. And just like that, you have the enigma 
surrounding the LED saga. 

So where does this leave us? Is the lack of 

investigative coverage due to the fact that most 
cultivation reporters don’t fully understand 

the technology (and related plant physiology) 

involved with LEDs? Maybe. But the truth is, until 

now the technology hasn’t been right for horti¬ 

cultural use—and, more specifically, for a plant’s 

photosynthetic system. Here’s why ... 

4 Concerns About Horticultural LEDs 
Here’s where we depart from the first- 
person narration. It’s all science from here 

on in, so pay attention, because these four 

concerns are the basis of all LED issues, 
and how they’re addressed will determine 

the success (or failure) of the horticultural 

LED-lamp industry for years to come. 

As with all indoor lighting, the pri¬ 

mary question is the quality of the light 

being provided to our plants. So let’s 
start at the very beginning: with our sun. 

We already know that the goal of 

all indoor grow lighting is to mimic as 

closely as possible the Sun’s natural light. 

Or, at least, that should be the goal. Some 

growers forget this or simply don’t care, 

so long as the end results are what they 

want. That’s one way to go—but in this 

age of medical marijuana and health 

consciousness, it’s smarter to try to keep 

your plants as close to their natural state 
as possible—even indoors—in order to 

maximize their genetic potential. With 

that in mind, let’s examine what we’re 

really looking for in good indoor horti¬ 

cultural lighting. 

1. Light Intensity 
Nothing we have indoors comes 

close to matching the power of 

sunlight. This is one reason we try 

to keep our lamps as close to the 
garden canopy as possible. But 

doing so requires close monitor¬ 

ing of the temperature within the 

garden and preventing heat pock¬ 

ets from building up around the 

plants—a big advantage for LEDs, 

which produce less heat than their 
HID counterparts. However, LED 

lamps are composed of small bulbs 

(called diodes) from which the 

light emanates. These diodes are 
severely lacking in power when 

compared to stronger HID bulbs, 

which is why they’re grouped 
together in large arrays on LED 

panel boards. Still, at one or two 

watts per diode (standard wattage 
for many of the first LED prod¬ 

ucts), a lamp would require 500 

or more diodes to create the same 

light intensity as one 1,000-watt 

high-pressure sodium (HPS) lamp. 
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2. Light Spectrum 
This is arguably the most important 

aspect of good horticultural lighting and 

the real crux of the matter when it comes 
to LED lamps—especially the earlier 

models. The Sun is full-spectrum, whereas 

HID bulbs are not (despite some dubious 

claims). But LEDs, most notably the alpha 

and beta versions, weren’t even close, with 

many boasting only two-tone wavelengths 

(reds and blues). LED lamps are improv¬ 

ing in this area, but they’re still lacking— 

though the gap is closing with HID bulbs. 

Even more to the point, new advances in 

diode technology have allowed for a more 

diverse set of wavelengths to be pro¬ 

duced by diode manufacturers, including 

true-white diode “chips” that come rated 

with color temperatures that can range 

between 2,000 and 6,000 degrees Kelvin. 

(For reference, sunlight is approximately 
5,500-K.) 

3. Light Distribution/Light Coverage 
You may have noticed that today’s LED 

lamps are getting bigger compared to 

the models from a few years back. One 

of the reasons for this is to get better 
garden coverage out of each unit. LEDs 

are monodirectional, with the light being 

emitted from each diode in one direction 

only. Compared to HID bulbs that give 

off light from 360 degrees, LEDs are at 

a disadvantage, as traditional reflectors 

serve no purpose for a diode that emits 

light straight down. 

4. Plasma Light vs. 
Electroluminescence 
The least of the four concerns, this issue is 
not applicable to any lighting equipment 

(yet) other than LEDs. That’s because 

LEDs are the only type of lighting in the 

cultivation market that do not produce 

plasma light, instead producing electro¬ 

luminescence. Sunlight is true plasma 

light, and so are HID bulbs as well as 

fluorescent lamps. This, unfortunately, is 

an issue that cannot change for LEDs, but 

the verdict is still out on whether or not 

this ultimately has a negative effect on a 

plant’s potential. Still, one thing is certain: 

The difference ensures that there will 

always be a wide gap between LEDs and 

the goal of getting as close to nature as 
possible with an indoor garden. 

Overcoming the Stigma 
So how do some of today’s better LED 
lamps compare to earlier models—and, 

more importantly (and more specifi¬ 

cally), how do these newer LED models 

answer the aforementioned concerns? 

To combat light intensity issues, LED 

companies are now utilizing more power¬ 
ful LED chips that can handle higher 

wattages. The physical design of these 
chips is significantly different from the 

traditional tiny diodes that growers are 

accustomed to seeing (though the chip is 

still technically referred to as a “diode”), 

with the chips becoming flat and square. 

Manufacturers try to get as many of these 

chips onto the light board as possible to 

increase the lamp’s intensity per square 

inch. Of course, this comes with draw¬ 

backs that need to be mitigated, such as 

increasing the thermal output of the lamp 

overall. This can be the difference in a 
manufacturer choosing to run a 2-watt 

diode over a 3-watt diode. When the 

extra power needed to drive those larger 

wattages is pushed through the lamp, 

excess heat is created, so the goal becomes 

spreading those diodes out—but without 
compromising the optimal spectral mix of 

the various color frequencies. It’s a deli¬ 
cate balance to achieve this and also avoid 

creating “hot spots” on the garden canopy. 

Not only is the light intensity power¬ 

ful enough for canopy penetration, but 

the heavy representation of red wave¬ 

lengths in the lamp give gardens a huge 

influx of photons—the light energy that 

plants harvest for use in photosynthesis. 

Photons are most prevalent in the red 

frequencies. This provides a huge boost 
in light energy that plants use in flower 

and trichome development, resulting in 

both larger and higher quality yields. 

In terms of the actual spectrum that 

LED lamps can produce, the advent 

of true-white diodes have gone a long 
way toward helping promote broader 

spectrums. Initially, the only affordable 

diodes coming out of LED factories in 

Asia were of the red and blue variety. But 

with LED lighting becoming more and 

more prevalent not just in horticulture 

but for stage lighting, home use and 

televisions, the cost of other color diodes 

has come down. 

Still, do not be fooled: Good LED 
lamps remain fairly expensive, with 

many of the best units ranging from 

$1,000 to $3,500. Also, the light distribu¬ 
tion in LED lamps is still a concern for 

many manufacturers. A number of ideas 

have been put into testing—everything 

from angling the diodes on the light 

boards, to mounting specialized reflec¬ 

tors along the edges, to spinning the 

LEDs on rotating arms. Perhaps the best 

method of expanding LED coverage is to 

utilize lenses that refract the light into 

a wider swath. These lenses are made 
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from customized glass and resins that 

create the least disturbance to the light 

waves. Even so, solutions to this problem 

continue to be researched. As it stands 
right now, the best LED lamps can cover 

approximately a 4’ x 4’ area of garden. 

Notes on Stealth Grow LED 
It’s no coincidence that many of the 

photos featured in this article show lamps 

manufactured by the Stealth Grow LED 

company. But before any conspiracy theo¬ 

ries start to swirl, let me state the simple 

reason for this: Stealth Grow is one LED 

company that not only has turned the 

corner on the technology, but is also hon¬ 

est and intelligent about its products and 

how they should be used. 
A basic philosophy of good LED 

manufacturers centers not just on what 

their lamps can do, but how their light 

fits into an entire garden system as well 

as interacts with the plant’s physiology. 
This means incorporating fundamen¬ 

tal principles of plant science, such as 

photosynthetic processes and physical 

development throughout each phase of 

growth. When it comes to LEDs specifi¬ 

cally, the focus must be on light strength, 

thermal output and spectrum quality. 

Light strength refers not so much to 

actual intensity—which we measure in 

lux or lumens—but to photosynthetically 

active radiation (PAR) and photosynthetic 
photon-flux density (PPFD). Photons are 

the actual particles of energy that plants 
harvest from light and use as a catalyst in 

photosynthesis. Photons have the highest 

concentration in the red wavelengths 

of the spectrum. As a result, many LED 
lamps come very heavy in the reds. 

However, plant biologists know that 

plants need a full spectrum—as provided 

in nature by the Sun—to ensure proper 

growth and development. Therefore, more 

and more LED companies are trying to 

Photons are the actual 
particles of energy 
that plants harvest 
from light and use in 
photosynthesis. 

incorporate more than just the standard 

reds and blues that have been so preva¬ 

lent in LED lamps for so many years. 

Stealth Grow has not only fortified the 

red wavelengths in its latest model (SG 

602) with red (620-630nm) and hyper-red 
(660nm)—which carries with it a PPFD of 

631 pmol/m2/sec (for comparison, at its 

strongest the Sun’s PPFD is 2,000 pmol/ 

m2/sec)—but has also incorporated 30 

blue and 30 white chips to broaden the 
overall spectrum and get plants more of 

the light “vitamins” they need. Without 

full spectrum, plants can grow awkwardly 

and stretch; they’ll also feel stressed, as the 

biological functions during photosynthesis 

do not occur normally, leading to a drop¬ 

off in food production. In many instances, 

a stressed plant actually creates more resin 
as a mechanism for attracting pollen and 

ensuring its lifeline. Many growers mistak¬ 

enly construe this as a benefit of the lamp, 

when in reality the plant’s potential is not 

being maximized and the plant is actually 

producing less food during photosynthesis, 

which in turn leads to decreased yields. 

You will notice that in many of the pho¬ 

tographs throughout this article, Stealth 
Grow LED lamps are used in conjunction 

with HPS lamps. The alternating HPS 

lamps help provide a more complete 
spectrum over the garden in concert with 

the LED lamps, which provide not only 

an enhanced spectrum but also increased 
light energy for heavier yields. The com¬ 

mercial grows shown in these photos 

reported an increase in yields exceed¬ 

ing 20 percent once the Stealth Grow 

LED lamps were incorporated in their 

setups. When you factor in this increase 
in yields—and the fact that these lamps 

have a lifespan of 50,000 to 100,000 hours 

(that’s up to 12 years)—it’s clear that these 

lamps can repay their cost very quickly. 

For the vegetative phase of cultiva¬ 

tion, LED lamps have traditionally been 
a non-factor, but that too is starting to 

change. Using only blue and white chips, 

LED companies can match the benefits of 

metal halide (MH) bulbs in the vegetation 

phase/mother-plant room or in the clone 
nursery. The Stealth Grow Veg light is 

intended as a replacement for a 1,000- 
watt MH, but it draws only 560 watts 

(six amps on a llOv current), keeping its 

efficiency levels where you’d expect for an 

LED, and without the added heat that an 

HID bulb will produce. 

Hard Facts on LED Growing 
The following has been verified by the High Times cultivation department: 

An NYC Diesel bud grown under 100% LED lamps (in this case, the Stealth Grow 1250 LED) tested at 19% THC 

at the Were Shop lab in Pasadena, CA. 

With little to no light penetration through the garden canopy in an HPS/LED mixed garden, dense, fully 

formed flowers were growing so low on the plants that some buds literally sat directly atop the soil medium. 

With no light penetration reaching the growroom floor, the formation of lower buds is attributed to the 

abundance of added light energy (photons) from the heavy red spectrum of the LED lamps. 

How LEDs Work 
Inside each LED, there exist layers of semiconductors sandwiched between metal electrodes (conductors 

that make contact with the nonmetallic circuit parts). When voltage is applied between the electrodes, 

negatively charged electrons are able to recombine with positively charged electron “holes” within the 

diode. This causes a release of energy in the form of photons, which produces light. 

The early problem with LEDs was that when electrical current was increased in the diodes, the vaunted 

efficiency rates of LEDs plummeted. This problem was especially prevalent in diodes of a certain color, 

such as the blue and green wavelengths. The problem occurs because of a semiconductor layer in the 

middle of the diode that is typically made from gallium nitride. This layer generates a second electrical 

field of its own when the current is increased in the diode, forcing the positive and negative ions apart 

rather than together to create light. 

Recent developments in LED technology have circumvented this problem using diodes that are flat and 

chip-like in design. These chip diodes can generally handle higher wattages and thus deliver more intense 

light. The problem with these newer chip diodes is their higher thermal output, thus impacting one of the 

main advantages that LEDs have over standard HID bulbs. Driving more current through light boards natu¬ 

rally produces more heat, and so it becomes a design game for LED companies to figure out the best way to 

get as many diodes on the board, and with as much power running to them as possible, while still maintain¬ 

ing the same energy-efficiency that LEDs have become known for. 
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Exploring the pros, cons and possible dangers of butane hash oil. By Bobby Black 

Dabbersdig 

into some 

exceptional 

extract. 

With each pass¬ 
ing month, the 

popularity—and 

controversy—of butane hash 

oil (BHO) and the phenom¬ 
enon surrounding it (known 

as “dabbing”) continues to 

grow in the cannabis commu¬ 

nity. Some hail it as a miracle 

medicine, a quantum leap 

forward in Stoner evolution. 

Others criticize it, point¬ 

ing to the potential dangers 

involved in both making and 

ingesting it, as well as pos¬ 

sible negative effects on the 

public’s increasingly favorable 

attitude toward marijuana. Here at 

High Times, it’s our duty to cover this 

issue as honestly and responsibly as we 
can—addressing any genuine concerns 

and dispelling unwarranted fears. To 

that end, we consulted some of the 
industry’s most knowledgeable experts 

on the subject of cannabis extracts and 

their effect on the human body. Here’s 

what they had to say. 

SOLVENT VS. NONSOLVENT 
EXTRACTION 

The first question to be addressed is: 

What’s the difference between solvent 

extracts and traditional hash? Well, 

aside from appearance, the biggest dif¬ 
ference is the process involved in mak¬ 

ing them. While traditional hash is made 

using sieves (wet or dry) to separate the 

trichomes from the plant, extract hash is 

made by “blasting” a chemi¬ 

cal solvent (i.e., butane, C02) 
through the plant matter, then 

“purging” the solvent away. But 

these solvents don’t just extract 

the trichomes—they also pull 

substances from other parts of 

the plant. 

“You’re getting a lot of extra 

goodies that come out in those 

solvent extracts,” observes Bob 

Melamede, Ph.D. An associ¬ 

ate professor of biology at the 

University of Colorado and the 

president/CEO of Cannabis 

Science Inc., Dr. Melamede is 

one of the world’s few experts 

on the human endocannabinoid system. 

“Aside from the oils, there are all sorts of 

compounds that come out that probably 

have beneficial value,” he says. “We’ve 

got indications that there are differences 

in the effects, pain relief properties and 
potentially other important phenomena. 

We don’t really know at this point... all 

we know is that this plant is quite the 

magical chemistry set.” 



The popularity 
and controversy 
of “dabbing” 
continues to grow. 

A Hitman torch tube, all 

fired up and ready to dab 

with some Blue Halo Wax 

from Phillips RX. 
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The dab panel (left to 

right): Selecta Nikka T, 

Alan Shakelford, MD, 

Bob Melamede, Ph.D, 

William Breathes, 

Daniel deSailles. 

It’s also widely 

believed that 

BHO boasts a 

higher concentra- Get the free mobile app: 

tion of THC and www.gettag.mobi 

is therefore much 

stronger than traditional hashish. But 

is this really true? As the cannabis critic 

for Denver’s Westword alt-newspaper, 

William Breathes is paid to sample and 

review a wide array of cannabis prod¬ 

ucts—and according to his experience, 

it is stronger. “When you look at the 

percentage of cannabinoids per weight, it 

seems you’re pulling out more THC with 

butane than with ice water,” he says. 

But there are those who disagree— 

such as Selecta Nikka T, owner and 

operator of Colorado’s Essential Extracts. 

“It’s such a new phenomenon that we 

really don’t have enough data to show 
that BHO is getting higher test results 

than water extraction of the same strain, 

or if there are any dangers to it,” he 

asserts. “I prefer the solventless method, 

because we can retain terpenes a lot bet¬ 

ter than most solvents, and I don’t have 

to worry about anything being left over 

in my product.” 
Another of Denver’s extraction 

experts is Daniel “Big D” de Sailles, a 

partner at Top Shelf Extracts, who isn’t 

quite as skeptical. “I’m a 100 percent 

proponent of BHO, because I’ve seen it 

make people’s pain just evaporate,” he 

states. “As medicine, it helps with both 

harm reduction—it practically cures 

withdrawal symptoms in people who 

are alcoholics or addicted to speed or 
pharmaceuticals—and pain management. 

It works every single time, and it’s easier 
to regulate your dosage. You take a frac¬ 

tion of a percent of a gram, and you’re 

fully medicated and exactly where you 

want to be.” 

€€ There isn't any 
evidence that 
inhaling residual 
hydrocarbons 
Kkebutaneare 
dangerous—at least 
in small amounts.99 

So which is better, butane or solvent¬ 

less? Until more analysis is done compar¬ 

ing the chemical composition of the 

plant material to the solvent extracts, 
we won’t know the real differences. But 

according to Amarimed of Colorado’s 

Alan Shackelford, MD, it’s not really a 

matter of “better” or “worse”—just what 

suits a patient’s individual needs and 

preferences. 
“There isn’t necessarily one method 

that’s superior to another,” he explains. 

“Concentrates can be provided in a vari¬ 

ety of ways ... different options for differ¬ 

ent conditions that vary from person to 

person, as it should be.” 

BUTANE AND THE BODY 
One of the biggest concerns regarding 

BHO is that inhaling butane might be 

unhealthy. 

de Sailles isn’t convinced. “Butane 

is used in so many things we buy,” he 

points out, “like hairspray, cooking spray, 

e-cigarettes, flavor extracts ... so it’s already 

around.” Even so, the fact that butane is 
present in a number of consumer products 

doesn’t necessarily mean that it’s safe. 

Fortunately, both Dr. Melamede and 

Dr. Shackelford seem to agree that it is. 

“I looked through the National Library 

of Medicine database on this, and there 

isn’t any evidence that inhaling 

residual hydrocarbons like butane are 
dangerous—at least in small amounts,” 

says Dr. Melamede. “It’s an irritant, 
but that’s about it.” 

But if we eliminate butane as a 

risk, are there other dangers involved 

in using BHO? “There’s very good 

evidence that smoking marijuana 

doesn’t harm the lungs, and I’m quite 

sure that smoking concentrates doesn’t 

either,” says Dr. Shackelford. “The only 

real negative would be overdosing, 

which might make you uncomfortable 

for a while, maybe a little anxious or 

paranoid ... but as far as a long-lasting 

physiological danger? I don’t think so.” 

“I’ve seen people consistently do 

25 half-gram hits and not have any 

adverse side effects,” de Sailles argues. 

“BHO has been around since the year 

2000, so people have been dabbing for 
a decade now and there haven’t been 

any real problems reported yet.” 
But, in fact, we know of at least 

one serious problem that has been 

reported: Last year, a young woman 

named Jessi was “blowing nails” 

of BHO when her throat suddenly 

swelled up, making it difficult to 

breathe. She was rushed to the hos¬ 

pital, where she was diagnosed with 

chemical epiglottitis, a condition in 

which the epiglott—the flap of skin 

that separates the esophagus from 

your trachea—becomes inflamed by an 

irritant (i.e. infection, heat, chemi¬ 

cals) and blocks off the windpipe. 

Luckily, Jessi was treated in time; if 
she hadn’t been, the condition could 

have been fatal. So if this is a possible 

consequence of dabbing—even one 

experienced by only a tiny percentage 

of users—people need to be aware of it. 

But what actually caused this reaction? 

“I very much doubt it was the 

butane or concentrate at all, but some 

other factor,” Dr. Shackelford says. 

“The volatile evaporative temperature 

of butane is extremely low—so if you’re 

heating it up, that butane is pretty 

much gone; any residual wouldn’t be 
a problem. There are a lot of different 

things it could’ve been ... maybe it was 

just the temperature. You can actually 

get epiglottitis from hot coffee if you 

swallow it incorrectly.” 

“I’d say the least likely of all was that 

it had anything to do with the butane,” 

Dr. Melamede concurs. “It could’ve 

been contaminants in the product... 

she might’ve had an allergy to some¬ 

thing else that was concentrated.” 
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Blasting Flowers 
It’s widely agreed that the most danger¬ 

ous aspect of BHO is making it—or, 
rather, not making it properly. There 

have been numerous reports of people 
causing large explosions while attempt¬ 

ing butane extractions without taking 

the necessary precautions. 

“These dangers are real,” says Selecta 

Nikka T. “People are blowing up their 

homes. So if we’re going to continue 

doing this—which I’m sure we are—we 

need to take into account all the safety 

precautions needed for this process.” 

Let’s be clear about this: High Times 

strongly discourages anyone who has not 

been professionally trained from making 

BHO on their own. However, we realize 

that some people out there are going to 

do it—and if so, we want them to recog¬ 

nize that they need to do it responsibly. 

“There are two ways to go about using 

butane to extract,” explains de Sailles. 
“There’s an open system, where you take 

a tube, you fill it with trim, you stick in a 

can of butane in one side and then filter 

it through coffee filters into a pan, where 

you purge it. That’s the open system, 

and that’s what people are doing inside 

and blowing themselves up. The other 

way—a closed system—is when you get 

a machine that actually recycles the 

butane. That’s a lot safer, but you should 

still be in a well-ventilated area.” 

Being outdoors is key, because the 
butane vapor that evaporates is highly 

flammable and can be ignited even by 

something as seemingly harmless as static 

electricity. Making BHO indoors is like 

asking to be blown up. (Think about it— 

they don’t call it “blasting” for nothing.) 

“It happens,” Breathes admits. “I’m not 
going to argue that it doesn’t blow up 

and that people aren’t stupid; there are 

plenty of videos on the Internet to prove 

that. If you want to do it right, the info 

is out there ... all we can do is advocate 

responsibility.” 

“You can’t legislate intelligence or 

responsibility,” Dr. Shackelford agrees. 

“That’s the problem: We have to protect 

ourselves from ourselves—but we can’t.” 
Then he raises another caveat: the com¬ 

position of the tube that holds the weed. 

“It’s important to use stainless steel, 

not PVC piping,” he stresses. “Plastic 

is always a potential problem. Butane 

extracts all kinds of stuff, and you don’t 

want polyvinyl chloride in your concen¬ 

trate.” Even when doing water or bubble- 

hash extractions, he adds, it’s important 

to use food-grade plastics: “If you’re just 

using some orange bucket you bought 

Making BHO indoors is 

like asking to be blown 

up. (Think about it—they 

don’t call it “blasting" 

fornothing.) 

at Home Depot, you’re likely to extract 

unwanted chemicals such as hardeners 
from the plastic. If it’s an industrial prod¬ 

uct and not food-grade, just assume that 

there’s going to be dangerous stuff in it.” 

Gaseous Anomolies 
The most common impurities usu¬ 

ally arise from “dirty” butane. The fuel 

sold for use in lighters is only about 80 

percent butane and contains chemicals 

that smell (such as thiols—also known 
as mercaptans—or sulfur dioxide), which 

are added so that leaks can be detected. 

Since these chemicals will taint the taste 

and purity of your extract and can be 

harmful if ingested, this kind of butane 

should never be used. Only butane that’s 

quadruple-refined or better is suitable for 

use—and even then, you can’t always be 

sure what you’re getting, since there’s no 

across-the-board standards for purity. 

“There are all these companies com¬ 

ing out of Korea now and other places 

that are saying [their butane is] ‘five 

times refined,’ ‘three times refined’—but 

who really knows what type of refinery 

process they’re using?” warns Nikka T. 

“Their ‘five times refined’ may not be 

as clean as, say, Colibri’s ‘three times 
refined.’” 

So how can BHO makers know which 

products are best to use? According to 

de Sailles, that testing has already been 

done. “The knowledge base that’s online 

right now is extensive,” he says. “People 

have tested every single one, and so far 

Vector and Colibri are the two choice 
brands for making BHO. I personally 

use Vector 5x, but I’m in the process of 

switching over to pure n-butane.” 

Pure n-butane (C4H10) is medical or 

laboratory-grade butane, which is avail¬ 

able at 99.9 percent purity. It evaporates 

completely at a low temperature (-0.5gC), 

so the chances of residue are slim, and 

such residue would be pretty much taste¬ 

less and harmless. But there’s a down¬ 

side: Pure n-butane is sold only in large 

quantities (five to 485-lb. cylinders) by 

gas-supply companies and is fairly expen¬ 

sive. Considering that you only need 

around eight ounces of butane for each 

ounce of cannabis, this isn’t an option 

most would-be blasters would opt for. 

The Purge 
After the extraction, your concentrate 

must be purged of whatever solvent 

remains in it. In an open system, this can 

be tricky—and dangerous. 

“I make sure to blast into a pan that’s 
already floating in fairly hot water, where 

you put your finger in and have to pull 

it out after a second,” says de Sailles. 

“You’ll see the butane bubble away and 

evaporate, and what’s left over are big, 

thick bubbles, which you then have to 

pop. It’ll usually take about two or three 

water changes until there’s not enough 

butane left in it to do anything and you 

can actually take it inside.” 

“How fast you get that butane out 

of your concentrate matters a lot,” he 

adds. “One of the problems with closed 
systems is that it takes up to an hour to 

recover the butane—so that whole time, 

your extract is soaking in solvent. If you 

leave extracts soaking too long, it can 

cause the cell membranes to rupture. So 

I try to get it out as quick as possible.” 

In a closed system, the extractor 

machine will “vacuum-purge” the solvent 

from the concentrate. In theory, this 

method is safer and more reliable, but in 

reality, that’s not always so. 

“A lot of people playing around with 

vacuum-purging don’t know what they’re 

getting into,” says Selecta Nikka T. “Peo¬ 

ple are getting vacuums and pumps and 

chambers that aren’t completely sealing, 
or they’re not getting strong enough of 

a vacuum. I’ve even seen some material 

still crackle after just having water stuck 

in it from the vacuum chamber.” 

“If it makes a crackling sound when 

you heat it, you know for sure it’s dirty,” 

de Sailles cautions. “The heat is burning 
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the solvent, so it makes a sizzling 

sound like water in a hot skillet. If 
it’s sizzling, then there’s a problem 

with the technique of the person 
who’s making it. If they couldn’t 

keep the water out of it, I wouldn’t 

trust their extraction skills.” 

Purity Of Product 
Nearly everyone agrees that the 
only serious health risk posed by 

smoking BHO is the possibility of 

ingesting harmful contaminants 

that may have been infused into 

the concentrate during the extrac¬ 

tion process. 

“The biggest concern is the quality 

of the marijuana—who’s been growing 

it and what they used,” says Dr. Mela- 

mede. “If you have contaminants (i.e., 

pesticides, herbicides, fungi) on your 

plant, that’s going to come off into the 
extract. Then, when you evaporate the 

solvent, you’ll actually be concentrating 

those things—and that’s the real danger. 

Pesticides are typically extremely nasty 

in how they can affect your nervous and 

immune systems, so you definitely don’t 

want to be consuming that.” 

As if incompetent blasters weren’t 

enough, one must also be wary of 

criminals out to make a quick buck sell¬ 

ing bogus product. “You have a whole 
spectrum of unscrupulous people out 

there who are going to do whatever to 

try to make money,” says Dr. Melamede. 

“I personally wouldn’t use any cannabis 

product if I didn’t know who produced it 
and/or hadn’t had it properly analyzed.” 

One perfect example: a video that 

Breathes posted on his blog in which 

he drops a chunk of “shatter” (brittle 

BHO) onto a hot nail, only to have it 

flame up high enough to scorch his face 

if he’d actually tried to inhale it. Later 

that week, Breathes had the sample 

tested and was shocked to learn that it 

Metal Fume Fever 
Another concern that’s 

recently come up is whether 

or not the metal nails used 

for dabbing might—under 

heat and over time—oxidize or 

flake, forcing the user to inhale toxic dust 

or fumes. Such a situation might cause 

a condition called “metal fume fever,” 

whose symptoms include chills, nausea, 

headaches, fever and muscle pain. But 

according to our experts, if the nail is 
pure titanium or quartz, the chances of 

that happening are slim to none. 

“If [the nail] was made with lower- 

grade metal rather than Grade 2, 

commercially pure titanium, it could 

flake off,” de Sailles warns. “But as far 

as titanium oxidizing, it’s supposed to 

naturally change color a bit over time. 

As far as I know, there’s no adverse side 

effects to that.” 

contained only 10 percent 

cannabinoids (compared 

with 50 to 75 percent in most 

concentrates). What the other 

90 percent was—and who was 

responsible for making this 

dangerous pseudo-hash—has 

yet to be determined. 
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“Whether there are any adverse 

effects, I don’t think anybody really 

knows,” Dr. Shackelford says a bit more 
circumspectly. “But titanium is in a lot of 

different things—it’s in yogurt; titanium 

oxide is a coloring agent in sunscreen; 

and most frequently it’s used in implant¬ 

able joint-replacement devices—so there’s 

probably not much of a danger.” 

Blowtorch Blowback 
Assuming we’re able to dismiss the health 

risks, there is still the public-relations 

issue: namely, that because the techniques 

used to make and consume BHO bear 

an eerie resemblance to those used for 

harder drugs like meth and crack—and 

because its potency is so much higher 
than regular weed—dabbing is ripe for 

exploitation by the prohibition propa¬ 

ganda machine. At a time when the accep¬ 

tance of marijuana among the general 
public is higher than ever, there’s a fear 

that seeing teenagers wielding blow¬ 

torches or blowing themselves up on the 

evening news might incite a new anti-pot 

paranoia that could set the legalization 

movement back decades. 

Breathes discounts such concerns 

as mere growing pains in cannabis’ 

perceptual evolution. “People have been 

smoking hot knives in High Times for 40 

years, and it’s really the same premise,” 
he says. “It’s just a progression, a matter 

of technology. Maybe people got scared 

when glass pipes became big or head- 

shops became big. There’s always going 

to be something to scare the people 

who want to be scared. Those people 

are probably turned off by cannabis in 

the first place and probably aren’t too 

open-minded.” 

Dabbing is ripe 
for exploitation by 
the prohibition 
propaganda machine. 

“It’s just about being honest and trans¬ 

parent and showing it in a positive way,” 

Breathes adds. “It’s the same as weed; 

it’s just stronger. There are people using 

it recreationally, and that’s wonderful, 

but we’re looking at it as a new way of 

medicating. For somebody who’s really 
sick—battling nausea, for example— 

maybe choking down a whole joint isn’t 

for them. Vaping one little hit of oil or 

solventless wax is so potent all at once, 

it’s great medicine. We need to talk about 

that—that’s how we bring it to the public 
and stop people from being scared of it.” 

For his part, de Sailles offers the fol¬ 
lowing prediction with a chuckle: “More 

and more people are using vape pens and 

e-cigs to smoke their oils—so I imagine 

that will be more socially acceptable than 

a blowtorch.” 

Or perhaps we can just say, as one pro¬ 

motional sticker so insouciantly puts it, 

“Relax, bro—it’s just a blowtorch.” ^ 
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knows,” Dr. Shackelford says a bit more 

circumspectly. “But titanium is in a lot of 
different things—it’s in yogurt; titanium 

oxide is a coloring agent in sunscreen; 

and most frequently it’s used in implant¬ 

able joint-replacement devices—so there’s 

probably not much of a danger.” 

Blowtorch Blowback 
Assuming we’re able to dismiss the health 
risks, there is still the public-relations 

issue: namely, that because the techniques 

used to make and consume BHO bear 

an eerie resemblance to those used for 

harder drugs like meth and crack—and 

because its potency is so much higher 
than regular weed—dabbing is ripe for 

exploitation by the prohibition propa¬ 

ganda machine. At a time when the accep¬ 

tance of marijuana among the general 
public is higher than ever, there’s a fear 

that seeing teenagers wielding blow¬ 

torches or blowing themselves up on the 

evening news might incite a new anti-pot 

paranoia that could set the legalization 

movement back decades. 

Breathes discounts such concerns 

as mere growing pains in cannabis’ 

perceptual evolution. “People have been 

smoking hot knives in High Times for 40 

years, and it’s really the same premise,” 

he says. “It’s just a progression, a matter 

of technology. Maybe people got scared 

when glass pipes became big or head- 

shops became big. There’s always going 

to be something to scare the people 

who want to be scared. Those people 

are probably turned off by cannabis in 

the first place and probably aren’t too 

open-minded.” 

Dabbing is ripe 
forexploitationby 
the prohibition 
propaganda machine. 

“It’s just about being honest and trans¬ 

parent and showing it in a positive way,” 

Breathes adds. “It’s the same as weed; 

it’s just stronger. There are people using 

it recreationally, and that’s wonderful, 

but we’re looking at it as a new way of 

medicating. For somebody who’s really 
sick—battling nausea, for example— 

maybe choking down a whole joint isn’t 

for them. Vaping one little hit of oil or 

solventless wax is so potent all at once, 

it’s great medicine. We need to talk about 

that—that’s how we bring it to the public 

and stop people from being scared of it.” 

For his part, de Sailles offers the fol¬ 
lowing prediction with a chuckle: “More 

and more people are using vape pens and 

e-cigs to smoke their oils—so I imagine 

that will be more socially acceptable than 

a blowtorch.” 

Or perhaps we can just say, as one pro¬ 

motional sticker so insouciantly puts it, 

“Relax, bro—it’s just a blowtorch.” ^ 
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It was our third Medical Cannabis Cup in the San Francisco Bay area. 
Like the saying goes: This one was a charm! 

Early seafarers didn’t realize that 

a wide, deepwater harbor lay 

just beyond what is now called 

the “Golden Gate,” the strait that flows 

between the San Francisco and Marin 

Peninsulas. Remarkably, it wasn’t until 

1775 that a Spanish explorer actually 

entered the Bay and anchored. 

The Bay area remained lightly 

populated until 1849, but the Gold Rush 

transformed the region. Opportunities 
abounded in the Bay cities and in the 

outlying wilderness, which teemed with 

natural resources. Infused with fresh 

capital and a restless, ambitious popula¬ 

tion, the Bay area earned a reputation as 

a place to dream. Today a population of 

more than 7 million lives in this region, 

which encompasses nine counties of 

California. 

The San Francisco Bay area was a nat¬ 

ural choice for the first High Times Medi¬ 

cal Cannabis Cup two years ago. During 

the past 40 years, its history has been 

closely tied to marijuana. The counties 

of Northern California became defined 

by the superior weed they produced and 

the Bay area was always the first stop for 
exports. During the ’70s in San Fran¬ 

cisco, the legendary Dennis Peron openly 

operated a weed supermarket and later 

opened the nation’s first “compassion 

club” in 1994. And, of course, history 

was made here in 1996 when California 

passed Prop. 215, the trailblazing medical 

marijuana initiative, architected by Bay 

area activists, that made medical mari¬ 
juana a national reality. 0 

Sixteen years later, a thriving indus- < 

try has taken root statewide. However, | 

its evolution has been punctuated by i 

concerted interference on the part of the t 
federal government, especially in recent £ 

months. But if the massive turnout | 

for our third Medical Cannabis Cup s 
O 

in the Bay area is any indication, the g 

burgeoning cannabis industry remains * 

undaunted. 2 
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1) Miss High Times 2012, 

Emily Aryn. 2) Doin’ dabs 

at the Harborside booth. 

3) Vendors strolled the 

midway with merchandise. 

4) Hills Farmacy won for Best 

Edibles and also took the 

CBD Cup. 5) Not Your Mama’s 

Recipe offered a pantry 

full of edibles. 6) Swerve, 

the seedmeister behind 

Cali Connnection. 7) The 

cannabis community filled 

the Craneway Pavilion expo 

hall. 8) The eye-catching 

products of Hills Farmacy. 9) 

Attendees made no secret of 

their affection for cannabis. 

10) Purple Gorilla, as clone 

and as bud. 

The Winners 
SATIVA 

1) Premium Jack Herer, Playbud Delivery Service 

2) Yogi Diesel, Elemental Wellness 

3) XJ-13 Cracker Jack, Santa Cruz Mountain Natural 

INDICA 

1) Cordero Kush Platinum, San Jose Patients Group 

2) Master Yoda Kush, Kush Connection 

3) Cherry Kola, Sonoma County Collective 

HYBRID 

1) Larry OG Kush, The Cali Connection Seed Company 

2) Ken’s Phantom, Granddaddy Purple Collective 

3) OG Sky, Buddy’s Cannabis 

CBD AWARDS 

1) MCU ATF Bubble, Hills Farmacy Presents Master Control Unit 

2) Lemon Remedy, Harborside Heath Center of San Jose 

3) Harlequin, Buds and Roses Collective 

CONCENTRATES 

1) Hardcore OG Budder, Superior Extracts for West Coast Cures 

2) OG Super Sexy Budder, LA Confidential Caregivers 

3) Unfuckwitable OG Wax, Venice Medical Wax Centers 

BEST NON-SOLVENT HASH AWARD 

Solventless BAMF Mix Hash, 

BAMF Extractions for Buds and Roses Collective 

EDIBLES 

1) Eleve Gourmet Veganic Medicated Truffles, Hills Farmacy 

2) CannaChocolate 44/ 8mg THC/ CBD, Tea House Collective 

3) Spicey Orange Drops, Greenway Compassionate Relief Inc. 

BEST BOOTH 

1) Mama P’s 

2) Elemental Wellness 

3) Cali Connection 

BEST PRODUCT 

1) Mama P’s Grinder 

2) KO Nail from KO Domeless Nail 

3) The Grinder Card from V-Syndicate 

BEST GLASS 

1) Hitman Glass 

2) Pulse Glass 

3) Dopeass Glass 
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mond, CA is a former Ford fac¬ 

tory that turned out tanks during 

World War II. Now it’s a bright, high-ceil- 
inged venue capable of accommodating 

all kinds of events. The multi-windowed 

facility overlooks the Bay and offers 

panoramic views of San Francisco across 

the water. As a hosting site for a medical 

marijuana expo it was ideal, providing 

a sunlit hall for industry vendors and 
an outdoor “Prop. 215 Medication Area” 

that benefited from a weekend of the Bay 

area’s best possible June weather. Not 

surprisingly, when doors opened that was 
the primary destination for attendees. 

This was our seventh stateside Medi¬ 

cal Cannabis Cup. At each event we’ve 

noticed that the medication area’s vibe 

is similar to that of a carnival midway- 

colorful, crowded and loud. Attendees 

could sample edibles, grab vapor hits 
and dab to their heart and lungs’ content 

at a variety of booths. Vendors roamed 

the crowd inviting them to try their 

merchandise. Cali Connection’s block of 

booths anchored the outdoor area allow¬ 

ing this award-winning seed company 

to showcase a variety of their products. 

Top dispensaries from the Bay area were 

here, like Elemental Wellness and the 

San Jose Patients Group. Of course, top 

breeder Subcool made the scene, too, 

accompanied by live plants. 
A number of top vapor pen producers 

were on hand as well. Trippy Stix hawked 
their revolutionary “no cartridge” vapor 

pen, while Atmos showcased an entire 

line of top-quality pens in a variety of 
styles. “A vaporizer for every state of 

mind” is the Atmos slogan. 

If there is any doubt about the efficacy 

of LED lighting for gardens, the people 

at Haight Solid State vanquished them. 

Their promise of a low-priced lighting 

system capable of reducing power bills 

and still producing great weed would 

brighten any grower’s day. 

Clockwise: Bobby Black (right) led the “To Dab or 

Not to Dab?” panel; Subcool represented TGA Seeds 

with Ms. Jill; two potheads are better than one! 
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celebration. The expo hall was 

converted into a concert stage 

and Del the Funky Homosapien rocked 
the crowd on Saturday night. On Sunday 

night, High Times’ version of the Oscars 

rolled out the green carpet to fete the 

winners of our Medical Cannabis Cups. 

A number of outfits walked away with 

awards. In fact, among the first, second 

and third place winners in the indica, 

sativa, hybrid and CBD categories, there 

were no duplicate winners, proving that 

quality in Cali is everywhere. 

There was no surprise in Hitman 

Glass’ win for Best Glass of the expo. 

They’re a leader in glass technology for 

concentrates, also taking top honors at 

the Los Angeles Medical Cannabis Cup 
in February and second place in Denver 

this past April. 

Richard Lee was honored with the 
Lester Grinspoon Lifetime Achievement 

Award. Everyone knows Richard as the 

brash activist who founded Oaksterdam 

University, but he’s been involved in can¬ 

nabis issues for more than 20 years. For 

his contributions—especially in the wake 

of the federal raids on Oaksterdam—Lee 
was honored for his groundbreaking 

work. As usual, he was humble and quick 

to single out the “warriors” of our com¬ 
munity for specific praise. 

The fact is, anyone who uses mari¬ 

juana and works to make it legal is a 

warrior. Because our struggle is a war. 

The stakes are high. On a personal level, 
arrest and prosecution for using pot can 

wreck your life. As a society, our freedom 

is at stake. Our nation’s attitude and 

actions toward those who use marijuana 

is downright frightening. 

Yet, there are so many brave spirits 

among us and we can determine how 

free we really are. That’s the purpose of 

the High Times Medical Cannabis Cup. ^ 

Clockwise: Amsterdam’s hash queen Mila 

congratulates Richard Lee; Del the Funky 

Homosapien with his stage stash; Radical Russ 

Belville and Danny Danko lit up the airwaves. 
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by MARK RIBOWSKY “OIL CAN” BOYD 
In the ’80s and early ’90s, Dennis “Oil Can” Boyd possessed one of the most fearsome pitching 
arms in Major League Baseball. What you might not know is that he was high for every game. 

The former Boston Red Sox 

PITCHER HAS PENNED HIS AUTO¬ 

BIOGRAPHY, They Call Me Oil 
Can: Baseball, Drugs, and 
Life on the Edge (Fireside 

Books, June 2012). According to the 
52-year-old native of Meridian, MS, 
who’s still plying his trade for semipro 
TEAMS AROUND NEW ENGLAND, THEY COULD HAVE CALLED 

him “Oil Cannabis,” because there wasn’t a single game 
HE PLAYED THAT HE WASN’T STONED. AND SINCE HE PITCHED 

214 GAMES FROM 1982 TO 1991, that’s A LOT OF HIGH TIME. 
In Fact, “Oil Can” spent virtually every day stoned. 
He says, “nobody ever knew when I was high on weed, 
BECAUSE I WASN’T EVER NOT HIGH ON WEED.” 

BUT NOT EVERYTHING ABOUT HIS STORY IS MIRTHFUL AND 

CAREFREE. He WAS OFTEN IN TROUBLE OR CREATING TROUBLE FOR 

HIMSELF. HE HAD MORE THAN ONE DRUG HABIT, FALLING INTO THE 

FREEBASE/CRACK COCAINE PIT EARLY ON—ONE THAT HE’S STILL TRY¬ 

ING TO CLIMB OUT OF. BUT FOR ALL THAT, BOYD’S BEEN MARRIED TO 

THE SAME WOMAN FOR 27 YEARS, RAISED A SON AND A DAUGHTER, 

NEVER WENT BANKRUPT, AND NEVER LOST HIS MIND, OR HIS MANIC 

ENTHUSIASM FOR PITCHING, JAZZ, BUD AND LIFE. 

Boyd rang up 26 of his 78 lifetime wins during the 1986 

SEASON FOR THE PENNANT-WINNING RED SOX—BUT WHEN HE WAS 

SNUBBED FOR THE ALL-STAR TEAM, HE THREATENED TO QUIT AND 

WAS SENT TO A PSYCHIATRIC WARD. He WAS KEPT FROM PITCHING 

THE CLIMACTIC SEVENTH GAME OF THE WORLD SERIES AGAINST THE 

Mets when his manager claimed fie was “too drunk to pitch” 

(SOMETHING HE ADAMANTLY DENIES). WHEN HE WAS 5, CIVIL RIGHTS 

workers Michael Schwerner, Andrew Goodman and James 

Chaney stayed at his home days before they were killed, and 

LYNCHINGS WERE COMMON IN HIS NEIGHBORHOOD. PROUDLY CALL¬ 

ING HIMSELF “AN OUTSPOKEN NEGRO,” BOYD CLAIMS THAT HE WAS 

BLACKBALLED FROM THE GAME FOR IT, THAT THE SPORT AND THE 

Red Sox are as racist as ever, and that integration has only 

GIVEN “THE WHITE MAN THE UPPER HAND.” WE CAUGHT UP WITH 

THE “CAN” NEAR HIS HOME IN RHODE ISLAND. 

“Can,” you look as young and 

frisky as ever-a wonderful 

testament to the benefits of a 

lifetime spent smoking pot. Are 

you stoned right now? 

I took my medication this 

morning, yeah. [Laughs.] But 

for me, smoking pot is not so 

much to get high; that was 

years and years ago. Then 

it became part of the busi¬ 

ness that I did: professional 

baseball. I wouldn’t go on the 

field without it. That’s how I 

got prepared to perform. It 
wasn’t just smokin’ pot—it 

was smokin’, putting on jazz, 

kicking back. And that’s what 

it still is. I listen to jazz 24/7: 
George Howard, Howard 

Curtis, Kirk Whalum, Najee, 

Kenny G, Steve Cole ... I have 

somewhere close to 2,000 jazz 

CDs. Listening to jazz and 

getting high go hand in hand. 

At least two-thirds of jazz 

musicians smoke pot. They 
start their day out smokin’ 

pot and they end their day 

smokin’ pot, and they’re great 

thinkers—they motivate them¬ 

selves. That’s why two-thirds 

of people that write great 

literature smoke pot, and two- 

thirds of artists, two-thirds of 

all creative people. 

And two-thirds of ballplayers? 

Guys messed around, yeah, 

but it wasn’t an abundance 

of people. That was a sacred 

“I was angry 
before I ever 
put on a Red 
Sox uniform. 
I’m a kid from 
Mississippi. 
I saw black 
people treated 
like shit.” 
thing to guys; that’s not like, 

“Let’s go have a beer.” Shit, 

two-thirds of ballplayers are 
alcoholics. The clubhouse is 

full of beer. They were alco¬ 

holics before they were ever 

potheads. Me too. [Cackles.] 

You’ve called one of your Sox 

teammates, Don Baylor, an 

“Uncle Tom bastard.” Isn’t that 

a little harsh? 

I don’t take back nothin’. 

He said I should be banned 

out of the fucking game. Jim 

Rice was another guy like 

that. I was different than 

him—I didn’t put up with any 

shit like he did. I was angry 

before I ever put on a Red Sox 
uniform. I’m a kid from Mis¬ 

sissippi. I saw black people 

treated like shit. I saw a black 

man murdered when I was 9. 

The older black guys didn’t 
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understand that about me. 

They were like everyone else: 

“You’re makin’ money, nigger, 
shut your mouth.” They had 

to keep away because there 

were guys who were kicked 

out of baseball for respect¬ 

ing me. Then when they 

stopped winning games, they 

kicked me out, and I’ve been 

blackballed ever since. They 

couldn’t have a black man like 

me around if I wasn’t winning 

every game. They still can’t. 

You also called Dick Howser 
a “redneck, bigoted mother¬ 

fucker” after he snubbed you 

for the 1986 All-Star team. 

Bigotry had to do with that. 

I was the best pitcher in the 
league that first half. But I was 

too flamboyant, said things 

I shouldn’t. He couldn’t say 

anything about my ability 

and he couldn’t say anything 

about drugs, but he snubbed 

me anyway. That killed me— 
everything in baseball from 

that point went down. And 

my life hasn’t ever been the 

same from the day he didn’t 

pick me. 

Did they have drug tests in 

those days? 

They didn’t have random 

tests like they do now. They 

had piss tests, but you had 

to give them a reason to piss 
you. If you didn’t show up 

at the ballpark for two days, 

you got a piss test. I never 

gave ’em a reason to piss me 

to where they could say, “I 

think you did some shit.” First 

of all, I always looked the 

same, because I was stoned 

every single day. But I was 

too smart for that; I was the 

first one at the ballpark and 

the last one to leave. I’ve 

never been tested—no piss 

test, no blood test, no nothin’. 

And the truth of it is that I 
never had a drug problem; I 

had a people problem. People 
fucking with me when they 

should’ve left me alone and 
just enjoyed the show. If I was 

in the big leagues now, I’d 

quit before I’d take a piss test. 

I told them that back then. 

I told them, “I ain’t goin’ 
to the mound if I can’t 
smoke no weed.” 
I said, “You wouldn’t get the 

same pitcher. You want me to 

get people out!” I told them, 

“I ain’t goin’ to the mound if 

I can’t smoke no weed.” The 

only time I did was for three 

days in the minors, and this 

teammate told me, “Can, this 
is the first time I’ve ever seen 

the whites of your eyes.” I told 
him, “Look fast, because it 

won’t be like this long.” And 

it wasn’t, because I didn’t 

feel good without pot. That 
was the last time I didn’t get 

stoned every day. 

The book deals mainly with 

your cocaine addiction, not 

pot. When did you first get 

stoned? 

I was about 12. My older 

brother Mike was in the Navy, 

and he’d come home and hit 

the juke joints, drink Boone’s 

Farm wine, get some girls, 

shoot pool and be smokin’ 

pot. He’d get it from the hip¬ 

pie white boys at the high 

school, and I’d hang around 
him, watching, absorbing. 

That was when I first heard 

jazz, in the pool hall. They’d 

be playing the Crusaders, Roy 

Ayres, Ronnie Lyles, Ramsey 

Lewis, and I’m lovin’ it—it’s 

cool, sensual, and with it 

was the smell of pot, so it’s 

all connected. Then one day, 

Mike left a roach in the ash¬ 

tray, and I took it and smoked 

it with some friends, and I 

ain’t stopped since. It wasn’t 

like the cops would come 

and bother you about it: The 

white kids and black kids 

were all smokin’ pot. We’d 

have our places to go and do 
it. Like when we’d drink, we’d 

go down to the creek and 

drink beer and cheap whis¬ 

key, moonshine—we made 

it. That’s how I got my nick¬ 

name: We drank out of big 

old oil cans, and I drank a lot 

from those cans, and then I’d 

smoke a lot of weed. 

My dad didn’t know. He 

was a landscaper, a business¬ 

man. He only smoked Camel 

cigarettes, no filter. Then 
when I was working for him, 

a couple of us smoked some 

bud and left it in an ashtray, 

and he took it and lit up. He 

thought it was a stale ciga¬ 
rette, but he kept on puffin’ 

and got real stoned. We were 
laughing so hard, man, we 

were on the floor. He never 

knew he got high, and we 

never did tell him. 

You say you never pitched 

when you weren’t high, but 

you didn’t specify if that meant 

high on pot, or coke, or both. 

Just pot—I ain’t never 

pitched a game on coke. You 

cannot play baseball smokin’ 

cocaine; it gets you too fucked 

up. Besides, where you gonna 
snort or smoke it—in the dug- 

out? Now, I did do coke if I 

wasn’t pitching. I’d go out 

to my car 

and smoke 

it in the 
parking lot 

during the 

game. And 

I kept coke 
on me when I 

pitched, under 

my cap, because 
I didn’t want to 

leave it in the 

hotel room. You 

get paranoid; 

you think peo¬ 

ple will search through your 

things—so I was gonna keep 

it on me. Sometimes my cap 

would come off and the rocks 

would fly all over the mound. 

I’d rub them with my spikes 

into the dirt and reach down 

and try to save what I could in 

my pocket. 

I know the difference 

between good and bad drugs. 

I’d never do acid, hallucino¬ 

gens, barbiturates. Cocaine, 
I fight with it every god¬ 

damn day. I don’t want to 

hear guys say, “I’m off it—I 

went to church and stopped.” 

God don’t put you on it and 

God won’t take you off it. Lis¬ 

ten, we’re plagued by cocaine 

in the streets, my race is. I 

got relatives that are dead 

because of this shit—shot, 

killed, murdered, wounded. 

I’ve been a cocaine addict for 
30 years, knowing how ter¬ 

rible it is. The last time I did 

coke was two months ago. I’m 
trying, but I have a problem— 

and so does Josh Hamilton. 

He says he’s off it, and he can 
say what he wants, but he’s 

a drug addict. He’s the best 

ballplayer in the game—the 

best I’ve ever seen—but he’s 

an addict the rest of his life. 
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So you had no hesitation get¬ 

ting stoned when you played 

ball? 

Getting high on pot was 

all about playing ball. When I 

was a kid, I played all sports, 

and when I started smoking 

pot, I saw how it could help 

me play—especially baseball 

and basketball, because in 

those sports you have to have 
an imagination, which I do. 

Basketball requires the most 

individual skill and imagi¬ 

nation: to get by somebody 

and get a clean shot takes an 
imagination. I know some 

really good basketball players 

who smoke cannabis. With 

baseball, the goal is to be 

relaxed. Baseball isn’t a game 

of movement all the time; 

there’s a lot of time to think 
about what you have to do, 

what you’ll do if the ball is 

hit at you and so forth. I was 

definitely a thinker on the 

mound, finding ways to get 

people out. Using pot stimu¬ 

lated my mind. That was my 

edge: I could out-think you— 

and with the ability and the 
arm that I have, when I put 

those two things together, I’m 

hard to beat. 

What about the Red Sox man¬ 
agement? Did they know? 

Here’s the truth: The Red 

Sox made sure I had pot. They 

made sure nobody was gonna 
bother me about gettin’ it. I 

could go anywhere in Boston, 

any city, and buy it. They 
wanted me to get high before 

a game. Bill Buckner once 

said to them, “You leave him 

alone, because whatever he’s 

on, get him some more. Keep 

him high.” 

In 2005, you were ordered into 

drug rehab when you were 

convicted of threatening a 

woman-and you did drugs 
anyway That’s why they sent 

you to jail. 

That was all bullshit—but 
they didn’t get me for drugs. 

So my feeling was: Why are 

you getting into my personal 

life? Why are you even fuck¬ 

ing with me about drugs? All 

rehab did was mess me up. I 

couldn’t focus, couldn’t eat, 

read, sleep; I was gonna go 

crazy if I didn’t have some 

shit. They didn’t even have 

cigarettes, and I’ve smoked 

cigarettes since I was 7. When 
they let me out, I went right to 

the store for cigarettes—and 

then to get some coke and 
weed. I told them in rehab, “I 

can’t live like y’all want me to 

live. It’s not your life; it’s my 

life.” They couldn’t understand 

that I smoke pot to deal with 

being black, that it helps me be 

black. And I will move to the 

fucking moon to smoke pot. If 

that’s where they’re growin’ it, 

that’s where I’m goin.’ 

It’s interesting that when John 

McNamara bypassed you for 

Game 7 against the Mets, he 
said it was because you were 

“too drunk to pitch.” Nothing 

was said about drugs. 

And I wasn’t even drinkin’! 

They couldn’t say it was 

drugs because they knew all 

about it. They just weren’t 
gonna let me pitch that game, 

When I started 
smoking pot, 
I saw how it 
could help 
me play. 

period. They still held the 

All-Star thing against me, like 

I disgraced baseball, and they 

weren’t gonna let me redeem 

myself, let a black man like 

me who stood up for himself 
pitch the last game. I’ve been 

told that by people who know. 

Before that game, McNamara 

said, “You’ll be the first one 

up in the bullpen.” I said, 

“First one up, nothin’—if I 

ain’t starting the game, I ain’t 

pitching.” And you saw what 

happened. The 

guys who came 

in couldn’t hold 

the lead. I was so 
upset that night. 

I cried when 

Buckner made 

the error, because 

I knew we didn’t 

put the best team out there 

that game. I was their best 
pitcher; they don’t get to the 

World Series without Dennis 
Boyd. Then they fuck with me 

and it all goes out the win¬ 

dow. They fucked themselves. 

You slag your old team but still 

write in the book, “I’ll always be 

a Red Sox.” 

There’s good with the bad. 

I did something very special 

for that team. I put my place 

in Red Sox history. I’m proud 

of that. They can’t take that 

away from me. 

You made your acting debut 
playing the great Satchel 

Paige in a movie about Jackie 

Robinson. Do you feel you’re a 

kindred spirit of his? 

He was a great showman 

and he dominated doing it his 

way, like I did. I love all the 

old Negro Leaguers, because 
that was the last time black 

men were free to be black 

men. We ain’t got no individu¬ 

ality anymore. Blacks are no 

better off today than when we 

first came over here 300 years 

ago. Jackie Robinson took 

that away. We ain’t writing 

the laws, and the laws don’t 

work for us. We would’ve been 
better staying separate and 

governing ourselves instead of 

submitting. Hey, I was kicked 
out of baseball, and not by a 

man who looked like me. My 

daddy is the grandson of a 

slave, and that’s the mentality 

society wants me to have. And 

I don’t like that, man. 

To end on a happier note, 

when’s your next game? 

I got a ballgame this week¬ 

end in the Rhode Island semi- 

pro league. I treat those guys 

like amateurs—but then I 

used to treat the big leaguers 

like they were ama¬ 

teurs, too. I’m no 

different than I used 

to be. I’m still “Oil 

Can”, do the same 
shit. As a matter of 

fact, I’m gonna go 

do some shit right 

now. ^ 

“Oil Can’s” high times in 
the MLB: 

hightimes.com/oilcan 

Get the free mobile app: 

www.gettag.mobi 
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High Times Dear Danko by Danny Dankoss 

Expert Grow Advice 
Revegetating plants, indoor lighting, ^ 

over-fertilization, moldy hash and more... 

i ‘ ‘ ~ 
Send your cannabis cultivation questions to deardanko@hightimes.com. 

■ *f- 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::: :lz:::::::::::: 

subject Now You See the Light 

FROM: AlexM. 

£*Tve tried growing six times now, and I always have the 
same result: The seeds germinate and grow maybe 30 
centimeters, but then they die. I use normal plant soil, 
and the plants are inside so they don’t get too much 
sunlight. Why do they always die after a week? 

Dear Alex, 

The answer to your question is simple—in fact, you’ve stated it in 

your query Plants need light in order to live, and the amount of sun¬ 
light you describe them getting simply isn’t enough to sustain growth. 

If you’re going to grow indoors, you must add some form of horticul¬ 
tural lighting to your setup. Cannabis can grow on a sunny, south¬ 

ern-facing windowsill, but you’re not going to harvest much without 

supplemental light. See my answer to the second question in this col¬ 

umn for some tips on lighting systems, and be sure to start providing 

some form of adequate light to your plants. 
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Danko Tip: To work inside your growroom during “nighttime" hours, use a green-colored bulb 

in a regular light socket so the plants won't consider it an interruption of their dark cycle. 
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This hillside Mendocino 

garden, on a southern-facing 

slope, grows in full sunshine 

all day long. 

subject Revegetating Plants 

from Farmer Gee 

I started some clones outside and didn’t 

use lights to bring them to their vegetative 

state. Now the plants are about 11 inches 

tall and still in bud. Is this a ruined crop, or 

will things straighten out? I’m a medical- 

marijuana cardholder and need some 

help. PS: Love the magazine! 

Dear Farmer, 

Thanks for supporting High Times'. We 

try hard to provide valuable information 

on growing, consuming and fighting for 

marijuana freedom, and it’s great to hear 

your words of support for the cause. 

It is possible to revegetate your plants, 

but you need to put them immediately 

under at least 18 hours of light. They will 

revert from forming flowers to produc¬ 

ing shoots and new leaves after a period 

of readjustment, which can take as long 

as a couple of weeks to occur. This is also 

a period when the plants could exhibit 

some strange characteristics (such as 
twisting leaves), although that should 

abate over time. 

Revegging plants is also a last resort 

for growers who wish to keep genetics 

that they might otherwise lose. Some 

growers choose to reveg after harvest by 
leaving the main stem, a few branches 

and some fan leaves untouched and then 
placing the stripped-down plant back 

under 18 or more hours of light per day. 
In this way, they can get another, smaller 

harvest from the same plant—but it’s not 

something I generally recommend due 

to the time restrictions and drastically 

lower yields. 

subject Indoor Lighting 

from: Dek 

What lights are best for growing indoors? 

I’m starting up a plan to become self-suffi¬ 

cient, but I need to know where to begin, 

and I figure lighting is the most important 
decision I’ll have to make. 

Dear Dek, 

In my opinion, high-intensity discharge 
(HID) lighting such as high-pressure 

sodium (HPS) and metal halide (MH) 
is still the industry standard for grow¬ 

ers who want big yields of dense nuggets. 

Light-emitting diode (LED) technology 

has been improving vastly and the prices 

are coming down, but I still wouldn’t 

recommend it as a primary light source. 

Fluorescents are low in their electrical 

consumption and great for small-scale 

growing in closets and cabinets, but they 

don’t provide the necessary lumens to 
power a decent-sized production garden. 

Ideally, self-sufficient growers should 

have MH lights in their mother-plant, 

vegetation and cloning areas and HPS in 

their flowering rooms. Compact fluores¬ 

cents or LEDs can be used as supplemen¬ 
tal lighting in both areas. 

subject Burnt Tips 

from Scruffy McLovin 

I have a very specific question to ask the 

almighty grow gods at High Times. A friend 

and I have each grown Chem Dog, and 

we’ve both had the same issue with our 

crops: We get decent yields and the bud is 

tasty as hell, but we can’t seem to keep the 

fan leaves from looking like garbage. They 

exhibit signs of some form of nutrient 

deficiency or burn. It’s very strange and 

hard to figure out. 

What’s weird is that, while we use 

similar setups, our water sources are 

very different. My friend is using Pro-Mix 

with extra perlite, I’m using Sunshine 
Mix with extra perlite, and we both grow 

under 600-watt HPS lights. His water 
source is a reverse-osmosis (RO) machine 

outside a grocery store, while mine is 

well water. Also, he adds Cal-Mag and I 

don’t. However, we’ve both had the same 

end result, and I can’t help but feel that 

we’d get more production if the fan leaves 

weren’t dying throughout the entire flow¬ 

ering cycle. Any info you can offer would 

be much appreciated. Y’all rock, and I love 

my monthly HT! Never stop! 

Dear Scruffy, 

It sounds to me like you and your friend 

are both over-fertilizing your Chem Dog 

plants. If the leaves are looking burnt, 

and it starts out at the tips and works its 

way closer to the stem, then that would 

be my diagnosis. Chem Dog isn’t a strain 

that likes to be fed heavily, and the symp¬ 

toms you describe sound like a classic 

case of too much plant food. 

The solution is to flush out the plants 
with plenty of plain water—at least three 

or four times the volume of your con¬ 

tainers. Be sure to test the nutrient ppm 

(parts per million) of the plain water that 

runs out the bottom of the containers, 
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Danko Tip: Tin foil has no place on your head or on the walls of a growroom. 

Use Mylar or, better yet, paint the walls flat white for proper reflection. 

and don’t stop flushing until you have 

low numbers (under 500 ppm). Then you 

can adjust your fertilization technique 

by using a milder nutrient solution. Start 

with a quarter of the recommended 

amount on the bottle, and you should see 

your plants respond with healthy new 
growth. Continue to use plain water in 

between feedings so that you don’t cre¬ 

ate more salt buildup. If you stop giving 

your plants nutrients with every water¬ 

ing, you should see them improve (and 

keep in mind that it’s always easier to 

add more food to your soil than it is to 

remove it). 

Good luck, and thanks for the kind 

words! 

subject Moldy Hash 

from Judge Dread 

^*1 keep having the same problem over and 

over with my bubble hash: It comes out 

really nice, tasty and dark, but after a day 

or two, I start seeing white spots that look 

like mold on the outside and even in the 

middle of my puck. Is there any way to 

keep my ice-water-extracted hash from 

getting moldy? I don’t think it’s safe to 

smoke the stuff I keep producing, and I 

need to find a way to fix this problem. 

Dear Judge, 
The only way to keep your hash from 

getting moldy is to dry it out completely. 

As soon as you’ve scraped your ice-water- 

extracted glandular trichomes, it’s essen¬ 
tial to begin a proper drying process, 

especially since any water left in your 

hash will cause the molding to begin 

quickly. 

Squeeze your ball of hash immedi¬ 

ately using the screen with the smallest 

pore size. (Some kits come with a spe¬ 

cial screen just for this purpose.) Wrap 

the outside of the ball with a paper towel 

and replace the towel as it collects water 

and gets soaked. Next, break up the hash 

into the smallest pieces possible and 

lay them out on some cardboard. Put 

them in the sun if you can, as this will 

help remove the leftover moisture. You 
can also put the hash ball in the freezer, 

since the cold will draw the moisture 

to the outside of the ball, but this is a 

tedious process that requires a lot of 
going back into the freezer to remove the 

condensation that collects. 

The key is to start drying out your wet 

hash as soon as possible and keep at it 

until you’re satisfied that all of the water 

has been removed. And you’re right: 

never smoke moldy hash or buds! 

subject Sucking Air 

from J. Hendrix 

I’m currently in the process of setting up 

a small growroom, about 100 cubic feet, 

with both a timed C02-delivery system 
and a carbon-filter ventilation system. I’m 

having trouble figuring out how to alter¬ 

nate the timers on these two systems-if 

I regularly run the ventilation system, it 

will evacuate the C02.1 would use a simple 

oscillating fan, but I’m concerned about 

the moisture that may build up in the 

room. I’m using LED lights, so heat should 

not be a problem. How do I go about 

addressing this dilemma? 

Dear J., 

You will need to alternate the ventila¬ 

tion system and the CO,;-injection sys¬ 

tem to optimize both the temperature 

in your growroom and the plants’ abil¬ 

ity to absorb the C02 and grow bigger 

and faster. The ideal way is to use sen¬ 

sors that monitor the C02 level as well 

as the temps and then turn on your fans 
and gas delivery accordingly: C02 is 

injected while the exhaust fans are off, 

and then, as the C02 level drops due to 
plant absorption, the exhaust fans kick 

in to remove the hot, spent air. Without 

an atmospheric controller, you can sim¬ 

ply set the timers to alternate at specific 

periods, but I highly recommend invest¬ 

ing in a controller for the best results. 
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Our flagship-strain has proven it again, 

AK-47 is the- ultimate winner, now the only 
strain to hofd a High Times Cannabis Cup in 
ALL 3 categories: Indica Sativa and Hybrid' 

We a/e very proud of another cup won 

„ by Warlock. The Hydra-Hash made 
^ from 90% Warlock /10% Haoma entered 
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: Vancouverdsland, Canada, won the 
| second place in the concentrate category 

at the High Times Cannabis Cup 2011. 

11 regular seeds 

For info' or $ seeds in a tube 

Postbus 1239, 1440 BE Pu me rend, The Netherlands, 
info@seriousseeds.com, www.seraousseeds.com 

Danko Tip: Male flowers hang downward and look like tiny bunches of 

bananas. Female flowers exhibit white hairs that point up from the bracts. 

subject Testing Runoff 

FROM: BobS. 

Hi, Danny—love the Free Weed potcast! When growing in soil, does 

it make sense to check the PPM of the runoff just like you’d check 

the pH, to see how much of the nute solution the plants are taking 

up? Or do you only need to monitor the ppm of the solution that 

you’re putting in? And on an unrelated note, how do you know 

when you’ve solved a deficiency-i.e., if the lower leaves are dam¬ 

aged to the point of no return and you feed to correct this, but now 

the top leaves are yellowing, is it the same problem, or do you now 

have an immobile-nute issue? Thanks! 

Dear Bob, 

It always makes sense to check the pH and the PPM of your 

runoff in order to know what’s going on at the root level. These 

levels must always be checked before adding nutrient solu¬ 

tion to your plants as well. If the ppm of the runoff is high, this 

is a sign either that you’re over-fertilizing your plants or that 

they’re experiencing nutrient lockup due to pH issues. If the pH 

of the runoff is too low or too high, then you know there’s an 
issue with your soil, and you can adjust the nutrient solution in 

order to correct it. 

If you’ve seemingly solved a nutrient deficiency, but the new 
growth is showing signs of the same problem, you may have a 

nutrient-lockup issue due to a pH fluctuation or an over-fertil¬ 

ized soil mix. In that case, flush with pH-balanced plain water 

and start over. The old, damaged leaves won’t get any better, 

but the new growth should show signs of recovery. ^ 
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106 Ask Dr. Mitch 

Kind Facts 
Glaucoma, drug testing 
and potency. 

Got a question for Dr. Mitch? Email him at 420research@gmail.com. 

How was it discovered that 

marijuana helps those with 

glaucoma? 

Maya 

Hi Maya, 

The late Robert C. Randall 

discovered this effect on his 

own. Glaucoma is associated 

with high pressure inside the 

eye. Bob used to see halos 

around lights when the pres¬ 

sure in his eyes got bad. One 
day he smoked and the halos 

disappeared. He went through 

hellish legal battles, but he 

became the first user of medi¬ 

cal cannabis approved by the 

federal government. The plant 

saved his eyesight for years 

and years. 

[Editor’s note: Only eight 

patients have ever been approved 

by the federal government to use 

medical marijuana—the last in 

1991. Only four are still alive 

today.] 

What’s the story on detecting pot 

in spit? 

DC 

Hi DC, 

Saliva tests are supposed to 

detect recent use. The method 

seems less invasive than a 

blood test and less humiliat¬ 

ing than a urine screen—plus 

reasonable cut-offs might 

be possible, though sitting 

in a smoke-hlled room can 

still produce a false posi¬ 

tive. Frankly, I don’t like the 

idea: If we’re worried about 

impairment, then test for 
impairment—not metabolites. 

It’s more important for a 

person to pass a reasonable 
roadside sobriety test or a 

computerized assessment of 

motor skills than to show the 

absence of something in his 

or her fluids. 

The plant saved 
his eyesight for 
years and years. 

What makes one marijuana plant 

female and another male? 

Dahlia 

Hi Dahlia, 

Bottom line: The female 

plants have the seeds, and the 

male plants shoot the pollen 

around. I can’t put it any 
more bluntly. 

Do plants grown under brighter 

lights have higher rates of THC? 

Tom 

Hi Tom, 

I usually forward questions 

like this to my pal Danny 

Danko, but there is a docu¬ 

mented trend for slightly 

higher potency under brighter 

lights in a study of seven 

different strains. The biggest 

impact of brighter lights, 
however, is on yield. Every 

extra 100 watts or so can add 

several grams to the weight of 

an individual plant. ^ 

Mitch Earley wine, Ph.D., is an 

associate professor of psychol¬ 

ogy at SUNYAlbany and 

the author of Understanding 

Marijuana and The Parents’ 

Guide to Marijuana. 
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On Cocaine Profits, 
Banks and Los Zetas 
Who are the puppets and who 
are the masters in the dirty war 
south of the border? 

Prior to the infamous sixth Summit 

of the Americas, held in Cartagena, 

Colombia, last April, it looked like 

a major showdown on drug policy reform 

might unfold—perhaps even a golden 

opportunity to discuss the merits of 
legalization in the global media. Many of 

the participants in 

these US-sponsored 
dog-and-pony 

shows are already 
fed up with our 

policy toward Cuba, 

a country that 

remains barred 

from attending the 

summits despite 

the long-gone end 

of the Cold War. 

But the real 

source of concern 

this year was a 

comprehensive 
report on drug 

trafficking by 

two Colombian 

economists, Ale¬ 

jandro Gaviria and 

Daniel Mejia, from the University of the 

Andes in Bogota. The report conclusively 
proved that more than 97 percent of 

cocaine profits are laundered through 

major banks in the US and England—not 

in Colombia, where the banking laws 

are far stricter and more transparent. Of 

the approximately $300 billion in profits 

realized from Colombian cocaine annu¬ 

ally, less than $8 billion stays inside the 
country. 

“It is a minuscule proportion of GNP, 

which can impact disastrously on society 
and political life, but not on the Colom¬ 

bian economy,” says Mejia. “The economy 

for Colombian cocaine is outside Colom¬ 

bia. Prohibition is a transfer of the cost 

of the drug problem from the consuming 

to the producing countries. They’d rather 

go after the petty economy, the small 

people and coca crops in Colombia.” 

“In the US, you have very strong 

laws on bank secrecy; in Colombia, 

not,” Gaviria adds. “Just to bank $2,000 

involves a huge amount of paper¬ 

work—and much of this is overseen by 

Americans.” 

Given the explosion of drug cartel 

violence in Mexico, this report could 

have served as the focal point for a push 
to legalize all plants. But few here in 

the US even know 

about it. And the only 

news that made it 

out of Cartagena this 

spring involved the 

Secret Service agents 

in President Barack 

Obama’s advance team 

hiring prostitutes 

while off-duty. During 

the moral outrage 
and media feeding 

frenzy that followed, I 

found it strange that 

most news services 

neglected to mention 
that prostitution is 

legal in Colombia. You 
are far more likely to 

run into a honey-trap 

terrorist plot involv¬ 

ing a beautiful woman who beds you for 

free than a working girl trying to make 

an honest living in the midst of a global 
depression. 

Another inconvenient truth about 

the Drug War in Mexico is that Los 

Zetas—possibly the most ruthless drug 
gang in history—were actually trained 

by United States Special Forces in a pro¬ 
gram designed to introduce 21st-century 

technology to select commando units 

inside the Mexican military. However, 

after finishing their training in the US, 

all 30 commandos were immediately 

lured into the Gulf Cartel in 1999. By 

2010, Los Zetas had gone rogue and are 

now in the process of wiping out the 

Sinaloa Cartel. Their official logo shows 

a disembodied hand holding a crossbar 

controlling the strings of a marionette, 

taken directly from the famous God¬ 
father poster—although I sometimes 

wonder who’s really pulling the strings 

to this puppet. ^ 

Cocaine profits 

“The economy for Colombian 
cocaine is outside Colombia. 

Prohibition is a transfer of 
the cost of the drug problem 

from the consuming to 
producing countries.” 
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Timing is 
everything. 
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110 Almost Infamous by Bobby Black 

High On the Ball 
Bringing the marijuana message 

VfJ to the MTV masses. 

Growing up, I often heard my age 

group referred to as the “MTV 

Generation”—a label I never identi¬ 

fied with, considering that my family 

didn’t even get cable until the ’80s were 

over. Plus, I loathed pretty much every¬ 

thing aired on MTV, with one flagrant 

exception: Headbanger’s Ball. 

In an era when the 
only time heavy metal 

was seen on TV was 

when it was being 

blamed for inciting 

violence, suicide and 

Satanism in America’s 

youth, the Ball was the 

one oasis where we 

could see our culture 

represented as the force majeure it truly 

was. The show first aired in 1987—just as I 
was graduating junior high and solidifying 

my identity as a metalhead. And while my 

friends and I could’ve done without all the 

glam and Christian metal coverage {Death to 

false metal, you posers!), we were so stoked 

to see interviews and backstage footage of 

real metal bands that it didn’t much matter. 

The show was abruptly cancelled in 

1995 and remained off the air until 2003, 
when the network revived it on its MTV2 

channel. After undergoing a series of for¬ 

mat changes and guest hosts, the Ball was 

eventually relegated to the MTV website 

in 2011 and given a new permanent host: 

my buddy Jose Mangin from Sirius XM. 

Jose now carries a mini-HD camcorder 

to every concert he attends so he can 

interview the bands backstage—which is 

exactly what he was preparing to do when 

I arrived at the Gramercy Theater for the 

Metal Alliance Tour this past March to 
present DevilDriver with their Doobie 

Award for Best Metal Artist. 

Initially, I’d had some trouble get¬ 
ting the trophy in: Security 

wasn’t in the habit of letting 

anything made of glass into 

the club, let alone a two-foot 

bong. But after a quick pow¬ 

wow with the management, 

I was escorted back to the 

dressing room, where I found 

Jose chillin’ with DevilDriver 

frontman Dez Fafara. As fellow pagan pot- 

heads, Dez and I had immediately hit it 

off when I interviewed him for our March 

2010 issue, and we’d kept in touch ever 

since. I can think of few metal performers 

as worthy of the honor as he. I wasted no 
time unwrapping the Doobie and present¬ 

ing it to Dez, then sparking up a few joints 

in commemoration. 

Unsurprisingly, this led 

to my second encounter 

with club security— 

apparently, our stinky 
celebratory smoke had 

wafted all the way out to 

the merch table. 

“You gotta keep this 

closed!” bellowed an 

agitated guard before slamming shut the 
door. “It reeks out here!” 

Having turned over the award and got¬ 

ten everyone high, my job was done; now it 

was time for Jose to do his. I stared stonily 

as the master of metal media riffed effort¬ 
lessly with Dez about the tour, the reunion 

of his old band Coal Chamber, and which 

label they planned to sign with next. 

“I’m into passion,” Dez said regarding 

any future home for the band. “I want 

to find passion for DevilDriver’s music 

and what we do, for the hard touring 

that we do ... when we find that, we’ll do 

something.” 

Then, at the end of the interview, 

Jose did something I never expected—he 

invited me on camera. “Before we end 

this, I want to say ‘What’s up?’ to my boy 

Bobby Black. Get your ass in here! Bobby 

works at High Times, and we’ll end off the 
Ball here with a little trophy presentation 

on behalf of HT to Dez.” 

Unfortunately, since MTV’s parent com¬ 

pany Viacom is notorious for its anti-drug 

censorship, we couldn’t show the trophy 

on camera for fear they’d cut 

the whole segment. After grow¬ 

ing up watching all of my head¬ 

banging heroes on the Ball, 

getting the chance to appear on 

an episode and represent HT 

alongside two righteous heads 

like Jose and Dez was more epic 
than any power ballad. 

Watch the episode at: 

hightimes.com/headbangers 
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Race & Reef er Arrests 
Disturbing data show that cops in search of urban 
pot busts have primarily targeted minorities. 
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Allen St. Pierre is the executive director of NORML. Visit norml.org. 
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Since the 1970s, NORML has publi¬ 

cized the annual arrest data state by 

state for cannabis-related offenses. 

(In some years, we’ve even been able to 

produce reports specific to a municipal¬ 

ity or county.) However, the lack of media 
and political concern regarding our 

nation’s cannabis-arrest rate has always 

been a major source of professional frus¬ 

tration and personal pique. 
Consider the fact that the annual 

nationwide arrest rate for cannabis 

offenses now tops 850,000—more than 25 

million arrests since 1965, with 90 per¬ 

cent for possession only. Our country’s 

major institutions have simply chosen 

to ignore the abject failure and public 

policy disgrace that 75 years of govern¬ 

ment-imposed cannabis prohibition have 

shown themselves to be. 

But perhaps this societal ignorance is 
abating. Either the overt racism baked 

into prohibition has finally irked our 
elites, or these crushing recessionary 

times have caused us to take notice of 

prohibition’s dire economic drain. Driven 
largely by the groundbreaking work of 

Queens College professor Harry Levine, 

former ACLU communications direc¬ 
tor Loren Siegel, and former NORML 

director and High Times contributor Jon 

Gettman, the rampant racial disparity in 

New York City’s pot-arrest rates has been 

exposed for all to see. Furthermore, they 

note that this pattern has replicated itself 

across most of America. 

At last, influential people in the media, 

business, policymaking and long-estab¬ 

lished civil rights groups are recognizing 

what cannabis consumers have always 

known: The prohibition of cannabis is a 

failure, and the cannabis plant has won. 

The New York Times forthrightly 

reported and editorialized against the 

NYPD and Mayor Michael Bloomberg’s 
overly aggressive cannabis law enforce¬ 

ment, especially the so-called “stop and 

frisk” policy that allows police to question 

and search anyone they deem “suspicious.” 

That policy has resulted in more than 

50,000 arrests annually, 90 percent of them 
minorities. That particularly appalling sta¬ 

tistic has led to one of the most important 

partnerships to date for advancing the end 

of cannabis prohibition. 

Our nation’s most influential and 

active civil rights groups for African- 

Americans is the NAACR Its leader¬ 

ship—notably the director of the 

California NAACP, Alice Huffman- 

decided to examine the cannabis arrest 

data in 2010. They were shocked by 

the size and scope of the arrests and 

concluded that they could no longer 

stand on the sidelines of the public 

debate while police and politicians 
engaged in this overtly racist policy. The 

stark disparity in the racial makeup of 

the arrests—to say nothing of prosecu¬ 

tions and incarcerations—demanded a 

response. In 2010, Huffman delivered 

the single most poignant and inspired 

speech at the NORML conference in 

Portland, OR. 

In the coming months, drug policy 

reform organizations will be work¬ 

ing closely with traditional civil rights 

groups seeking greater public and media 

scrutiny of these cannabis arrests and 

the racial disparity in enforcement prac¬ 

tices. In time, this should translate into 

legislative action by the Congressional 

Black Caucus, which has definite sway 
in Democratic circles, including with 

President Barack Obama. ^ 

Check out the state-by-state arrest 

reports, including racial disparity data, 

at marijuana-arrests.com. 

FREEDOM FIGHTER by ErikAltieri, NORML communications coordinator 

THE VIRGINIAN 
Ed McCann says, "Yes, we can!" 

He started life as a typical American 

kid in the town of Lynchburg, VA-and 

like many young Americans, Ed 

McCann experimented with cannabis 

in college. But his experimentation led 

to an advanced interest in the science 

and politics surrounding marijuana. 

McCann says he transformed himself 

from consumer to advocate in 2004, 

when he attended the annual NORML 

conference in Washington, 

DC. “Entering a ballroom 

filled with regular 

people-all pot smokers- 

changed my perspective 

and launched me on my 

activist journey,” he recalls. 

Ed moved to Los Angeles for 

work, but found himself in the midst 

of California’s “Green Rush.” Sensing 

an opportunity, he became a partner 

at the medical marijuana collective 

Organica and went on to open his 

own shop, the Green Sun 

Collective. 

But now Ed is back in 

Virginia, bringing with him 

not only his unique experi¬ 

ence in the cannabis industry, 

but also a strong passion to see 

sensible cannabis law reform enacted 

in his home state. 

In a short period of time, Ed has 

several accomplishments to his 

credit. Virginia NORML has expanded 

to include seven subchapters, whose 

members have testified in favor 

of a bill to study the idea of selling 

marijuana via state liquor stores. With 

NORML’s input, the Charlottesville 

City Council even managed to pass a 

resolution asking the state to decrimi¬ 

nalize and regulate marijuana. 

In less than a year, Ed McCann has 

proven himself a fiercely committed 

and effective advocate—one who 

hopes, by stoking grassroots activism, 

to spread the truth about cannabis 

throughout the commonwealth. 
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CALIFORNIA 

Alternate Natural 
Solutions Inc. 
8477 Enterprise Dr. 

Jamestown, CA 95327 

(209) 352-6779 

altnatsol.com 

“Home of the 5 dollar gram” 

BCCP 
1928 N. Chester Ave. Suite B 

Bakersfield, CA 93308 

Phone: (661) 399-8551 

Fax: (661) 399-9349 

bccpcollective @ gmail.com 

“Monday thru Saturday, 10 

AM to 9 PM—Sunday 12 PM 

to 7 PM” 

Cannahelp Collective 
505 East Industrial Place. 

Suite A 

Palm Springs, CA 92264 

Phone: (760) 327-2504 

Fax: (760) 327-2538 

cannahelp.com 

info @ cannahelp.com 

“$10 grams! Serving the 

medical community since 

2005.” 

Club Cannex 
11004 Magnolia Ave. 

Garden Grove, CA 92843 

Phone: 562-200-1164 

www.clubcannex.org 

rudy@clubcannex.org 

Compassionate, 

Understanding, Servicing, 

Honoring, Inspirational, 

Passionate 

Coffee Shop Blue Sky 
37717th Street 

Oakland, CA 94612 

(510) 251-0690 

Open 9am-8pm Mon-Sat, 

10am-6pm Sunday 

oakster damgiftshop. com 

Emmalyn’s California 
Cannabis Clinic 
Cross street: Howard 

21112th St. 

San Francisco, CA 94103 

Phone: (415) 861-1000 

Fax: (415) 861-5237 

emmalynscannabisclinic.com 

emmalynsccc@yahoo.com 

The Good Life 
4316 Melrose Avenue 

Los Angeles, CA 90029 

(323) 522-3542 

Open 7 days, 10AM-11PM 

facebook.com/goodlifemelrose 

Twitter Good Life Melrose 

Also fresh fruits and 

vegetables. 

Grassroots Solutions 
(888) 798-4915 

Farm Fresh meds delivered 

overnight almost anywhere in 

California!! Top shelf quality 

at bargain prices direct from 

our farm to you. 

norcaldirect2u.com 

Green Dragon Caregivers 
7423 Van Nuys Blvd. Suite C 

VanNuys, CA 91405 

(818) 442-0054 

greendragoncoop.com 

edward@greendragoncoop 

.com 

MEDICAL MARIJUANA DIRECTORY 
Greenway Compassionate 
Relief 
140 Dubois St. 

Santa Cruz, CA 95060 

(831) 420-1640 

Mon-Sat 11am -7pm 

Organic-All Grades- 

Edibles-Tincture 

Greenwell Collective 
616 Marin St. 

Vallejo, CA 94590 

(707) 980-7774 

greenwellcooperative.com 

greenwellcooperative@yahoo 

.com 

“In Greenwell we trust” 

Harborside Health Center 
1840 Embarcadero 

Oakland, CA 94606 

(510) 533-0147 

harborsidehealthcenter.com 

“Out of the shadows, into 

the Light” 

High Quiggle Healing 
Center 
1532 East Broadway 

Long Beach, CA 90802 

Phone: (562) 951-3975 

Fax: (562) 951-3902 

weedmaps.com 

“A circle of healing is never 

ending” 

Love Shack 
502 14th street 

San Francisco, CA 

(415) 552-5121 

theloveshackcooperative.com 

Mon-Sat 10am-7pm, 

Sun llam-4pm 

Full Service Dispensary 

Voted Best of The Bay 

Mind, Body, and Soul 
Collective 
3131 East Central Ave. 

Fresno, CA 93725 

Phone: (559)-486-6010 

Fax: (559)-486-6011 

mbscollective.com 

admin@mbscollective.com 

“Open 7 days a week-Quality, 

Integrity, Trust” 

Patients Care Collective 
2590 Telegraph Ave 

(between Blake & Parker) 

Berkeley, CA 94704 

berkeleypatientscare.com 

(510) 540-7878 

Mon to Sat 12-7 pm 

Perennial Holistic 
Wellness Center 
11705 Ventura Blvd. 

Studio City, CA, 91604 

Phone: 818-505-3631 

Fax: (818) 505-3621 

facebook.com/perennialhwc 

perennialholistic@mail.com 

“Commited to the 

advancement of cannabis 

science through dedicated 

patient service.” 

Trusted Friends II Inc. 
3061 Churn Creek Rd. 

Redding, CA 96002 

530-222-3645 (phone 

number) 

530-222-3671 (fax number) 

trustedfriends.com 

trustus421@yahoo.com 

1 Love Wellness Center 
1841 El Camino Ave. 

Sacramento, CA 95815 

916-231-LOVE 

916-927-1553 (fax) 

llovewellness.org 

linda@onelovewellness.org 

“Sacramento’s largest and 

loving Wellness Center” 

7 Star Meds 
3823 San Pablo Dam Rd. 

El Sobrante, CA, 94803 

(510) 758-MEDS(6337) 

COLORADO 

Karmaceuticals LLC 
4 South Santa Fe Drive 

Denver, CO 80223 

(303)-765-2762 

facebook.com/karmaceuticals 

karmaceuticalsco @ gmail .com 

“Over 120 strains of fire” 

Minturn Medicinal / 
Vail Valley 
Minturn, CO 81645 

(720) 490-0458 

Free Delivery 

minturnmedicinal.com 

MICHIGAN 

A2 Compassionate 
Healthcare 
MedMar A2 Inc. 

1818 Packard Street 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

734.213.1420 

medmarx.net 

Highest grade medical 

marijuana at the lowest prices. 

Big Daddy’s 
Compassion Center 
13211 Northend 

Oak Park, Michigan 48237 

248-399-5299 

bigdaddyshydro.com 

Five locations statewide, 

professional, courteous, best 

selection anywhere 

Cannoisseur Collective 
“A Shelf Above The Rest” 

State St (call for pre¬ 

verification & address) 

Ann Arbor, MI 

734-494-0772 

cannoisseurcollective.com 

Twitter.com/Cannoisseurlife 

Downriver Wellness Group 
17109 Ecorse Rd. 

Allen Park, MI 48101 

313-769-6288 

downriverwellness.com 

GanjaMama’s 
Treecity Health Collective 

1712 S State St 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

(734)369.3212 

ganjamamas.com 

Compassionate Care, Safe/ 

Supportive Environment, 

Highest Quality Medicine 

Grass Roots Society 
8899 W Peck Rd 

Greenville, MI 48838 

616-225-2200 

616-225-2220 (fax) 

grassrootssociety.com 

grassrootssociety@rocketmail 

.com 

Lakeshore Alternatives 
Seed Bank 
6155 Blue Star Highway 

Saugatuck, MI 49453 

269-857-1188 

lakeshoremeds @ gmail.com 

lakeshorealternatives.com 

‘West Michigan’s #1 Place for 

finding SEEDS” 

Michigan Compassion 
Center 
1222 Glenwood Ave. 

Flint, MI 48503 

970-509-0781 (Phone number) 

810-265-7821 (office number) 

810-265-7436 (fax number) 

mcccflint@gmail.com 

facebook.com/ 

michigancompassioncenter 

“Patients Come First” 

Michigan Medical 
Marijuana 
Certification Center 

29877 Telegragh Road, 

Suite 303 B 

Southfield, MI 48034 

(248) 932-6400 

MMMCC.net 

MSC3 
227 N. Winter Street Suite 302 

Adrian, MI 49221 

medicinalsolutions.com 

MON-FRI 10am-8pm 

SAT 10am-7pm 

CLOSED SUNDAYS 

OM of Medicine 
112 South Main Street, 

3rd Floor 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

734-369-8255 

omofmedicine.org 

info @ omofmedicine.org 

“Power to the Patients!” 

Pure West 
Compassion Club 
840 N. Black River Dr. Ste #80 

Holland, MI 49424 

616-466-4204 

purewestclub @ gmail.com 

CALL TODAY & Get Doctor 

Certified for $99 

MONTANA 

Olympus Incendias 
2591 Industry #A 

Missoula, MT 59808 

Phone: (406) 829-WEED 

www.missoulameds.com 

Customer oriented true 

Compassion Center! 

OREGON 

Eugene Compassion 
Center 
2055 W. 12th Ave 

Eugene, OR 97402 

(541) 484-6558 

WASHINGTON 

Conscious Care 
Cooperative Lake City 
3215 NE 123rd St. 

Seattle, WA 98125 

Lakecity@cccooperative.org 

https://mmjmenu.com/ 

dispensaries/757-conscious- 

care-cooperative-lake-city 

Phone: (206) 466-1206 

Fax: (206) 466-1203 

Purple Cross Patient 
Care Association 
469 North 36th Street, Suite D 

Seattle, WA 98103 

Phone: (425) 446-1205 

Fax: (206) 588-1596 

purplecrosspatientcare.org 

Mon-Sat, 11-9 pm Sun. 1-9 pm 

Open 7 days a week! 

WA First Step 
Get Legal take your First Step 

Medical Consulting & 

Recommendations 

Kent, WA, wafirststep.com 

(253)893-2420 

CANADA 

Note: Canadian medical clubs 
rarely accept US medical 
marijuana IDs. Prior arrangements 
need to be made before your visit by 
contacting the medical club. 

CALM Toronto 
P.O. Box 47023, Stn. 425 

220 Yonge St. 

Toronto, ON m5b 2P1 

Office: (416) 367-3459 

Fax: (416) 367-4679 

Open 7 days a week 

cannabisclub.ca 

Canadian Compassion 
Dispensary 
US patients welcome. 

Phone: 647-771-9703 

Toronto, ON 

www.c-disp.com. 

T.A.G.G.S. Dispensary 
11696 224th Street 

Maple Ridge, BC V2X-6A2 

Phone: (604)-477-0557 

Fax: (604)-477-0575 

Open 7 days/week, llam-7pm 

taggsdispensary.ca 

DISPENSARY 
SERVICES 

Canna Fresh 
cannafresh.com 

Wholesale: (424) 442-0232 

“Custom Glass Containers 

For The Medical Industry” 

Cannaline 
cannaline.com 

Wholesale only 

301-356-9096 

Stock & custom printed 

glass containers, 

concentrate containers 

& medicine bags. 

EmeraldTriangleBuds. 
com 
Certification programs 

for Dispensary and 

Medical Grow! Strain 

verification using DNA. 

530-845-6914 

Emeraldtrianglebuds @ 

yahoo.com 

Gaslamp Insurance 
1111 6th Avenue, 3rd Floor 

San Diego, CA 92101 

(619) 238-4367, x. 205 

Fax: (619) 238-4387 

Medical marijuana 

insurance for dispensaries, 

growing facilities, bakeries 

& medibles. 

mmjinsurance.com 

To advertise in this section, call John McCooe at (212) 387-0500, ext. 204 
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ALABAMA 

AlanRElledge, 
Attorney at Law 
7404 Hwy 43 

Florence, AL 35634 

(256) 757-4007 

Fax: (256) 757-4003 

aelledgel38@hotmail.com 

‘Vigorous statewide marijuana 

defense.’ No representation is 

made that the quality of the 

legal services to be performed 

is greater than the quality of 

legal services performed by 

other lawyers. 

ARIZONA 

Jamal Allen 
Allen & Associates, Lawyers 

1811 S. Alma School Rd, Ste 145 

Mesa, Arizona 85210 

Ph: 480-899-1025 

Fax: 480-248-6389 

goodazlawyers.com 

All Stops, Arrests & Seizures 

Lee Phillips 
Law Offices of Lee Phillips 

323 N. Leroux St., Suite 101 

Flagstaff, AZ 86001 

928-779-1560 

notguiltyl.com 

Marc Victor 
3920 S. Alma School Rd., 

Suite 5 

Chandler, AZ 85248 

Phone: 480-755-7110 

Fax: 480-755-8286 

marc@attorneyforfreedom.com 

attorneyforfreedom.com 

Michael Walz 
Law Offices of Michael Walz 

4000 North Central, Ste 1250 

Phoenix, AZ 85012 

602-288-8349 

walz @ Potlawyer. com 

potlawyer.com 

Member NORML Legal. 

Marijuana niche criminal 

possession, cultivation, sales 

and MJ-DUI, or AZ DHS 

hearings. 

CALIFORNIA 

Bob Boyd 
107 West Perkins Street, Ste #17 

Ukiah, CA 95482 

707-468-0500 

mendocinolaw@comcast.net 

mendocinolaw.com 

Omar Figueroa 
Law Offices of Omar Figueroa 

7770 Healdsburg Ave, Ste. A 

Sebastopol, CA 95472 

(707) 829-0215 

omar@stanfordalumni.org 

omarfigueroa.com 

Founder of Cannabis Law 

Institute. Specializing in 

cannabis cultivation and 

medical marijuana cases. Free 

case consultation. iYo hablo 

espanol! 

Christopher M. Glew 
1851 E. First Street, Ste. 840 

Santa Ana, CA 92705 

Fax: 714-648-0501 

Phone: 714-648-0004 

marijuanalawyer@yahoo.com 

glewkimlaw.com 

Imhoff & Associates, P.C. 
Criminal Defense Attorneys 

Vince Imhoff, Managing Partner 

Los Angeles, CA 

800-887-0000 

Info@CriminalAttorney.com 

CriminalAttorney.com 

Experienced, aggressive 

Medical Marijuana & Criminal 

Defense Attorneys Nationwide 

**Free consultation** 

Law Offices of 
JohnM.Kucera 
1416 West Street 

Redding, CA 96001 

530-241-1800 

jkucera@snowcrest.net 

Former major, grow 

prosecutor. 

Over 30 years of aggressive 

and experienced state and 

federal defense. Serving 

Shasta, Siskiyou, Tehama, 

Trinity and other Northern 

California counties on request. 

jmk-law.com 

Allison Margolin 
Margolin & Lawrence, 

Attorneys at Law 

8484 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 440 

Beverly Hills, CA 90211 

Phone: 323-653-9700 

Fax: 323-653-9709 

allisonbrandi @ mac.com 

allisonmargolin.blogspot.com 

Bruce Margolin 
8749 Holloway Dr. 

West Hollywood, CA 90069 

310-652-0991 or 

800-420-LAWS 

bmargolin@aol.com 

18004201aws.com 

margolinlawoffices.com 

Marijuana and criminal 

defense since 1967. Director, 

L.A. NORML. Call for a free 

guide to marijuana laws in all 

50 states. 

Eric Shevin 
15260 Ventura Blvd., Ste 1050 

Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 

Phone: 818-784-2700 

Fax: 818-784-2411 

eshevin@aol.com 

shevinlaw.com 

Cannabis expertise, criminal 

defense and business 

formation. 

Randy Sue Pollock 
2831 Telegraph Ave 

Oakland, CA 94609 

Phone: 510-763-9967 

Fax: 510-272-0711 

PollockEsq@aol.com 

Law Offices Of Sean 
Tabibian & Associates 
6794 La Jolla Blvd., #201 

La Jolla, CA 92037 

Call Toll Free: 1-800-658-1500 

wedefendyou.com 

Call us for a free guide for the 

accused: “People vs. You.” 

Sean Tabibian, Esq. 
Tabibian & Associates 

1776 North Highland Avenue, 

Los Angeles, CA 90028 

800-658-1500 

wedefendyou.com 

Your freedom to smoke is no 

joke. Call us for a free guide 

for the accused: “People vs. 

You.” 

James M. Taylor 
Law Office of James M. Taylor 

783 West Ramsey, Suite G 

Banning, CA 92220 

951-849-2081 

jamesmtaylor.esq@verizon.net 

Dedicated to Criminal Defense 

COLORADO 

Sean T. McAllister, Esq. 
Tae Darnell, Esq. 
McAllister, Darnell & Assoc., 

PC., AKA “Cannabis Law 

Center, P.C.” 

Criminal Defense/Dispensary 

Representation 

Denver Office: 303-226- 

6252 (303-CANNALAW); 

Central Mountain Office: 

970-453-6594 

cannabislawcenter.com 

FLORIDA 

Bjorn Brunvand 
615 Turner Street 

Clearwater, FL 33756 

Phone: 727-446-7505 

Fax: 727-446-8147 

bbrunvan@tampabay.rr.com 

acquitter.com 

James Davis 
Law Office of James Davis, P.A. 

300 West Adams St, Ste 550 

Jacksonville, FI 32202 

Office: 904.358.0420 

Fax: 904.353.1359 

Criminal defense focusing on 

drug cases. 

Law Offices of 
Ricardo P. Hermida 
55 Merrick Way, Suite 212 

Coral Gables, FL 33134 

Tel: 305-461-1116 

Fax: 306-461-6446 

rick@ rphermida. com 

Aggressive State and Federal 

grow house defense in Miami, 

Dade County and throughout 

Florida. Member—National 

Association of Criminal 

Defense Lawyers and Florida 

Association of Criminal 

Defense Lawyers. 

“Se Habla Espanol” 

Greg M. Lauer 
Board Certified Expert in 

Criminal Trial Law 

320 SE 10th Ct. 

Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33316 

(954)559-0647 

gregmlauer.com 

Offices in Broward, Dade, 

& WPB *Former Drug 

Trafficking Prosecutor 

*Free Initial Consultation 

Donald A. Lykkebak 
390 N. Orange Ave., 

Suite # 2100 

Orlando, FL 32801 

407-425-4044 

lykkebak@bellsouth.net 

druglawexpert.com 

“Board certified criminal 

trial lawyer with 30 years 

experience.” 

Roger Scott, Jr., P.A. 
Scott & Medling, P.A. 
1515 E Livingston St., 

Orlando, FL 32803 

407-894-0055 

Fax: 407-894-0053 

RogerScott @ cfl.rr. com 

orlandodruglawyer.com 

Robert Shafer & 
Associates, P.A. 
Robert Shafer 
24 North Market Street, 

Suite 305 

Jacksonville, FL 32202 

Tel: 904-350-9333 

Fax: 904-633-7820 

shafercriminallaw.com 

robertshafer@bellsouth.net 

Over 30 years focusing on 

drug charges. 

JohnH.Trevena 
801 West Bay Dr., Suite 509 

Largo, FL 33770 

Phone: 727-581-5813 

Fax: 727-581-7758 

TrevenaLaw@aol.com 

trevena.com 

ILLINOIS 

Jeffrey B. Fawell 
Fawell & Associates 

500 S. Country Farm Rd, 

Ste 200 Wheaton, IL 60187 

630-665-9300 

fawell @fawell.com 

Criminal, DUI, traffic, and 

immigration defense. 

Imhoff & Associates, P.C. 
Criminal Defense Attorneys 

Vince Imhoff, Managing 

Partner 

Naperville, IL 

800-887-0000 

Info@CriminalAttorney.com 

CriminalAttorney.com 

Experienced, aggressive 

Medical Marijuana & Criminal 

Defense Attorneys Nationwide 

** Free consultation** 

INDIANA 

Stephen W. Dillon 
Dillon Law Office 

3601 N. Pennsylvania St. 

Indianapolis, IN 46205 

317-923-9391 

steve@dillonlawindy.com 

stevedillonlaw.com 

Chair, NORML Board 

of Directors. 

KANSAS 

Chris Meek 
1031 Military Ave. 

Baxter Springs, KS 66713 

Phone: 620-856-2771 

Fax: 620-856-2772 

ninskyl3@hotmail.com 

William (Billy) K. Rork 
1321 SW Topeka Blvd. 

Topeka, KS 66612-1816 

785-235-1650 

rork@rorklaw.com 

rorklaw.com 

Zealous and successful 

drug defenses on I-70/I-35 

vehicle stops. 

Cal Williams 
Calvin K. Williams Chtd. 

280 N. Court Ave., 

P.O. Box 304 

Colby, KS 67701 

785-460-9777 

calwilliamsesq@hotmail.com 

On 1-70, western Kansas. 

MARYLAND 

David E. Kindermann, Esq. 
15 West Montgomery Ave, 

Suite 300 

Rockville, MD 20850 

Tel: 301-762-7900 - 24/7 

Fax: 301-309-0887 

kindermannlaw. com 

dave@kindermannlaw.com 

Licensed in Maryland, D.C. 

and Federal Courts incl. U.S. 

Supreme Court. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

Norman S. Zalkind 
Zalkind, Rodriguez, 

Lunt & Duncan 

65A Atlantic Ave. 

Boston, MA 02110 

Phone: 617-742-6020 

Fax: 617-742-3269 

nzalkind @ zrld.com 

MICHIGAN 

Matthew R. Abel 
Cannabis Counsel PLC 

2930 Jefferson Avenue East 

Detroit, MI 48207 

313-446-2235 

attorneyabel@me.com 

cannabiscounsel.com 

Executive Director of 

To advertise in this section, call Ann Marie Dennis at (212) 387-0500, ext. 223 



PHOTOTRON TM 

Still the ORIGINAL. Still the BEST. 

Free Seeds!!! Free Seeds!!! 

100% Guaranteed! Shipped Fully Assembled! 

100% $ervice~Backed! Prompt Delivery Guaranteed! 

For More Information or To Place Vour Order Call Today, Toll-Free: 

Stock Symbol: 

'Our H It Silent..11 

Every PHOTOTRON Includes: 

Light Bulbs 

Reflective Panels 

6 Germination pods and cups 

2 bags of Sphagnum Moss 

1 bottle of PHOTOTRON1* CIV 75 Base Formula 

1 package of a PHOTOTRON Nutrient System, 

good for 2 to 3 full growth cycles 

Complete step by step Instruction 

Package/User Manual 

Plus More - Call or log on for more detail 

Choose from any of our models: 

1-800-651-BUDS 

1-800-651-2837 

www.phototron.com 
sales@phototron.com 

• » 

'» 1 

ORIGINAL 

26,000 Lumens 

$479 

TALL 

42,000 Lumens 

$649 

NEW PRO LED 

320 Watt 
pouter Draw 

Pro Iorfei Include the Eco-Brain. It 

manage* nearly every aspect of growing. 

* Automated lighting 

* Sensors to detect water level temperature, 

humidity 

* Fan and carbon filter to remove organic odors 

Please Call about our Pro Series 

tor More Information 

1-800-651-BUD$ 



HIGH TIMES LEGAL DIRECTORY 
MINORML. NORML Legal 

Committee Lifetime Member. 

Specializing in cannabis cases 

and cannabusiness law. 

Jason Barrix 
Attorney at Law 

Barrix Law Firm PC 

2627 E. Beltline Ave SE, 

Suite 310B 

Grand Rapids, MI 49546-593 

Call 24/7 Service 

l-877-NO-4-Jail /1-877-664-5245 

Fax: 1-888-337-1308 

barrixlaw.com 

Criminal Defense Focusing 

on Drug, DUI, License 

and Injury Cases. “Winning 

Cases Statewide since 1993” 

Michael A. Mclnerney, Esq. 
Michael A. Mclnerney, PLC 

15 Ionia SW, Suite 510 

Grand Rapids, MI 49503 

(616) 776-0200 (24 hrs) 

mamgrlaw@gmail.com 

Defending your rights! 

Medical Marijuana Issues 

Civil/Criminal Trial Attorney 

All Michigan Courts 

John Targowski 
& Daniel Grow 
Targowski & Grow, PLLC 

141 East Michigan Ave Ste 201 

Kalamazoo, MI 49007 

(800) 957-1069 

targowskigrow.com 

MISSOURI 

K. Louis Caskey 
1102 Grand Blvd, Suite 800 

Kansas City, MO 64106 

Phone: 816-221-9114 

Cell Phone: 816-536-1411 

Fax: 816-220-0757 

klouie711 @ aol.com 

caskeyatlaw.com 

Daniel Dodson 
315 Marshall Street 

Jefferson City, MO 65101 

573-636-9200 or 

800-DODSON-l 

dd@danieldodson.net 

danieldodson.net 

Board member, NACDL; 

Nationwide advice/referrals. 

Dan Viets 
15 N. 10th St. 

Columbia, MO 65201 

573-443-6866 

danviets@justice.com 

Former president of MO Assoc, 

of Criminal Defense Lawyers, 

NORML Board Chair. 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

Sven Wiberg 
Wiberg Law Office 

2456 Lafayette Road, Suite 7 

Portsmouth, NH, 03801 

Phone: 603-686-5454 

Fax: 603-457-0332 

sven@nhcriminaldefense.com 

NEW JERSEY 

William H. Buckman 
110 Marter Ave, Suite 209 

Moorestown, NJ 08057 

Phone: 856-608-9797 

Fax: 856-608-6244 

wbuckman@whbuckman.com 

whbuckman.com 

Frank T. Luciano, P.C. 
147 Main St, Suite #5 

Lodi, NJ 07644 

Phone: (973) 471-00 04 

Fax: (973) 471-1244 

cdswiz.com 

Over 30 years of defending 

drug prosecutions. Free book 

on drug cases in New Jersey. 

Allan Marain 
100 Bayard St. 

P.O. Box 1030 

New Brunswick, NJ 08903 

732-828-2020 

info@NJMarijuana.com 

njmarijuana.com 

When pleading guilty is not 

an option. 

Neal Wiesner 
Law Office of Neal Wiesner 

1 Maiden Lane, 9th floor 

New York, NY 10038 

Tel: 212-732-2225 

Fax: 718-556-0118 

nealwiesner@aol.com 

NEW MEXICO 

David C. Serna 
Serna Law Offices 
725 Lomas Blvd. NW 

Albuquerque, NM 87102 

505-242-4057 

sernalaw.com 

Board-certified criminal- 

defense specialist. NORML 

lawyer since 1985. 

NEW YORK 

Brian P. Barrett, Esq. 
72 Olympic Drive 

Lake Placid, New York 12946 

Phone: 518-523-1555 

Cell: 518-637-4376 

Fax: 518-523-4486 

brian@bpbarrett.com 

bpbarrett.com 

Robert S. Gershon 
Law Office of Robert S. 

Gershon 

142 Joralemon Street, Suite 5A 

Brooklyn, NY 11201 

718-625-3977 

robertgershon.com 

rg @ robgershon.com 

I help good people in bad 

situations. 

David C. Holland, Esq. 
David C. Holland, PC. 

419 Park Avenue South, 

16th Floor 

New York, NY 10016 

212-935-4500 

Licensed in NY, NJ & MD. 

Neal Wiesner 
Law Office of Neal Wiesner 

1 Maiden Lane, 9th floor 

New York, NY 10038 

Tel: 212-732-2225 

Fax: 718-556-0118 

nealwiesner @ aol.com 

OHIO 

Spiros P. Cocoves 
Law Offices of Spiros P. Cocoves 

610 Adams St., 2nd Fir 

Toledo, OFI 43604-1423 

419-241-5506 

Fax: 419-242-3442 

scocoves@gmail.com 

Federal/State Criminal 

Defense, OH/MI 

OKLAHOMA 

M. Michael Arnett 
Arnett Law Firm 

3133 N.W. 63 rd Street 

Oklahoma City, OK 73116 

Tel: (405) 767-0522 

Fax: (405) 767-0529 

mikearnettl@juno.com 

Chad Moody 
217 N Harvey Street, Ste. 409 

Oklahoma City, ok 73102 

Phone: 405-231-4343 

Fax: 405 231-0233 

thedruglawyer@ 

thedruglawyer.com 

When a Conviction is Not an 

Option 

OREGON 

John C. Lucy IV 
2121 SW Broadway, Suite 130 

Portland, OR 97201 

Phone: 503-227-6000 

Other Phone: 919-720-2513 

john@law420.com 

law420.com 

“Medical Marijuana and Drug 

Crime Defense Throughout 

Oregon” 

PENNSYLVANIA 

Simon T. Grill 
525 Elm Street 

Reading, PA 19601 

888-333-6016 

STG1300 @ epix.net 

Marijuana defense. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 

Robert E. Ianuario, 

M.B.A., J.D. 
Attorney & Counselor 

419 Vardry St. 

Greenville, SC 29601 

Tel (864) 255-9988 

Fax (866) 212-3249 

sc420attorney.com 

Member of Norml Legal 

Committee, Member of 

National College for DUI 

Defense 

TEXAS 

Jamie “The Dude” Balagia 
Offices in Austin and 

San Antonio, TX 

Board Member—San Antonio 

NORML. NORML Legal 

Committee. Former “VICE 

Cop”—Austin PD. State and 

Federal representation. 

420dude.com 

jamie@420dude.com 

San Antonio: 210-394-3833 

Austin: 512-278-0935 

Blackburn & Tisdell L.L.P. 
718 W 16th St. 

Amarillo, TX 79101 

Phone: 806-371- 8333 

Fax: 806-350- 7716 

blackburn @ ipoftexas.org 

txcriminallawyer@yahoo.com 

Greg Gladden 
3017 Houston Ave. 

Houston, TX 77009-6734 

713-880-0333 

gladden@airmail.net 

Gerald Goldstein 
2900 Tower Life Bldg. 

San Antonio, TX 78205 

210-226-1463 

GGandH @ aol.com 

Michael C. Lowe 
Attorney At Law 

700 N Pearl Street, Ste 2170 

Dallas, Texas 75201 

214.526.1900 

Toll free: 866.351.1900 

Fax:214.969.0258 

dallasjustice.com 

Board certified in criminal law 

by the Texas board of legal 

specialization. 

Larry Sauer 
Law Offices of Larry Sauer 

1004 West Ave 

Austin, TX 78701 

512-479-5017 

austindruglawyer.com 

Criminal defense. 

VIRGINIA 

Adam B. Crickman 
Law Office of Adam B. 

Crickman 

3516 Plank Road, Suite 5-B 

Fredericksburg, VA 22407 

540-785-5500 

Experienced, Aggressive 

Criminal Defense. 

WASHINGTON 

CannaLaw Group 
600 Stewart Street, Suite 1200 

Seattle, WA 98101 

Phone: (206) 224-5657 

Fax: (206) 224-5659 

info@cannabislawseattle.com 

www.cannabislawseattle.com 

“Washington State’s Only 

Medical Cannabis Business 

Attorneys.” 

Jeff Steinborn 
3161 Elliot Avenue, Suite 340 

Seattle, WA 98121 

Tel: 206-622-5117 

Fax:206-622-3848 

Pat Stiley 
Stiley & Cikutovich 

1403 W. Broadway 

Spokane, WA 99201 

888-440-9001 

fudea@ earthlink. net 

legaljoint.net 

If you grew it, we will come. 

WASHINGTON D.C. 

David E. Kindermann, Esq. 
15 W. Montgomery Ave, Ste. 300 

Rockville, MD 20850 

Tel: 301-762-7900 - 24/7 

Fax: 301-309-0887 

kindermannlaw.com 

dave@kindermannlaw.com 

Licensed in D.C., Maryland 

and Federal Courts incl. U.S. 

Supreme Court. 

WISCONSIN 

Robert J. Dvorak 
Hailing & Cayo 

320 E Buffalo St., Ste. 700 

Milwaukee, WI 53202 

414-271-3400 

rjd@hallingcayo.com 

Representing the accused 

since 1978. 

Mark D. Richards S.C. 
209 8th Street 

Racine, WI 53403 

262-632-2200 

richardslaw@ ameritech.net 

richardslawl.com 

Aggressive drug defense. 

Margolin 

Lawrence 
Attorneys at Law 
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(323) 653-9700 
NEED HELP? 

CALL 24/7 
LA. s Dopeat Attorney' 
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Times. Well Street Journal 

Law Btefi, i.a. weekly, and 
California Lawytr ma^oHrio, 
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To advertise in this section, call Ann Marie Dennis at (212) 387-0500, ext. 223 



ONo Cannabis Induced Deaths 
-A Safer Alternative 

* Raise Significant 
Tax Revenue 

Regulated Systems 

Let’s be HONEST, 
It’s Time to Tax & Regulate Marijuana 
wwwjiomtlorq/ IOI1 
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Potshots 
Show us what you got! 

E-mail your hi-res digital photographs to r i or send pictures (no Polaroids) to 419 Park Avenue South, 16th Floor, New York, NY 10016 
ii sisiTMSifi:; ....»;j 

Express Stops Only 
QiaT' This is my “D” Train. The 
0®* smoke is smooth and tastes 

of artificial grape soda, with vanilla 

undertones. It has wonderful anal¬ 

gesic, and anti-inflammatory prop¬ 

erties, and has become a mainstay 

in our medical garden. Nugbuckets 

FLOWER OF THE MONTH 
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CASH CROP 

SUPER LOCKER 2.0 

6 Plant Grow Box Perfect for 
Beginners and Personal Growers. 
The Cash Crop has everything you need 
except lor tn& plants! Enc tides carbon 
filler. li>Lk and *ny ly fit* sited locking 
doors rroc tcch support, o-id a lifetime: 
warranty! Alan comes with evervl hi ng you 
iieerl to gr-uw including nutrients, toil i 
spettru os of bulbs [3 each}, srid growing 
esSfiiibHlB. I he Cash crop y I bier !kll 
but Cull be jpgradad Id 3 foci for £75 
more. 

Cspacltyi G Flams 
Dimensions; 24'' T [Upgradeable to 36“ 
Tm 16* W * 9.5' D 

Price; $395 

Grows 6 Pounds of Dried Plant 
■Miltier Per Year. 

■ «. • ryii ini- % ji ruu‘d including 
l5DwHPS/MH lighting system, a year 
stirpiv oi miirionTB. wtfrraniv, and tree 
teen support. a you need is water and 
plants! mis system uses Sj per Pod its 
tecnnoiofu'. 

Capacity -8 ^lant? 
Dimensions: 61 H x 14'Vm x 24'D 

Price; $1295 

B Plant Grow Box Perfect for 

Bogin tiers and Personal Growers. 
the My Grow Bundy has everythkr.fi you 
need except for Lfiu plan Is I Mil Ldea "5 
grow lights, 6 eailon reservoir. 3 inch 
net pots, fans, timers, essent ats, 
pumps and much more. No bran work 
raijulred, simply orovipe the My Grow 
Buddy will seeds or plants, fmkI watt u 
them grow This item also comes witl u 
3 year no hassle warranty. 

Capacity: 8 Plants 
Dimensions: 4l"TX 28 W X tfi" D 

Price: $595 
MY GROW BUDDY 

Grows 5 Pounds of Dried PI out 
Matter Per Year. 
Includes everything you need including 
20Ow CFL lighting system, o year supply 
nt r-Ljtne:nTfi. warrrmiy arid rme lech si/p- fort. All you rood is water anfl ptunts! 

n ^ stem uses Superposes Technol¬ 
ogy, 

Capacity: 12 Plants 
Dimansrons: 30"Hi x IS'W x 24 D 

Price: $795 SUPER BOX 

Low Power Usage { Low Heat Output | Noise & Scent Suppression | Fully Automated "Plug & Play' 
Over SO Hydroponic Systems & LED Grow Lights to Choose Froml 

Call to Order! or Visit Us Online at 
J 
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CLOSE-UP OF THE MONTH 

Get Purps 
iiii 

HARVEST OF THE MONTH 

You’re the Tops 
^on More “D” Train. This is 

■Sal the end result of crossing 

two of my favorite strains: White 

Domina by Kannabia, and Qrazy 

Train by TGA. She’s an F-1 selected, 

indica-dominant, stout statured 

phenotype that produces rock- 

hard, very colorful, crystal covered 

dank. Much love. Nugbuckets 
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Ask for: Trent. Robert, Subba. Joel, Mel or Bart Awe so me Gustomer Service 

Consistunt Great Quality Products 

Fast Dependable Shipping Try the 

UNLIMITED, LLC 

mixtuet. Lotusb^nds oforcEri: 'eaves 
siid towers rill l«',e youJKgjfirg ;&i Tore, 

Pwiivfo M iwt cun^r any mmy mm swstiwes 
tocMIng but rror flrnNed to: MfUMl, MH4QQ, 

kmnmsAmmi 
TKOUnlimiteil.com 

QS Code to Face book for news and info 
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GARDEN OF THE MONTH 

Here’s some Sea of 

Green AK 47 that 

was grown in the 313. P.C. 

GROWER OF THE MONTH 

CANOPY OF THE MONTH 

Purple Reign 
Cheek out my Purple Kush 

B8U from Inkster. Ml. Taz 

Berry Berry Good to Me 
Here are photos of Strawberry 

Cough x Chem Dog D. a.k.a. 

Strawberry Dog that’s WV raised and 

“O-high-O” grown. This strain filled the 

room with a very intense strawberry 

aroma. Check out the vibrant colors 

she produced! Tastes as good as it 

looks! Twan 
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Fl.75 lbs/1000 W 
in a Stadium 

2.5 !bs/1000 W 
in a Grow Cube 

or Coliseum 

f Grow Cube 
L 4Bor64 Plants 

1 

1 lb/1000 w 
Growing Large 

Plants 

Our Patients with Health 
Canada have been getting 

5 lbs from 2000 Watts in 

a 25 Sq. Ft. area with a 

Grow Cube or 

Coliseum. 
IF you have a Licence for 

48 Plants or more 

d want to learn How? 

ntact us (a) 
RISTABC.COM 

888-408-4769 

1,25 lb/1000 W 
from a 

Flat Garden 

Mini Coliseum 
300 Plants 
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On Sale 

November 2012 
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I Remote Control Growrooms 
Cultivation editor Nico Escondido reports on cutting-edge 

remote control growrooms that utilize specialized sensors to 
control everything in your garden directly your laptop, iPad or 

smartphone. 

I The 25th Cannabis Cup Preview 
The Cup is on! Check out the latest from Amsterdam—the 

news, the laws and what’s on schedule for the greatest cannabis 

event in the world. 

I Tim Schafer’s High Score 
The creator of cult classic video games including Psychonauts, 

Grim Fandango and Brutal Legend discusses the source of his 

inspiration and how he’s bringing his brand of classic adventure 

back to life through unconventional means. 

I The Revelation of Dr. John 
The New Orleans music legend holds a five-day mystic ceremony 

to heal the poisoned waters of the Gulf of Mexico. Editor-in-chief 

Chris Simunek is on the scene. 

I Vapor Pen Review 
With a plethora of pocket-sized vaporizers hitting the market, 

it’s hard to tell the gems from the junk. Fear not! We separate 

the best from the rest. 



35-45 DAYS OF FLOWERING!!! 

Superb potency and yield 

Hardly any trimming 

Caramel taste 

100% feminized 

DOM 

www.drgreenthumb.ee 
□ / Itvirn Dphk 

For a catalog including a SI0 off coupon send $5 to; 

"RWJ GENTECH INC." Box 370BS 

Ottawa, Ontario, K1 V OW9 Canada 

ACQUISITION OF LIVE CANNABIS SEEDS IS ILLEGAL IN THE UNITED STATES 
PAYABLE IN US DOLLARS FROM ANYWHERE (N THE WORLD 
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Morgan ic 
DRYING BOXES 

The unique special airflow design and exhaust 

system will allow your herbs to dr)' evenly and 

thoroughly without the use of sunlight or heat! 

Model l 
Jfij, I rii3£ 5 Pryl uk Dflirri 

Herbs will dry in 3-4 days! 

MfMOW 
Model El: 

{■ l b DrTinfj l3:u--eii 

Gel that due flavor just like the professionals' www.orgiutied jyia ^box .com 

3 MATURE = 
»WI 

Dragon 
YJuice\ 

^Organic flant^J 
Spray Conditioner 

Cumplete 
Foliar Spray 

Hon-Toxic 

Natural 
Solution lor 

Indoor & 
Outdoor 
Gordons: 

Aids In 
Delivery of 
Nutrient* 

Suprtmt 
Plant Woih 

$7.00/01- 

CLONEMASTER 

CH1VKMJA EH ZiJfl U A TIME 

\l TOM A'lK’ALLV HOOTS |% II M |»V>> 
MClYT vFKOkIHHI.F 1M.W 

V mViHECLOINL.MAS1 LR COM 
PH: U^5lMf.i75 

MM] C AMU’ lire h.Ok V10NJEV MKEJF.K TO 
CLONLMA&TER 

m. Ut>\ 7H5, ISA \\ HOIS T, CA4I62V 

www.spidermKecontrol.com 

“Making Sense Out Of Chaos” 

Just add soil and seed 
Plant, plug in and grow 

' * 14” grow space 
* Economical 
- Made in the USA 

growfoucket.com 

Marijuana is SAFER 

than Alcohol 

Isn't it time we treat 

it that way? 

The organization that legalized 

marijuana in Denver needs your 

help. Please contact us to get 

involved on your campus or In your 

area today? Take action now- 

1303) £61-0033 mai I £i?s alert hu ice .org 

www .SAFE Rch a i ce. o rg 
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Tkb kwiftjMfdcm on EaJtt/b. cjomtoy t/uAtyMf 

12351Lake, City Way, ME #/02 Seattle,, Wa 98/25 
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www.ftealKava.com 

4:30 
Kava Time 
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PHANTOM VIDEO 
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Stimulants 
357-Magnums $19.99 Yellow Jacked 
$21.99 Black Magic $9.99 Detox Diet 
Herbals Sleep Aids Vitamins Order On 
Line from MegaLowSales.com 

MarijuanaDomainNamesForSale.com 
Geographic Marijuana Hydroponic 
Domains BerkeleyHydroponics.com 
DallasMarijuana.com Hundreds more! 
Jeff@WholesaleNames.com 

WyrelessAlert.com 
24/7 monitoring for trespassers and 
intruders to your cell phone-no third 
party or monthly fees. 

Pureorganichoneyoilbible.com 
Connoisseur honey oil secrets revealed. 
Send $10 mo. to Great Grandpappy 

Abrams, 3883 Bennett Rd., Suite 5, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45245 

Experience Salvia 
A variety of brands and potent 
extracts. We also carry herbal incense 
blends Spirit and Puff. Low Prices. 
Call 219-588-4204. 

Metal Tobacco Pipes 
Assorted designs. Send SASE to Behind 
The Lite, 7304 Carroll Avenue #124, 
Takoma Park, MD 20912 

Herbalsmokeshop.com 
100% Legal Bud. Mood enhancement 

pills and aphrodisiacs. Flavored 
papers, blunt wraps, huge online 
smoke shop. 

Got Lighters? 
Custom Imprinted Lighters & More! 
LogoLighters.com/promo. 

800-828-6020 

www.fsbookco.com 
Marijuana Books & DVD’s 
Wholesale and Retail Since 1985! 
916-771-4203 

CannabisWormTea.com 
Grow monster plants organically. 
Indoor garden Winter Sale! 

Utah Devil Dirt 
Goat and Sheep manure composted 
naturally over many years. 801-550- 
0643. Ask for the Horseshoer. 

Experienced Indoor 
Horticulturalist 
For Sale ultimate luxury growing area. 
Newly remodeled 3 bed 2 bath home 
on 1/3 acre irrigated, lush landscape. 
With 800 sq ft heated air-conditioned 
workshop. Secure entrance, gated. 
Previous production shop. 9’x8’x25’ 
hidden safe room with bank vault 
door. Fire and theft proof. Phoenix, AZ 

Hydroponics 
Complete 9 Plant system $190.00. 
Adjustable size from closet to filling 
bedroom. (817) 573-5220. 
turbofarms.com 

Howe’s Organic 
Organic worm castings fertilizer, 
great for strong plants. 
howesfarm.com 

Avoid Grow Room Detection 
Heat Bloom Eliminator. Field Guide 
$19.95. (863) 969-6930 

REAL ESTATE_ 

HUGE POTENTIAL 
10-acre ranch 15 miles east of 
Redding, California. 90’x50xl6 

high, insulated shop e/z to convert 
to multi level. 24’x30’shop with 
grow roof (high yield). Newer 

3x manufactured home w/2 car 
garage & swimming pool. Two 
12’xl6’ out buildings both have 

power and water. Newer mid-size 
tractor w/implements w/asking 

price of 500,000 owner can carry 
some. Lease possible. goot44@ 

gmail.com 

Three “215” properties 
(2) 1.5 hrs North LA, (1) 42 acres No. 
CA. Details: nicksal215@gmail.com. Can 

finance. (661) 765-2603. 

Negril Jamaica Villa For Sale 
Beautiful, $750,000 US. 575-613-2533. 

Business Opportunity! 
2.5-acre working hydroponic veggie 
farm with 50,000 sq. ft. of greenhouses, 
packing house & equipment. Two-story 
house with 4 bedrooms, 2 baths. 

California Land 4 Sale - 
Sierra Foothills 
4/20 acre parcels near 1-80 w/wells 
private. Starting 300k each. Owner 

financed. (530) 389-2345. 

Mississippi River Tract 
Arkansas Duck Deer Clubs on 
Navigable Rivers wildlifeproperties.com 

501-278-1865 

Nevada Private 4.77 Acres 
3 Bedroom Home. New Quonset Hut 
30’x40’. Concealed Underground 
Growroom. All Equipment Needed. 
Close to Reno. 775-315-7431 

Colorado 5-Acre $29,000 
Must sell/ very private,off grid. Minutes 
to air held,lake,town. Spectacular mtn 

views. 808-652 2159. 

2-Acre Herb Farm 
1 hr from Las Vegas. Well, generator, 

orchard. Large Home/Garage. 

$175,000 (702) 723-1275 

For Sale By Owner 
Big Island of Hawaii - Puna District 

One of the most fertile and productive 

growing areas in the US. Lush and 

green, easy access. NO CREDIT CHECK 

- NO QUALIFYING. Call toll-free 

(800)715-5263. myeranch.com 

FINANCIAL 

www.MarijuanaMisc.com 
For sale $5,000 through Escrow.com. 

Dale @ Brokersoflnsurance.com 

Make $20,000+ Per Month 
Ground floor opportunity. Distribute 

revolutionary new Fligh Potent Herb 

Pills to Head Shops, Music, Body 

Piercing, Tattoo, Adult stores, etc. 

Areas going fast. $1,000 minimum 

investment, theherbconnect.com 

Easy Work! Excellent Pay! 
Assemble Products From Home. For 

Free Information Send SASE: Home 

Assembly-HT, Box 450, New Britain, 

CT 06050-0450 

Do You Have Old Debts? 
Never Pay Back The Full Amount!!! 

1-800-808-5205 

globaldebtinc.com 

Credit Problems? 
24-hr recorded message. Call 

248-262-6818. Ad#155 

TRAVEL_ 

ROAD TRIP 
We’re looking for 18-25 

adventurous adults to work 
/ travel entire US. We offer 
4 weeks paid training. Cash 

plus bonuses daily. No 
experience necessary. If you 
are enthusiastic and free to 

travel call 
1-800-949-1038. 

ACTIVISM 

Citizens Justice Association 
Abused by bad judges, lawyers and 

cops? Don’t like the war on drugs? 

You’ll like the Citizens Justice 

Association. We train people to 

challenge legal and government abuse. 

Free Info: Citizens Justice Association, 

Box 390979, Cambridge, MA 02139 

ADULT 

Adult DVDs 
10/$89.95 “COD” FREE CATALOG! 

“GUARANTEED” 203-419-6269 18+ 
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Browse our full selection of products at headshop.hightimes.com 
Order direct from the website or call 1-866-Pot-Shop HIGH TIMES 

Featured Products 

2012 Ultimate 
Grow Calendar 
High Times is proud 
to offer the Ulti¬ 
mate Grow Calendar. 
Packed with monthly 
summaries and daily 
grow tips, this calen¬ 
dar aims to keep you 
on track, whether 
you’re growing 
indoors or outside. 
$13.99 

HIGH TIMES Presents 
Nico Escondido’s 
Grow Like a Pro DVD 
Featuring over two hours of 
comprehensive cultivation 
coverage and bonus material, 
this AVO-film features footage 
of America’s top medical grow 
facilities, indoor and outdoor- 
growing and greenhouse tech¬ 
niques. $19.95 

Official HIGH TIMES 
Bonghitters Jersey 
Show your pot pride by 
sporting the same shirts 
worn by the legendary 
High Times Bonghitters 
Softball team. Sizes: S-XXL. 
$19.95 

HIGH TIMES Cultivation Editors’ Combo Pack 
Set includes Jorge Cervantes’ Ultimate Grow Box Set, Nico 
Escondido’s Grow Like a Pro, and Danny Danko’s Field 
Guide to Marijuana Strains. An $85 value for only $69.99! 

Back Issues of HIGH TIMES 
Lots of issues available! HIGH TIMES: $5.99; Best Of HIGH 
TIMES: $6.99; HIGH TIMES: Medical Marijuana: $5.99 

Classics from 

master grower 

Jorge Cervantes 

Ultimate Grow DVD 
Complete Box Set 
Three-disc DVD box set 
includes Ultimate Grow: 
Indoor Marijuana Hor¬ 
ticulture, and Ultimate 
Grow 2: Hydroponic 
Cannabis Indoors & 
Organic Marijuana Out¬ 
doors, Plus a full disc of 
bonus features! $49.95 

Marijuana 
Horticulture 
The Fifth Edition of 
Jorge Cervantes’ 
best-selling book, 
completely rewritten, 
updated and expanded! 
$29.95 

Marijuana 
Grow Basics 
This informative guide 
is packed with illustra¬ 
tions and photos of 
more than 150 afford¬ 
able marijuana grow 
setups. $21.95 

High Times Books 
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The Official HIGH TIMES 
Field Guide to 
Marijuana Strains 
By Danny Danko 
This compendium covers the 
world’s top pot varieties- 
all meticulously researched 
and lovingly described in 
terms ranging from odors 
and flavors to potency lev¬ 
els and medicinal properties. 
$14.95 

Marijuanaland: Dispatches 
From An American War 
By Jonah Raskin 
Part history, part counter-cul¬ 
ture mythology, this informa¬ 
tive and entertaining stoner 
memoir provides readers with 
a backstage pass to the world 
of cannabis. From the Emer¬ 
ald Triangle to Prop 19, Mari¬ 
juanaland offers a compelling, 
eye-opening look at the war on 
drugs. $12.95 

POT SMOKER’S 
HANDBOOK 

* + i- ! ■ V !c 4 

The Official 
HIGH TIMES Pot 
Smoker’s Handbook 
by David Bienenstock 
This handbook rolls up 
all of our collected wis¬ 
dom into one indispens¬ 
able ganja guide. With a 
life-changing list of 420 
things to do when you’re 
stoned, this is truly the ulti¬ 
mate guide to green living. 
$19.95 
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The Official 
HIGH TIMES Pot 
Smoker’s Activity Book 
by Natasha Lewin 
Now you can smoke, play, 
laugh and learn all at the 
same time! Packed with 
puzzles, games, mazes, 
jokes, how-tos and why- 
nots, plus kilos and kilos 
more! It’s what to do when 
you’re stoned! 
$16.95 

HI-YIEL 
HIGH TIMES Presents 
Hi-Yield Homemade Hydroponics 
Revised Edition 
Our best-selling grow book, 
now updated with organic-hydro how¬ 
to information. 
$9.95 
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What would you like to see on the 
Pot 40? Write your ideas on this 
ballot and mail to: 

High Times 
Pot 40—16th Floor 

419 Park Avenue South 

New York City, NY 10016 
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Celebrate all weekend long with music, parties, expo, activism, seminars and more! 

FIRST TIME 
EVER 

IN SEATTLE! 



SEED’LI ST 
PRICES PER 1 2-SEED PACK 

INPOOR/OUTDOOR' 
BC GOD BUD - $ 90 
THE PURPS - $ 90 SnEm 
SWEET GOD - 5 75 
BG MANGO - 5 7 5 
THE BLACK - $7 5 
bc Blueberry- $75’^gw 
The big - $ 75 &r 
BC Sweet Tooth- $ m 
BC CHEESE - $75 
707 Headband - $75 
Lemon OG 1 8 - $ 7 5 
BC Hash Plant- $7 5 
blue Buddha -$75 
Jack Herer- $75 
Northern lights - $7 5 
Truly fruity - $75 
BC KUSH- $60 
BC HELL BUSH - $60 
Purple Buddha- $ 60 
INPOOR 
Amnesia Haze- $75 
BC Chronic- $75 
UBC CHEMO-$75 
White Widow - $75 
Albino rhino - $ 
BC Big Bud - $ 60W.: z? 
Burmese- $ 60$!^ 
williams wonder - $60 
indoor mix'- $ 50 
OUTDOOR*. 
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BC PlNEWARP 
SWEET ISLAND SKUNK - $60 
OUTDOOR*MlX - $50 

,.TEXADA TIMEWARP - $ 7 5 
[feminized 
. BCGOD BUD.- $1 509 
tTH*E Purps,-, $ 1 50 V 
Original Blueberrym,$1 50 
BC Hash'plant -' $ 12 5 Q 
Jack Her*er*- $ 1 2 5 Q < 
SKUNK #1 X NL - $ 1 2 5 O 
SWEET PREAMS?$ 1 2 5 
Cinderella 99 - $ 125 
Strawberry Couch - $12 5 
^Xito^fCow ERING' 

[lowryder #2 - $ 90 ©. 

online, by mail or by 
* Free Seeds to all Cash or BLANK Money Orders'! 

GFS Industries, Suite 65 
Nieuwezijds Voorburgwaf 86 

vis 

LOWRYDER #2ZS 60 
1012 SE Amsterdam 1-888-40-BCBUD 
The Netherlands 

ACQUISITION OF LIVE CANNA&lS SEEDS IS ILLEGAL IN THE UNITED STATES I PAYABLE IN US DOLLARS FROM AN1YWHEHt IN I HE WORLD 



the World's best marijuana seed bank 
ACQUISITION OF LIVE CANNABIS SEEDS IS ILLEGAL IN I rl£: NITED STATES [ PAYABLE IN US DOLLARS TROM ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD 



iC-SCKUB 
>050N! 

Alcohol Free 
Reusable Formula 

Do1 You Lon /e Your Gl 
Doyo uuseT he Or iginal Forrr lula? 

NO SCRUB™ ACTION • 
Hassle Free • 
Easy To Use • 

Overnight Soaker • 
Ca& Xf EP CUT CF n eACJKj ^ 

• Cleans & Deodorizes 
• No Scrubbing. 
• No Shaking. 
• Made with 
Natural Ingredients 

Simply Soak, Rinse & Enjoy!™ 
Try One Todayl Available at Your Local Shop. 

If your shop doesn't carry It simply REQUEST IT! 

www.Forixiula420.com 
Wholesale Only: 

1.877.484.3301 

Order Today A Gat Your Free Soaker Jar 

www.ttsAlways420.com 

FREE SOAKER JAR OFFER CODE: FJHT4 


